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Track/Part 1

Could I start by asking you please when and where you were born?
Well, I was born in Golders Green in London in 1927, April 29th.

Thank you. And could you tell me something of your – of what you know of your
father’s life?
My father was born himself in Rugby and his father was a cabinet maker, and so
initially my father was apprenticed to his father at the bench making furniture. But he
didn’t think very much of this, he didn’t think that it was going to produce his fortune
and so he took off on his own and went to London to try to find a career for himself.
And he joined a furniture company, Gillow’s, now Waring & Gillow’s, where he
became a salesman and I think was a very good salesman probably. He did
sufficiently well in London to actually bring his sister and his brother and his mother
all up to live in London in the area of Golders Green and Hampstead. At that time it
was not so populated as it is now of course. But he later got into independent interior
design, interior decoration, having left the company and set up his own company and
that went well between the war years, but of course when World War Two came that
business completely went out of the window. And so after the war he actually then
got into the antique market, selling antiques, but by this time he was getting quite old.

Did he serve in the First World War?
[2:01]
He did serve in the First World War. He initially was called up as a private to serve in
the infantry. He took exception to his sergeant major who told him to fold his wet
towels at the bottom of his bed when he wanted to hang them out to dry. He then
went up to London on a leave, went to see the War Office, and said I can do better
than being a private, I’ve got languages, and he persuaded the War Office to give him
a commission there and then and he arrived back as a second lieutenant. That
commission took him out during the First World War essentially for ordering fruit
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from Sicily for the British army, bulk orders of oranges, working for the Royal Army
Service Corps, so he didn’t see any action.

And do you remember when he told you this, these stories about his war service? For
example, the story about sort of resisting the discipline in terms of being sensible
about the drying of towels, when did he tell you that?
Well, it was sort of part of the family history that got told, but he did before he died,
in his last few years, write about twenty pages of handwritten memoirs and the story
is in there … and I’ve incorporated his memoirs actually as a chapter in the book of
my own memoirs.

I see. And are there any other stories of his war service that he told or that were sort
of circulating in the family as family memories?
Not really, no, except the enjoyable time he had in Sicily in Taormina, a beautiful
port.
[03:57]

Thank you. And your paternal grandmother? I know that you’ve said a little bit
about your paternal grandfather.
My mother was born of a family by the name of Chamberlain. Her father, my
maternal grandfather, was in shipping and he lived in Southampton. He was – worked
for Cox’s shipping agents who had ships bringing goods of all sorts in, in and out of
Southampton, it later became Cox & Kings, now the travel agency. So my mother
and her two sisters lived in Southampton, one sister died tragically at the age of about
twenty-one, so there were two sisters surviving. They worked during the First World
War very much in Southampton looking after wounded soldiers coming back to the
port, and this was told by my mother and by my aunt. They worked on the camps on
Southampton Common where shiploads of wounded soldiers would come back from
the front, they’d help them to dress their wounds, feed them, encourage them or
enable them to get in touch with their families and so forth. And my mother worked
© The British Library Board
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at the Netley Hospital near Southampton and it was there that she met the man who
later became my godfather … but they didn’t get married. Quite where she met my
father I’m not sure but when they got married they moved to London where my father
was working at that time.

When did they marry?
1923 I think it was. Their first son was born but tragically died at the age of six
months and then the second son, my brother Dennis, was born in 1924, so the
marriage must have been earlier than ’23, and I was born in ’29 [1927]. So the family
was essentially Dennis, myself and my parents.
[06:28]

And apart from those details that you’ve already told me what did your mother tell
you of her wartime experiences in this capacity, in terms of both things that she did
but also her sort of feelings in response to what she was doing?
Well, I think everyone at that time, when they saw soldiers coming back in the
dreadful state of wounds from the trenches, it was nothing but compassion for these
people and a willingness to try to do something for them. I don’t think she ever talked
about the causes of war or the justification for war, I think that was a taken in those
days after what the Kaiser had done.
[07:15]

Yes, I see, thank you. And could you tell me about your mother’s parents, what you
know of them, or your sort of relations with them possibly?
Well, my grandfather, my maternal grandfather and grandmother, moved from
Southampton, they moved to Gerrards Cross in Buckinghamshire and lived in a house
called Milton Lodge. My grandfather had retired, he was very keen at the game of
bowls. He couldn’t ride a bicycle but he rode a tricycle and that’s something that
sticks in my memory. During the war they were living there in Gerrards Cross, the
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nearest they got to any damage was that a bomb fell in a house a street or two away
and brought the plaster down in the hall. My grandfather’s reaction was, ‘Wonderful
for the garden’ [laughs]. He was a very keen gardener and grew all sorts of things in
the garden, vegetables and fruit. He died … I think it must have been just at the end
of the war. My grandmother was looked after by her daughter Gertrude, my aunt,
who lived at Milton Lodge with her until she died. I don’t remember a great deal
about my grandmother, by this time of course I was away at school or later on in the
navy.

Do you have memories of your other grandmother, your father’s mother?
No, very few. She died when I was about six or seven I think. She had moved up to
London to be near to my father. My grandfather on my father’s side had died, oh, at
the beginning of the second millennium I think, so I never knew him. But the – my
grandmother I always remember clad in black with big hats on and sitting in a chair in
her garden, you know. I have a photograph of her that’s influenced – is how I
remember her.
[09:46]

Yes. Are there times spent with your mother’s father that you remember clearly, apart
from his reaction to the plaster coming down and so on? Do you remember spending
time with him?
I remember we used to go and have a Christmas dinner with them or we’d generally
drive from London to have a Boxing – not a Boxing Day, a Christmas Eve lunch with
my grandparents at Milton Lodge in Gerrards Cross. She was… My memory of my
grandfather was sitting reading the Financial Times, very often, reading Dickens, he
always liked to read Dickens at Christmas time and he’d sit in a particular chair that
we even now have in our sitting room.
[10:42]

Thank you. Your first home, presumably in London?
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The first home was in London, a house that my father and mother had bought in
Golders Green. Now there was a development of new houses probably in the ‘20s or
maybe before just off the North End Road leading – backing onto Golders Hill Park
and it was a network of fifty houses or so with three or four roads, all of which were
dead ends. So it was a very good place to be brought up, one could bicycle and
tricycle and be pushed around in a pram and … and my brother and I were frequently
taken to Golders Hill Park where there were lovely open spaces, a small zoo with
wallabies. And on the other side of the North End Road was Hampstead Heath. Now
Hampstead Heath was, and is, a huge open space, it was wonderful for young boys to
get on their bicycles and ride over Hampstead Heath. We would sail our boats over
Whitestone Pond which was at the top of the hill near Highgate, and we went to a
Dame School quite close to there before we went off to prep school.
[12:21]

Thank you. I’m going to come back to those sort of outdoor experiences in a moment.
Yes.

But I wonder whether, for this house, you would remember it in enough detail to
imagine standing at the sort of front door and to take the listener on a kind of tour
around that house?
I think I can remember that, partly because I have been back there since to see who
was living there. But it was a – one of a row of houses, privet hedge in front with a
white painted gate and a little front garden, with the dining room with a bow window
looking out over that. And then at the back there was a longish garden that went
downhill with a bit of a terrace and a rotten old stump of a tree where my brother and
I played at the bottom of the garden. The house was – I suppose it had probably three
to four bedrooms, there were four or us living there obviously plus a nanny because a
sort of middle class family would have nannies in those days. And we had a living in
maid, and she lived in an attic room. But, nowadays the houses in Golders Green are
very well sought after and probably immensely expensive.
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Do you remember, you may not, but do you remember how the house was sort of
decorated and laid out and the kind of objects in it? Particularly if there were any
objects that you thought of then as being sort of modern although you might not use
the word.
I think that the furnishings were more classical than modern because my father had
been in the furniture trade and designed and built furniture, having worked for Waring
& Gillow’s, had got some very fine, very good furniture, much of which I still have
here, and … so it’s of the mahogany era. My parents would like to entertain, they had
bridge parties … he was a great conversationalist and he was a keen cricketer in the
local cricketing club at Hampstead.
[14:52]
And one of the things that sticks in my memory very much is that he would take my
brother and I up, extremely early in the morning, up to Covent Garden and we’d see
these exotic fruits arriving, barrows of Cape gooseberries and all sorts of exotic things
that we’d never had before and we’d come home chewing on sugar cane and that sort
of thing; very exciting. And he’d take us up to the meat market at Smithfield or
Billingsgate, the fish market, so that gave us an insight into the outer world beyond
the shores of England.

Did you have any sense then of why he was taking you there? For example, was this
an interest of his or was he sort of self-consciously showing you something that he
thought you –?
I think both, I think that he very much enjoyed doing that. He loved to talk to the
people working there about the places the food had come from … he was a great
conversationalist, a great individualist. In fact he joined the Society of Individualists
later on.

What is – I’m afraid I don’t know anything about that society. What was that society
and what was his involvement?
© The British Library Board
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I don’t know whether it exists still [laughs], I know that it was something he belonged
to. He was also a Mason, he was quite keen on the Masonic movement but couldn’t
persuade either my brother or I to become Masons. One of the decorating interior
design jobs that he did was the Masonic hall with all the elaborate curtains and
furnishings and chairs and carpets and that was the kind of work that he did.
[16:42]

To what extent did he travel? I notice you said that he enjoyed his time in Sicily in the
war and then he’s taking you to this market and looking at these sort of, I don’t know,
the fruits of empire really.
Yes.

But to what extent did he travel, was involved in foreign travel?
He was involved a lot when he was working for Gillow’s, because Gillow’s was an
internationally known company that supplied high quality furniture all over the world.
He was sent out to Russia at one time to try to get a contract to furnish the Tsarina’s
palace, and so he travelled a lot in Russia, he learnt a certain amount of Russian for
that. He spent time in Italy, he spent time in France, and in particular he went to
South America and so he learnt Spanish, and these languages all gave him an entrée
into various countries.

What do you remember of what he would tell you about his travels or show you on his
return?
I don’t remember him showing me things because these travels were before I was
born. He would talk about them and he wrote about them in his memoirs.

Do you remember things that he told you about them?
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He talked about his trip to Russia which was really quite an interesting one because he
had introductions to the chamberlain in the house of the royalist families. He went
first of all I think to St Petersburg in Moscow but then he was sent down to Yalta
where – on the Crimean coast and some of his experiences of travelling in the winter
time in Russia in – what do they call them, the Droshkas or of sledges drawn by
horses, he talked about that.

Thank you. Apart from these early morning visits to Covent Garden what do you
remember of other times spent with your father, let’s say in the sort of period before
secondary school, was when you were a sort of younger child?
One of the factors in our life as a family was music. Music was a big part of my
father’s life. He was a very good bass singer, he sang in the Temple choir and
encouraged both Dennis and I to sing. And we were both given piano lessons when
we were quite young and so we both played the piano to some extent, and we both
took up wind instruments later on. My brother Dennis played the oboe and I took up
the French horn, which I still play. So this musical element happened at home, my
father singing, my mother played the piano somewhat, enough to accompany his
songs, and we would sing both in the house and join choirs. One of the big influences
on the singing was at – the Hippodrome in Golders Green annually had the D’Oyly
Carte company of Gilbert & Sullivan and so we would regularly go to the Gilbert &
Sullivan operas and we would get to know the words of the songs and we’d sing those
at home too.

Do you remember where the, sort of, family musical performances were, which room
they were in, and do you remember the scene of …?
Goodness. I think the piano in our London home was probably in the dining room, an
upright piano. It wasn’t until we moved to Gerrards Cross that some of these musical
activities developed, but this of course was after the Second World War.
[21:19]
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Thank you. Could you say more about the sorts of things that you did outside with
your brother, mentioning in particular important landscapes and places? And you’ve
mentioned Hampstead Heath and, sorry, Golders Hill Park?
Golders Hill Park.

And there’s a zoo as well, I wonder if you could tell me about, you know, the things
that you did, you know, these experiences that you can remember in the outdoors at
this time?
Well, I think that initially when I was very young I was being pushed around in a
pram by my nanny and so I didn’t do much outdoors, well, not much independently.
Then one got to ride tricycles and then bicycles and by the outbreak of the war in
1939, when I was twelve, I was able to explore further afield with my brother who
was fourteen. We would sail boats on the ponds, both the Whitestone Pond as I
mentioned and on the various lakes in Hampstead Heath. We didn’t get involved in
any particular sports, golf or cricket, these were things that developed at school but at
the school we went to, this dame school, were running races and egg and spoon races
and the other things that happen for youngsters. I suppose it was at that school, which
was called Heysham, H, E, Y, S, H, A, M, School that I first really came across girls,
and I had a heartthrob there, I can still remember her, her looks.

Really? Could you describe her appearance?
She was a very good looking girl with long hair. She was – her father was a quite
famous botanist and explorer, a mountaineer I think … but I never followed up her
history.
[23:42]

Thank you. And could you tell me more about the making and sailing of boats on the
ponds, any details however insignificant they may seem to you?
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Well, I suppose the love of boats and boating came initially from reading Arthur
Ransome’s books, Swallows and Amazons, which were a regular Christmas present as
they came out and we devoured these and loved the concept of sailing on the Lake
District, not that we ever did. And so … we made or bought model sailing boats that
we sailed and enjoyed the setting of that … and losing them occasionally and finding
them again. But it wasn’t until our family holidays that we did down in Cornwall
from about 1936 onwards, we stayed at a little village called Coverack and – just on
the Lizard peninsula, and there my father rented a rowing boat which Dennis and I
would row around in. When we got a bit fed up with rowing we tied one of the oars
vertically and attached a canvas sheet to it and made it sail, and in subsequent years
my father brought a bamboo pole, my mother made a sail and we fitted that, and then
we’d row or sail out into the sea and we, by this time, had learnt about semaphore and
Morse and so we’d row out to sea and signal to the coastguard with semaphore saying
we were all right and not sinking. And – and that experience down in Cornwall for
the years leading up to the war were very informative in my love of the sea and for
boats and had … I think, probably quite an influence on my life.
[26:02]

Where had you learnt semaphore?
… I don’t remember [laughs].

Do you remember other things that you read other than Swallows and Amazons or
Arthur Ransome books before the war?
Hmmm … I think the regular books of Kenneth Grahame, Wind in the Willows …
Alice in Wonderland and what are now considered the classical children’s books.

Did you read –? Sorry, carry on.
And my parents encouraged us to read.

How did they encourage that?
© The British Library Board
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By providing books that were suitable to be read. An interesting historical footnote is
that my uncle, the one – my father’s elder brother who he brought up to London, lived
in Frognal, and he had one of the first television sets that I had ever seen in 1938. It
was a projected picture onto a horizontal screen and you viewed it through a mirror at
forty five degrees, and this service that the BBC started then was of course closed
down during the war. But I do remember specifically looking at these television
pictures and wondering at and marvelling at television.

Do you remember what you saw, what the images were?
No, I don’t, but I do know, I’ve talked to Americans about this and they think that
they invented American – that they invented television after the war.
[27:46]

Thank you. And other pastimes with your brother in outdoor places, the other sorts of
things that you got up to do as …
… I don’t remember in particular. We had two very close friends who lived quite
close, the other side of the North End Road, John and Michael Slater, about the same
ages as Dennis and I, and we would join them in exploring Hampstead Heath. They
both followed on to the same prep school that we did, so we saw quite a lot of them,
and the elder brother, John, was a friend of my elder brother Dennis for many years,
in fact spoke at his seventieth birthday.

And what do you remember of visits to the zoo that you mentioned?
Well, the zoo was a small zoo in the middle of Golders Hill Park. I’m sure we also
visited the London Zoo and did the traditional things there, but the zoo in Golders Hill
Park was our local, and I remember wallabies, little kangaroos and rabbits and deer
and I suppose foxes and that kind of thing.

Who took you there?
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Oh, initially my nanny and then later the parents, my mother.
[29:18]

I’ve asked you specifically about time spent with your father, do you remember any
particular things that you tended to do with your mother at this young age before?
I don’t remember anything in particular. She was herself trained as a masseuse and
worked as a masseuse before she was married and probably took on private patients
afterwards. Hmmm … my memory back then is getting a bit dim so I don’t remember
[laughs] –
[29:51]

It’s okay. Could we then talk about the effect of the war on family life?
Yes. Perhaps I ought to talk first about my preparatory school –

Yes.
Because as was common for middle class families to send their young boy at the age
of eight to a boarding school, a preparatory school. And my brother had gone there in
about 1934, I followed in 1936, to a school called Abinger Hill School which was
between Dorking and Guildford, a lovely half timbered house set in 350 acres of land
with Surrey woodlands and several other … properties, several other houses on the
land which were used as boarding houses for the boys. There weren’t more than
about seventy or eighty boys there and it was a very progressive school. The
headmaster was appointed when he was about twenty-nine, straight from Oxford I
think, and they had an interesting system of education which was called the Dalton
system. It was a system of education used in Bryanston School modified for use at a
prep school, and in that, one’s choice of work to do during the day was a choice you
made at the beginning of each day. The boys assembled in a room, you planned out
what you would want to do for that day. You would, say, plan to do some history, a
© The British Library Board
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class of geography, art, music. Because these classes were not taught classes, they
were – they had written assignments [for] which you had to read so much and you had
to write an essay about something and then it was marked by the master in charge and
they would give you red, blue or black marks for the work you’ve done, and these
would be entered in on a chart so that the chart was there each morning for the master
in charge to see. He would see how you were doing in each of the subjects and then
say, ‘No, you’re doing too much of this, you should do more of that because you’ve
got black marks in that.’ And so this was the method that was used, it was a very
effective method and quite unusual I think and very, what one might call modern. But
certain subjects were taught directly, mathematics and classics I think. But otherwise
there was a great deal of freedom, there was a – a rapport between the staff and the
boys that possibly doesn’t exist in other schools, or didn’t then. There was one major
crisis with the school in the first term I was there when the school burnt down, and
this happened in the middle of a cricket match. It was a major fire, a lot of the central
part of the school was gutted and it was actually photographed from the air and
written up in the newspapers. The headlines read, ‘A Huxley disobeys the school
rules and saves the school’. This was Andrew Huxley who was a boy there who
actually had gone into the school for something when he shouldn’t have done,
perhaps, saw the smoke, alerted the authorities.

So that was – happened in ‘36, come 1939 war broke out. Let me say just where we
were when war broke out. We were on holiday in Coverack and on September 3rd
when Chamberlain made his announcement and my brother and I were standing in the
street listening to the broadcast through open windows of people’s houses on the sea
front and my parents realised immediately that it was perhaps not sensible to go back
to London. So we stayed on another month on the holiday, great [laughs]. And we
had met people down there who lived in the town of Marlborough and my brother had
gone to Marlborough College already for a year, or two years, and we moved to stay
with these friends who put us up in Marlborough pending what was going to happen
in London. Nobody knew whether we going to be immediately bombed or what. So
we stayed with these friends, George and Emily Evans, and they very kindly put us up
and then the – the time came when my brother had to go back to school, which he did.
© The British Library Board
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I went back to Abinger and we of course became aware of the war news as it was
going on and aware of various boys of the school who had been killed. The
headmaster was approached by one parent in early – of summer 1940. The parent had
Canadian connections and offered to take the whole school, lock, stock and barrel, to
Canada, to be involved in and coordinated with a school out there. The headmaster
hated the idea but he was told that it’s up to the parents. He sent telegrams to all the
parents who, the majority replied, yes I’d like my child to go to Canada. So in the
middle of the summer term in 1940 the school disappeared, what should I do? My
parents said, do you want to go to Canada? I said, no. And so they – my parents
came down one day in July, they took me from prep school where I was a senior boy
in charge of this, that and the other in the games, drove me to Marlborough where I
changed into Marlborough school uniform in a hotel and they took me to a junior
house where I was going to start half a term early, and there I boarded. It was a
transition from prep school, top boy at prep school, to the bottom of public school in
twenty-four hours, quite dramatic.
[37:31]

What do you remember of your feelings at that point?
Well, I was swept along by the events. My brother was at Marlborough so he was
around to help me. What happened in terms of my work had I think had quite a big
influence on my subsequent career. On Common Entrance [exam] I was placed in a
form called the Upper Fourth. When I got to Marlborough half a term early there
wasn’t room to sit down so I was put in the form above called the Shell, a very strange
nomenclature of forms in Marlborough. So in the Shell I stayed for half a term, at the
end of that term everybody goes up, don’t they? So I was put up to the next form
which was the Remove, the lower form of the middle school, and I must have done
reasonably well at that time because, based on the grounding I’d had at my prep
school, I then was moved up yet again from the Remove in the summer term of 1941
into the Hundreds, the form in which you take the school certificate. And so I found
myself doing the school certificate at the age of fourteen, or fifteen, a year earlier than
everybody else. I was very much the youngest person and that meant having done – I
did well in school certificate, so I was into the senior school at the young age. Then
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the question was with my parents – by this time I had got an interest in science, how
things worked, what physical principles were, and the question was - should I stay
with science in the Sixth form, which I’d be doing three years or should I do another
subject halfway through, maybe history, geography, Latin or something, and then
specialise in science? Well, with the war as it was going on, I had no idea what the
future was going to be, how long could I stay at school, what would happen? So I
opted to do science at that age and so that led on to me to do higher school certificate
in scientific subjects at the end of the first year. At the end of the second year [in the
Sixth] I did higher school certificate again and got better grades, and so progressed
with three years of science instead of just two. And that I think probably stood me in
very good stead for a scientific career. And you can hark back then to what did the
war do for me. It took my prep school away, I had to go to Marlborough early, I then
progressed through the school very well and came out, I in fact left in October 1944
[April 1945] for reasons that I’ll go into in a minute.
[41:09]

What do you remember of any sights and sounds of war at the time you were at
Marlborough School?
The whole life of the school had been very much affected by war. There were, first of
all, Savernake Forest which is a huge forest near Marlborough, was totally out of
bounds because the army used it as a major ammunition dump, so that meant we
couldn’t go there. Along the roadside were very often piles of ammunition, shells just
unguarded, just there, because they had to – they dumped them for progressive
collection by military units. Sometimes some extremely stupid boys took smaller
ammunition and tried to saw it in half in their studies. There were two occasions
when something exploded, one boy lost his finger, one had a bit of shrapnel through
his cheek. And then there was a … an interesting occasion when the headmaster was
phoned by a man commanding a military convoy moving up the Bath Road. He
phoned the headmaster at eight o’clock in the evening, said, I want to commandeer
the school and move in my entire unit into the school. The headmaster said, no way,
you can’t do that, I’ve got 760 boys here, and the officer commanding this unit said,
hard luck. And they moved in, they set up field kitchens in the courtyard, they moved
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trucks in. The soldiers slept in the boys’ studies, they slept in the Memorial Hall,
[the] room where we all meet for hymn practice. Tanks came in to the yards at the
back, the parade ground, they crushed various cycles on the way. They – we woke up
to find the entire school occupied by the army [laughs], smoke, troops shaving in
mirrors in the court – front yard [laughs]. By the evening they’d all gone, except of
course the gardeners were furious at the damage done to the lawns and everything.
And we were far enough away from London not to be affected by air raids, although
there were some relatively close on their way to Bath and Bristol and places like that.
So at school the war didn’t affect me very much personally other than these
experiences.

Thank you. Could I just hop back to the prep school and ask you specifically about
the teaching of science that you remember at prep school? I realise that, as you say,
it was organised really through the choice of the boys at the start of the day and that
sort of thing but there would be some kind of facilitation of learning I suppose. So I
wonder what you remember of science or science-like teaching.
Well, it’s an interesting question. When I went there, there was no science taught.
One [two] of the boys at school was [were] Julian Mond and Derek Mond, the sons of
Lord Melchett, and - of the ICI family. Now their father felt that there should be
some science at the school and so paid for a science laboratory [in a hut] to be put
down in one of the car parks where boys were begun to be taught something about
science, something about liquids and solids, something about making soap, the smells
that came from various reactions.
[45:39]
And my father at home bought chemistry sets for us, where you could mix up iron
filings and dissolve them in acids, mix up bits of things and make horrible smells, one
could make soap, a lot of the elementary things that are found in a schoolboy’s
chemistry set, and Dennis and I had a lot of fun working and playing with that. So my
father, although not a scientist himself, certainly encouraged science … science
thinking.
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When were you getting these chemistry sets bought for you?
Oh, I don’t remember specifically.

Around the time of being at this prep school?
Around the time of being at prep school, so I suppose in the late 1930s.

And do you remember –? You said that you had fun with them and you’ve mentioned
some of the things that you could do with them. Do you remember anything in
particular that you did do and where you were and what happened at all?
Oh, I think that … playing with acids and metals was always fun, litmus paper came
into it, test tubes, and there were probably many chemicals that were supplied in these
kits which would not be allowed these days.

I’m sure.
I think the freedom we had to do these things was really quite striking.

And could you describe the science laboratory that was built at the prep school in –
as a physical place and what it contained?
I think it was probably a caravan rather than a built laboratory. I remember it simply
as a rather limited space.

With any particular pieces of equipment or materials?
Oh, Bunsen burners and dishes and test tubes and no doubt a row of chemicals.
[47:52]

And what do you remember of the teaching of geography at prep school, if at all, or
nature study?
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I think that geography was taught very much as a location subject, remembering the
British Empire was widespread we learnt something about where different minerals or
foodstuffs came from. I suppose it partly tied in with the history lessons about the
development of the colonies and the British Empire.
[48:36]

I wonder in addition to the chemistry sets that you played with out of school whether
you could tell me about any other kinds of toys or activities or games that occupied
you out of school.
One of the mechanical outfits for children was Meccano, long before Lego and similar
things, but Meccano played an important life – an important part in playing. We
would build little cars following the instructions in the Meccano kit and year by year
the supply of Meccano would increase as we were given slightly more advanced sets
and different shaped pieces became available. So that this, I think, probably gave me
a facility with my fingers for assembling things and a – a certain knowledge of
structures. Because to build a [from] Meccano you very soon learn about cross pieces
and stress pieces and wheels and axles and gears and all the things that in those days
most boys, I guess, probably played with to some extent, constructing whatever was
in fashion at the time or suggested by the Meccano outfits.

And other toys aside from chemistry sets and Meccano, including those that, you
know, you think weren’t influential later on in your life?
I suppose as every child one has one’s own fluffy toys and – but you asked about
books and the books that I didn’t mention were the … Winnie the Pooh and The
House at Pooh Corner books by A A Milne. And I remember when I was – I was
really rather sick at one time with scarlet fever and, I made out of Plasticine, different
coloured Plasticine, all the different characters from the Winnie the Pooh books. They
sat in an old tin tobacco box for many years [laughs], goodness knows where they’ve
got to now. And at the same time when I was sick with the scarlet fever I had a
gramophone by my bed and a lot of the records of Gilbert & Sullivan operas, and
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learnt some of the songs from those. I learned all the words of The Nightmare Song
from Iolanthe, which I can still do as a party piece even today.

Thank you. And what do you remember of the teaching of science at the next school?
At Marlborough science was very well taught. The science laboratories [laboratory]
had been built and I think were [was] a very important architectural building well
known for its style, before the war. Science teaching was extremely good but not
perhaps as good as it might have been because one has to remember that all the young
teachers had been taken into the services: it was the old teachers or those who were
disabled or unable to join the forces who came back to teach. A great influence on me
was the teacher in chemistry, Dr Goard, who was both good as a teacher but [also]
very helpful to my parents in discussing whether I should go on doing science after
school certificate. There was a very good physics teacher by the name of Mr, or was
it Dr Teegan, T, E, E, G, A, N, and he persuaded me that physics was an interesting
subject. We got into optics, we did …vibration, diffraction, refraction, all of these
kind of things. We learned a certain amount of heat, light and the various subjects
that were covered for school certificate and then later on for higher certificate.
[53:52]

Any biological science?
Yes, but it didn’t impact on me as much as the physical sciences. I don’t know why
that was, I certainly became much more interested in the physical sciences and
biology didn’t figure in my education very highly.

And what about the teaching of non-scientific subjects? What do you remember of
that and your response to those?
Well, of course in the first few years one did History, English, French, Latin. I’d done
a certain amount of Greek at prep school but I didn’t do Greek at Marlborough. In
English we studied Shakespeare rather too analytically for my mind. Dover Wilson
was the man who wrote books about Shakespeare, I always felt that one needed to
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hear and see Shakespeare performed before you really understood what was behind it,
and my knowledge and love of Shakespeare has come much more later in life. And
the same is true with poetry, I think we studied the poets of, I remember reading
Gerard Manley Hopkins’, The Wreck of the Deutschland, and it didn’t really mean
very much to me at all [laughs]. And the books and literature with Jane Austen went
rather over my head. I was a practical boy, I liked to do things with my hands. At
home I tended to be in the garden more than Dennis who was reading books, so this
practicality of mine started at quite an early age.

What were you doing in the garden while Dennis was reading books?
Oh, well, I suppose this came later in life but it was planting and sowing and reaping
and weeding and cutting the hedge and so forth.

I see.
[End of Track 1]
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Track/Part 2

Could I ask you if you have any specific memories of practical work in the teaching of
chemistry at Marlborough School in terms of the sorts of things done in science, in the
science of chemistry?
I don’t think I really can remember much of that.

That’s fine, yes.
… I do remember that I shared a lab bench with a boy called George Darwin. George
Darwin was the grandson of Charles Darwin, so I had a close connection with the
Darwin family from quite an early age.

To what extent was he conscious or self-conscious about that link?
I don’t think he talked about it at all.

And the same question but for the teaching of physics?
With physics the things that stand out in my memory are probably the … looking at
light, looking at lenses, images with pins stuck in bits of cork, looking at vibration
methods. I don’t think we really got onto electro-magnetic waves but wave [motion]
as such was taught. We learnt about some of the classic experiments that were done
in physics, obviously Boyle’s Law, and Michelson-Morley experiment and Young’s
Modulus and elements of mechanics. I think the grounding was very good in classical
physics there to the extent that in my last year I took a scholarship exam to King’s
College, Cambridge and got a minor scholarship in science. I remember one of the
questions in the exam paper was about friction and the difference between static and
dynamic friction.

And the teaching of geology or geography at Marlborough?
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No geology at all. Geography was sort of classical geography that one did for a
school certificate –

Any fieldwork?
But beyond that, I don’t really remember much.

No fieldwork in geography?
No.

No.
No. Fieldwork wasn’t possible at all in my time there because there was no petrol and
one was limited where we could go. I played rugby football for the second fifteen but
we didn’t have any matches against schools because there was no transport. We
played local army units who tended to be rather rough. I played hockey, I did a lot of
music and singing in the choir and playing in the college orchestra. It was my first
term when I went to Marlborough, I was interested in playing a wind instrument and
they had the system that for the first term you can [could] get free tuition on a wind
instrument. My brother was playing the oboe, I decided I wanted to play a French
horn, and so took up that and was taught by the only master who taught wind, and he
was a clarinet player, an ex-band master, and we all practiced in the same hall, all at
once. It was a cacophonous noise, but I survived that and played with the school
orchestra, and that stood me in a lot of, good stead when I went to Cambridge.

Any other sort of clubs and societies and extracurricular activity at school that was
significant?
Well, singing in the chapel choir and singing in the major – major choral works that
were done. I tried my hand at acting but that was a disaster, I was not a good actor.

Could you describe the disaster?
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[Laughs]. Well, I … I played the Thane of Ross in Hamlet, I think, but I dread to
think what it sounded like or looked like [laughs].
[05:03]

And I wonder whether you could outline the kind of next stage of your life in terms of
decisions made in applying to Cambridge and interruptions to higher education
caused by military service and so on.
Well, before I go on to that let me just say that of course all the boys were required to
do some training in the military area and there was a cadet force and they just had
started up the Sea Cadet Force and so I became a sea cadet. We put on naval uniform,
we learnt knots and splices, we learnt a certain amount about signalling and structures
and boat work and so forth, and that was great fun. I went on two summer courses to
[for] sea cadets, one in HMS Foudroyant which was an old hulk sitting in Portsmouth
Harbour, and I think it’s probably a Napoleonic war type ship, and then I went on one
also at Exbury House [Eaton Hall] in Cumberland is it? [Cumbria] - which had been
taken over by the navy for training. So these were gradual introductions into the sea,
and sea going or seamanship which stood me in good stead later on.

Could you give us a sense of the kinds of routines or skills or practices that you were
taught on those two sort of – well, those sort of training ships?
I think first of all it was living in a community and the discipline of living in a
community. On the HMS Foudroyant it showed me the rigours that must have been
faced by seamen in the days when those were fighting ships and we were shown and
did seamanship and worked in boats, and that was the Portsmouth end of things. But
the other one, I don’t really remember too much about it, except being rather shocked
when a fellow cadet showed me that he always carried in his wallet a condom
[laughs]. Maybe that indicated how naïve I was as a boy.

For sort of land based listeners who have no experience themselves of sea going in
any form, or at least in a form where you’re involved yourself, could you explain what
being taught seamanship involved? What were the practices of seamanship that –?
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I think I’d rather come on to that a little bit later when I get into the navy side and my
time at Cambridge.
[08:15]

Yes, of course, yes. Then just before we then do move on, could I ask now about
relations with the family at this time? You’re older now and you have a kind of
impression of the family which is slightly more mature and I wonder whether you
could tell me about the extent of your parents’ political engagement.
My father was – well, both of them were Conservative, they … we didn’t talk about
politics much, I don’t think I remember at all, but they were definitely of a
Conservative mind. My father’s view very strongly was that he had been brought up
in Rugby to work at the bench and that he had been denied the education that he
would like to have done, like to have had. He went to the Laurence Sheriff School in
Rugby which was, I suppose, an independent school or was it a …? I’m not sure what
they called them in those days. But when he and my mother talked about schools for
Dennis and I he was very, very convinced that, to spend as much as he possibly could
afford from his income on our schooling and that we should go to the best schools.
So the fact that we went to an independent prep school that was extremely good was
fine, and we went to Marlborough and he could afford that. His income between the
wars fluctuated enormously, I think it went up and down according to the jobs he had,
which rather distressed my mother. Then, as I said before, during the war his source
of income failed and he joined – he did some work for the government in assessing
bomb damage and the … evaluating the compensation to be paid by [for] damaged
homes, a very depressing field obviously, seeing so many people killed, wounded,
without houses. The damage that was done was very depressing and he became
himself very depressed with this and he got a very bad attack of shingles, which laid
him quite low for a while. My mother was a very supportive and understanding
person who tried to support him, and did support him, through these difficult periods
and … she, towards the end of the war, herself, contracted cancer. She had breast
cancer which was diagnosed some time in 1944, I would guess, and had the treatment
that was given then for – was Radium needles, put into the breast and she got
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progressively iller from that and in fact died with her [from] breast cancer in 1945,
just a day or two after the Japanese war had finished. So she was aware that my
brother, who was at that time in the [Royal] Marines, did not have to go out to the Far
East and fight the Japanese, he was saved from that.
At the same time I had embarked on this course at Cambridge and signed up to the
navy in October 1944, taking the King’s shilling. This was - you accepted a shilling
from the King and that was a contract that you will then join that service. I didn’t
want to go into the army because of my sea interests and so I took the King’s shilling
for the navy. And the navy in their wisdom, and other services, decided that
schoolboys straight from school needed to grow up a little bit before they were sent
off on officer courses, so they ran courses at the universities called short courses
under a scheme called the Y Scheme Entry. Because I’d got an entry into King’s
[College] I decided to go to Cambridge for the Y Scheme course, and this was a six
month course that ran from April to September. The university year of course is
September to June, so this [short course] didn’t fit with the university year at all and
they were special courses ran for the services. I looked at the options for what to
study and there were no science courses at all on offer in Cambridge, which [was]
surprising. So I looked down the list and I saw that there was an offer of doing a
course in moral sciences, philosophy, metaphysics and ethics, and so I signed up for
that. What did that involve? It turned out I was the only person in the university
doing this, I had three supervisors – three supervisions a week and three essays a
week and no lectures. When I started the war was on, both the European and the
Japanese war, it was summer time, I got my entry into Cambridge subsequently. The
Cam was very inviting so I enjoyed punting on the Cam and enjoying the summer
pursuits. And I had to take an exam at the end and I got a 2:1 but I think that was
because they needed an average of a 2:1 [laughs]. So that was the academic side and
it was very enjoyable. I had – teaching me philosophy was Professor Wisdom of
Trinity, teaching metaphysics was Professor Braithwaite of King’s, and ethics I did
with a Dr Ewing, I’m not sure which college he was. But this broadened my mind,
and in the course of these six months for a day and a half we had to put on uniform
and train – do naval training, at Downing College and we paraded and we marched,
we hoisted flags, we learnt naval discipline and codes and we – The navy had boats
on the river Cam and later on a lake and we sailed and we rowed and did all the things
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that naval training involves, so that by the time I left Cambridge I then went straight
into the navy.
One of the joys of that period was that I could – my French horn playing enabled me
to get into the university orchestra, CUMS, Cambridge University Musical Society.
There were very few wind players around in the students and in the brass section there
were only two in the university, so we both played fourth horn in the university
orchestra. We did a performance under Patrick Hadley of Caius of the Verdi
Requiem in the King’s Chapel and we two were the only amateur brass players in a
totally professional brass section. It was an absolutely amazing experience to play
with professional players in such a major work as the Verdi Requiem which has this
terrific Dies Irae with the brass blasting out. So that – that sticks in my mind as a
wonderful moment in my musical career and I’ve frequently played that since. So
that took me through the short course in my time at Cambridge. In the middle of that
time, in August, was when my mother died, so obviously I came home for the funeral
and so forth.
[17:27]

What do you remember of, if it’s okay to talk about this, what do you remember of
your relations with your mother at all during the period of her illness in terms of, you
know, things that you talked about or your comments?
I think the truth of the matter is that I didn’t see a lot of her. While I was at school
obviously I was in boarding school and they weren’t able to visit all that much,
because of petrol. Then when I went to university they came up and saw me there,
and those were the last real contacts I had with my mother. I remember obviously
visiting her while she was lying in bed quite ill. I don’t think the conversations got
personal in any way except for what my future was going to be, what my brother’s
future was going to be. And she was a very good listener and I think, to use an Italian
phrase, simpatico with people.

And what was the effect on you in terms of the way that, I don’t know, you thought
about yourself and your life of this happening at this relatively young age?
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Well, I was naturally very shocked and saddened but I think casting back into that
period, remembering we’d been at war for six years, people were dying right, left and
centre; in the bombings, in the air raids, in the services, in invasions and so forth.
Death was not such a major issue then as it is now, I suspect, and the reactions to
death probably – maybe my reactions to death weren’t as fierce in grief as perhaps
one might have expected. I had a career going on, I had a commitment to the services
to eventually clearing up after the war, if that’s where my navy took me, and so my
main concern was [for] my father who took it extremely badly and he was very
dependent on her. My aunt, who lived in Gerrards Cross at the time, moved into our
household and took charge and looked after my father for many years.
[20:01]

Thank you. Could you then now talk of your naval experience?
Yes. October, no probably September, 1945 by train to Plymouth, a whole group of
other people with little suitcases met by the transport officer on Plymouth station,
driven in a bus to HMS Torpoint - HMS Raleigh at Torpoint, the other side of the
Tamar estuary, the first major barracks of seamen. This was a training camp for I
don’t know how many thousand cadets and seamen that went there. We were special
cadets, we wore white bands around our head [caps] indicating that we were going
through for officer training, and this was a period of living in barrack conditions,
learning all the discipline of the navy, learning again about boats, about seamanship,
about navigation, about...discipline and naval traditions and so forth. I very much
enjoyed that period, because of [with] my sailing experience I was able to sail in some
of their boats, thirty two foot cutters or twenty seven foot whalers in Plymouth Sound,
together with other cadets but I could take the helm and be responsible for sailing, so
that was great.
Harking back a little bit, and this is back tracking to the period in the war when I was
at school, there was a requirement of boys to go off and do farming work in the
summer in the school holidays. And my father had a friend who farmed on the banks
of the Thames, just upstream from Henley, a place called Remenham, and so my
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brother and I went there and we helped at the harvest and so forth. In the – one of the
cattle sheds was a fourteen foot international sailing dinghy with a hole in it and we
asked the farmer whether we could sail it and he said, ‘Well, it belongs to my brother,
he’s away at the war, if you can mend it and stop the water coming in, yes, go ahead,’
so we did. And we were able to sail this fourteen footer on the Thames during the
early years of the war, so again this has fed into my ability with boats. The course –
the place that we sailed, was up and down from Remenham to Henley bridge, exactly
the course that Henley Regatta takes now for its rowing races but [it was] then filled
with buoys to stop the sea planes landing in case of invasion.

So you had to sort of navigate around –
So we navigated around those.

Are you able to say or able to remember at this age what it was that appealed to you
about sailing? I suppose there’s various visual and sensory reasons why someone
might like sailing but why in particular did you like to sail?
I don’t know, the – it may be partly in my genes from my grandfather, partly the
books that we read, partly the freedom and sort of exercise of control of one’s own
self-discipline in order to do it. Quite difficult to analyse. [laughs]

Yes, it is isn’t it, ‘cause I was thinking with something like flight there’s various
obvious things about speed and, I don’t know, a different perspective on the earth and
that sort of thing but sailing is slightly slower and you’re still sort of at ground level
so – but it’s on water and I wonder if there was a, you know –
It’s the ability to use the elements to your own advantage. To save having to row, use
the wind, to save having to use an engine, use the wind. That’s – that’s rationalising it
much later I think.

Yes, I see, yes. So it was sailing rather than rowing, say, that –
Well, I enjoyed rowing but that was – but I enjoyed being on the water.
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Yes, thank you.
[25:00]
So coming back to the Royal Naval proper training at HMS Raleigh at Torpoint, my
particular memories there of Plymouth was [of] a devastated city, bombed to
smithereens in the centre of Plymouth during the war. Only two buildings standing in
the central part, the clock tower and the Lockyer Hotel, the rest was rubble. It later
was reconstructed under Sir Patrick Abercrombie into the Plymouth that is there
today, but coming and seeing the damage was really very striking. I hadn’t seen
bomb damage – a bomb damaged city before. So after the training at HMS Raleigh
the next phase was training on cruisers, supposedly a sea going training actually in a
naval ship. I was posted to HMS Dauntless, a D class cruiser which was stationed at
Rossyth outside Edinburgh. Unfortunately the Rossyth [Dauntless] was in dry dock
undergoing major repairs, [and] wasn’t able to go to sea. We lived in appalling
conditions on board, slept in hammocks crowded seventy to a mess deck below decks,
incredibly uncomfortable, very cold outside and very hot and sweaty inside. No
facilities on the ship because there wasn’t any electricity and none of the loos or heads
worked, and so it was a pretty difficult period. When eventually we left dry dock the
ship was only allowed to go – sail up and down the Firth of Forth as far as Bass Rock,
because the bottom of the funnel was so rusted that they feared it would fall off. So
the sea going experience was quite limited and in winter time it was fairly rugged.
What they were trying to do was to instil in us the ability to take command of groups
of people and to know about gunnery on big ships, carrying big shells around, how
big systems worked, how to get the boats up and down out of the water, things like
that.
So by the time I left there in 1946 in April, I was very ill with flu for one thing, came
home for some leave and went from there on to the next stage in the training which
was HMS King Alfred. King Alfred had been – it used to be at Hove in a hotel
commandeered during the war at Hove but had moved from there to the Exbury
House, the home of Lord Rothschild near Beaulieu River in [near] Southampton. So
we arrived there, we were by now – were all officer cadets. We had to train into all
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the necessary skills, we had to keep guard at night time over the grounds, dress up in
uniform and white gaiters and rifles and fixed bayonets. But we were able to wander
round at midnight through these glorious grounds full of treasured specimens of
rhododendrons and acers and all the tropical plants, and we’d quite illegally go down
to the boats which were moored on the Beaulieu River, take out a dinghy, and row up
and down the river at midnight, that was the fun side of things. We were taught
navigation by an interesting technique of practical navigation. They’d acquired a
number of Wall’s ice cream tricycles which had a big box on the front and they fitted
a chart table on the front on this box, and in a field they’d put up markers which were
lighthouses and headings of headlands, buoys, with different characteristics, and we
would pedal this tricycle around taking bearings of lighthouses and buoys, measuring
our speed, distance run and plot it all out on a – on these charts. A very good way of
actually learning how navigation works; that was a lot of fun too. Finally I – we
passed out as midshipmen from this training and moved from a sailor uniform into a
midshipman uniform with white tabs to indicate that we were RNVR, Royal Naval
Volunteer Reserve, and not permanent navy.
[30:34]
So, first appointment after that, I was appointed to a Dhan laying trawler. A Dhan is a
buoy that was used to mark channels where mine sweeping had been carried out to
say that ships could travel safely, and this trawler was called HMS Juliet, it was
stationed in the dockyard at Chatham. The ship had just come back from the
Mediterranean, it was a coal fired ship, didn’t have any gyro compass on board, it had
no radar on board, and the steering didn’t work, and we sat in dockyard for three
months while the dockyard workers, the dockyard mateys, tried to mend the steering.
It gave me an insight into the incredible unionisation of the dockyards, because … an
electrician wasn’t allowed to touch something until the carpenter had been and the
carpenter couldn’t do something until the plumber had been, and the plumber couldn’t
do it and so on. Eventually we sailed out of Chatham on our way to Edinburgh. We
were steaming down the English – no, down the Thames Estuary and had got up to
Great Yarmouth when the whole base of the coal fires failed and dropped into the –
dropped down. The fires went out, there we were without steam, bobbing around in
the ocean. Eventually tugs had been sent to fetch us in to Great Yarmouth where we
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spent another few weeks tied up while the Admiralty decided what to do. They
decided to pay the ship off having done some temporary repairs, so we turned around,
sailed all the way back down to Portland, and in Portland they paid the ship off, and it
was eventually converted into some [a] coastal ship - sawn in half, a piece put in the
middle. That was the end of my first sea going experience [laughs]. And from there I
was then posted to a minesweeping flotilla. This was a flotilla of motor launches, 150
foot motor launches, stationed at Queenborough – Queenborough near – on the Isle of
Sheppey, quite near Sheerness. And there, there was our mother ship, HMS Eskimo
alongside this jetty, a huge 100 foot [mile] long wooden jetty that had been built for
trans-North Sea ferry terminals, and we were equipped for sweeping magnetic and
gravity [acoustic] mines in the Channel. Sorry, not in the English Channel, in the
Thames Estuary. During the war the channels into London had all been swept
because of the need to have transport going there, but the Thames Estuary is full of
sandbanks which dry out at low water, and so those had not been swept, they –
because it hadn’t been necessary. They required, after the war, were required by
fishermen and yachtsmen and everything to make sure that it was clear of mines. So
we would go out and sweep for magnetic mines and acoustic mines using what was
called a double L sweep [towed] astern. That’s a long cable and a short cable through
which a huge electric current was pulsed which set up a magnetic field and a hammer
box that made a hell of a racket to set off any acoustic mines ahead of us. And we’d
go in formation, six ships in line abreast, all pulsing at the same time so we wouldn’t
blow a mine up under the, another ship, and we’d sweep up and down the sandbanks.
Every area had to be swept twelve times because Germans had put twelve actuation
mines on, where only the twelfth ship that passed blew up. And then surveying motor
launches had put out markers on the sandbanks with a crossbar, so when the crossbar
came above sea level it meant that we had to get the hell out of it otherwise we’d go
aground. So this is what we did back and forth out of Queenborough, and it could be
quite rough; these ships tossed around in the sea and we did some quite heavy weather
work. And we even went out one time when we had to crunch our way through pack
ice in the winter of 1946, which was a particularly cold winter.
One interesting episode during that time was we – two MLs were sent off to
Germany. We sailed across the North Sea in company, met a terrible storm, had to go
into Holland for two or three days, made friends with some Dutch girls there, and then
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went on to Cuxhaven and Kiel and the purpose was to help the Germans to sweep
their own areas of mines. We didn’t actually do that because we were then suddenly
sent off to do something else. It was at this time when the state of Israel was being set
up and from Germany, and Europe in general, great numbers of Jews were migrating,
wanting to migrate into Israel to this new – new country. Unfortunately too many
were arriving to be able – that could be coped with by the British in Israel, so they had
to intercept some and try to send them back into Europe. They were put on three
merchant ships and they couldn’t – they tried to land them in Marseilles, [but] they
refused to get off. They put barbed wire and fencing around to stop them jumping off
the ships. We eventually had to – they came around Spain, they went up the River
Elbe, up to Hamburg, and we were to escort them up with a destroyer, up to Hamburg
and make sure that people didn’t jump over the side or cause any major problems, and
we did this in the dead of night and then the navy dealt with getting them ashore. It
was, I think, a very difficult and unfortunate episode in the history of Jews in Israel
but entirely understandable in the circumstances that went.

Can you say what you saw of that from your perspective? You were on the destroyer?
I was on an ML, we were accompanied. An ML is a motor launch –

Right.
The same motor launch, it was a smaller ship.

The same motor launch that you were using for mine clearance?
Yes. There was – my only sort of direct contact [with the Jews] was where at one
stage I was required by the captain to take a message on to the captain of the merchant
ship, and so I was taken over and landed on the ship and taken up onto deck to meet
the captain. And I could see at close hand the squalid conditions of the, as we called
them, illegal Jewish immigrants that were having to make do on the decks with
incredibly … difficult circumstances.

What did you see exactly, do you remember?
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Parents and children in ragged clothing, crying babies, distraught families. All the
sort of evidence that you would find in a refugee camp … incredible smell. So that
was just a three day episode and then I was back in Kiel and eventually we came back
to Queenborough and continued with the minesweeping activities.
[39:44]

In the sweeping of the mines how often were you setting one off?
Well, surprisingly enough we never set one off at all in two years, the reason being
that these were magnetic and acoustic mines. They were probably powered by battery
so the batteries would have gone dead. Secondly, they probably might have rusted
away by then because this was a year or two after the war. Many of them would have
sunk into the sediments and perhaps not responded to [ships] – because remember
there was a big current sweeping across the sand, moving all the time. The only mine
I saw in that whole period was a floating mine, that was a contact mine which has
horns coming out of it, and that one we sank by rifle fire. And unfortunately it didn’t
go up with a great big bang as one hoped, it just sank to the bottom.

And how did you –? Perhaps this is obvious but how did you know about the – the
twelfth, you know, the fact that the twelfth pass across a mine would –?
Well, this was well known by the mining establishments in the navy from the
experience of ships that had gone through minefields and maybe they’d found that –
they thought it was clear but it wasn’t, and many people lost their lives as a result.

I see.
There was a whole section of mines and counter mine measures within the admiralty
that studied these things. We had of course also to be – each ship had to be
degaussed, that is any magnetic signature of the ship had to be carefully cancelled out
by wrapping electric cables around the hull of the ship and creating an artificial
magnetic field that entirely compensated the natural magnetic field of the ship. And
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they were of course wooden ships - they had – but they had engines, they had other
metal on board. And so these were very carefully monitored and measured to make
sure that the sweepers wouldn’t get blown up.
[42:09]

Thank you. Would you be able to give us an insight into relations between sailors on
deck? For example, in the situation of being on HMS Dauntless where you said the
conditions were rather tight, could you give us a flavour of the kind of social
interaction on board between, I suppose, men of different classes really?
I think that all of the cadets, and the ship was full of cadets, I mean there were regular
ship’s crew but we didn’t come into contact with them at all hardly. All the cadets
would be in the same mess, that is we would sleep in this one – well, one of many
messes but we’d sleep together in hammocks, we all worked together as cadets. So
there wasn’t any social interaction that I remember between the cadets and the regular
seamen, and certainly not between the cadets and the officers who were there to …
make life pretty difficult for us.

How did they do that?
Well, if – if you made – if you were disciplined for some reason by failing to do
something or being insolent or whatever, you were made to carry a four inch shell,
which is a big heavy thing, a dummy of course, you’d have to carry it up three decks
to the bridge and down again, or find the officer of the watch as a kind of punishment.
Every morning we would scrub the decks, roll up our trousers, bare feet, scrubbing the
decks with brooms, brushes, with water being played on your feet from hosepipes
which in mid-winter is damn cold. And then suddenly you had to put all your shoes
and socks on and go on parade, you know, at the whistle of whatever [command]. So
these sort of things, hmm, were the tough parts.
[44:35]
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How were they attempting to train you in commanding others? In those examples you
seemed to be in a kind of submissive relationship in relation to someone else.
Yes. One of the techniques they used, and which I find actually – found actually quite
difficult, you’d be given a job to do on deck or to move something from one place to
another or to arrange [to hoist] a boat on to – and they’d give you fifteen cadets to
command to do it. Now, very often it was a job you could do much better yourself
without anybody but you had to actually give the orders and arrange the group into
groups of - teams to do this, that and the other and give the orders, explain what to do
and give the orders to do it, and that was difficult, but that was probably necessary.
But I found this quite difficult on the motor launches in minesweeping, there was a
captain and a first officer, and I was the first officer, first lieutenant, and those were
the only two officers on board, the were a crew of ten, and then – in the charge of a
chief petty officer. Now, the chief petty officer was old enough to be my father and
had the experience of years and years in the navy. There was I, a totally green, raw
young man, trying to give him orders, that was difficult.

How? Yes, could you give a sense of how that went? I mean his response to it and
…?
Well, sometimes it was quite surly. You know, he’d eventually do it but not with the
willing good grace that one would hope.

And then in interactions between cadets, for example on Dauntless, I wonder whether
you could give us a sense of the particular language of – kind of the language of
communication, whether there was any sort of naval slang or particular kinds of
conversation.
There was always naval slang. I mean the word heads for the toilets, one had to learn
that, fore and aft, port and starboard, and all the other things. And as cadets you
simply got involved in that and used it. I don’t remember any particular sort of
language that was developed between people. I suppose there was a jargon of the day
that one used.
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[47:23]

Okay. I think we’re on then to the next stage following your naval service. How then
do you return to studies?
Well, what happened at that period, one had a demobilisation number when you
joined up and the navy, well, I suppose all the services, worked steadily through the
demobilisation numbers until yours came up. And mine came up in about March
1948 I think and at that time I could then leave the navy, formally for a period [to]
join the Royal Naval Volunteer Supplementary Reserve, which means I was sort of
there if they needed me. The demobilisation number … it gave me – or the navy gave
me so much accumulated leave, paid leave, and the pay for me was actually quite
important during the navy because I used that accumulated naval pay to fund most of
my time through Cambridge, at university, together with a county grant that one could
get. My father only put a little bit of money into that, but I was largely self-financed
through Cambridge. Because the Cambridge term didn’t start till September 1948 I
had the period from April to September to fill in, and quite close to us at home at
Gerrards Cross there was a research laboratory of British Aluminium. It had taken
over Chalfont Park, now a golf club and hotel, and my father was friendly with the
man who was directing it there and so he got me a job. I had a sort of summer
vacation job working in British Aluminium. I did – part of the time I was working in
the photographic department, part of the time I was doing glasswork, that is
manipulating and blowing glass tubing, joining glass tubing, because a lot of the
chemistry of aluminium analysis and alloy analysis was done in glass tubing [using]
chemical methods. And then I did a third section working in another department and I
can’t quite remember what that was now. So there was six months of getting back
into – in a scientific establishment, getting to be familiar with scientific techniques at
the laboratory bench level and … it really was enormously useful to be able to do this,
to get my hands on. What I began to realise then, and I hadn’t realised before, was
that research is actually a very messy business in laboratories. It was not the white
coated, smart aluminium-clad laboratories of the films. There were bits and pieces all
over, there were wires going henceforth, and so that was an insight into research
which was very good for me. Then eventually I went up to Cambridge in October
1948 to start my full time degree.
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[51:11]

What did the work in the photography department of the aluminium firm involve?
Well, I worked in the dark room as I developed films. I learnt many of the techniques
of enlargement and printing. At about that time I bought for myself a large plate
camera. You remember those old things with big glass plates and a black sheet over
your head, and everything was upside down. I thought I’d play around with that at
home, in fact it turned out to be far too expensive to buy the plates and get the
chemicals so I did for myself, I got a thirty five millimetre camera and decided from
what I’d learnt at British Aluminium to do my own home processing, developing
films. I couldn’t afford a printer so I built a printer, an enlarger, out of bits and pieces
of Meccano and bits of aluminium I’d scrounged from British Aluminium. And so
that was fun, I’ve still got it up in the attic somewhere. And that actually played into
my future scientific career in underwater photography, because I had already had that
experience at British Aluminium and at home.

Could you just –? Do you remember, I realise you might have seen them recently
because you said you have it upstairs, but could you describe the pieces of equipment
that you made and the bits involved or do you need to –?
For the enlarger?

Hmm.
Well, it was essentially a square board, a base board, an aluminium tube with a collar
and a tightening nut, a black aluminium box above that with mounted in it some
lenses, a light, a lens to distribute the light, a holder for the photographic film. I had
already got a spiral developing tank and developed my own chemicals, and I did this
up in the top room in my house in Gerrards Cross; blacked out the windows as best I
could.
[53:51]
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Thank you. The application process then to Cambridge then for the second time but
this time for a degree.
Yes.

Could you explain the process of applying to a particular course or place or –?
Well, I had already established a position in King’s College Cambridge.

Yes.
So I didn’t have to apply for that, I had got already a – a minor scholarship and that
entitled me to have rooms in college, which was very nice, and I had the same room
for three years living in college. It was clear from the beginning that I was going to
do science and so the scientific courses at Cambridge, doing natural sciences, the first
two years you do three whole subjects and in your final year specialise in one. The
first three years I did physics, chemistry, mathematics and I did additionally a half
subject in mineralogy. So there were lectures, there were practicals, there were
demonstrations and all the traditional things, most of which were held in the
Cavendish laboratory in the centre of Cambridge. In the third year, when I specialised
in physics, part two physics, was - I found a very different standard to the first two
years. The first two years had been actually consolidating a great deal of what I’d
learnt at Marlborough and done in higher certificate, classical science. But the third
year it suddenly leapt on to advanced thermodynamics, quantum theory, relativity,
nuclear physics, all of the things which were – and low temperature physics - things
which were at the cutting edge of Cambridge science in those days. And I had lectures
from distinguished scientists: Paul Dirac on quantum theory, Sir Lawence Bragg on
classical physics, Professor Pippard on low temperature physics and so forth. There
were – there was obviously a lot going on in the Cavendish laboratory at that time.
But that was in the third year; in the first two years I was able to enjoy Cambridge life
as a returning serviceman. The university was full of returning servicemen and there
were almost two communities, those who’d been in the services and those who were
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either too young to have been or had for one reason or another not been qualified to
go in medically or otherwise. I entered into the music life very fully, playing in the
university orchestra actually for another six years because I stayed on after I was
doing my PhD. I played rugby football for the college, I rode in the rugby boat and in
the gentlemen’s eight. I played tennis, I joined debating societies, helped to found
some societies and musical activities as a member of the Cambridge University Music
Club - all of these fully occupy your life as an undergraduate.
[58:00]

Any significant relationships at university?
Not in – not in the sexual sense as the word is used today.

But girlfriends?
I had girlfriends from home but not at the university. There weren’t many girls at the
university in those days. Clearly for May Balls I would invite somebody up from
home or somebody I’d met from elsewhere. There was a great deal of social life of
one sort or another and maybe it would be too much to go into all that here.

No, it would be interesting, yes.
There was one interesting club called the Staggins Club. Again, this is on the musical
side. Professor Staggins had been a professor of music, I think maybe the first
professor of music at Cambridge and the Staggins Club met to sing, in a pub mainly,
before and during and after meal, graces written by various classical composers like
Purcell and others of that period, some of which were … very clean, some of which
were very ribald. And there were some very distinguished musicians who belonged to
the Staggins club, Bob Thurston Dart the famous harpsichord player … and many
others whose names I can’t quite remember now, they’re written down in my
memoirs, and that was a sort of social get together. I also founded [with friends]
something called the Oliphant Society which was to play ancient wind music found in
the music library of King’s. That was a group of undergraduates. I played in various
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other orchestras besides the university orchestra, the Trinity [College] Orchestra and
the Cambridge Philharmonic which was the town orchestra. All of these things took
up quite a lot of time.

And could you tell me, I realise it’s likely that the teaching of subjects over two years
are likely to sort of become clouded into one memory, but could you remember
anything –?
What were we saying?

Could I ask you for sort of key memories of the teaching of science in the first two
years? So any demonstrations, lectures, ideas, images that stood out for you then as
being striking in particular.
I think it was the classical physics that struck me most. Some of the famous
experiments that were done by the classical physicists about, you know, trying to
demonstrate whether there’s an ether or not. We learnt about chemical explosives, I
remember one occasion when George Porter was lecturing to us, he became later Sir
George Porter, President of the Royal Society, demonstrating explosives where he had
prepared something in a glass capsule and at one point in the lecture would throw it
against the wall - a big bang. On this occasion it happened to go through an open
window into the street down below and everybody rushed to the street below to find
an old man lifting up his hat and wondering what had happened [laughs]. I remember
lectures in, I think it must have been early computing, from a professor whose name I
can’t remember but he always wore extremely loud ties. [I think it was Prof Hartree]

It wouldn’t have been Maurice Wilkes would it?
No, no, no, the names go sometimes.

Do you remember anything of the content of the lectures by this –?
Not much, no.
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Just the fact that they were on early computing, yes. At this time any – sorry, carry
on.
One of the interesting things that the university did was to give non-scientific lectures
to the scientists, and standing out in my memory of one of these was a lecture given
by the provost of King’s, Sir John Shepherd, who from a very early age had been
white haired, long hair, walked with a stick, and he came to lecture the whole lecture
room full of undergraduate [science] students. He’d sit on the front of this bench, not
behind the lecture stand, dangling his legs and just talk about philosophy, about some
of the ideas in the past, and he was a wonderful communicator. That sort of thing was
great to sort of broaden the minds of students.

Were there any practical classes in science at this stage in the first two years?
Oh, yes, yes. I mean at regular practicals one would be at the bench doing physics,
experiments on chemistry, and in mineralogy we’d be looking down microscopes
using polarising lenses and looking at the structures of minerals. At about this time of
course the major subjects of crystallography were being developed, the two Braggs,
father and son, had both got the Nobel Prize for discovering structural lattices of
crystals from x-rays and we learnt a lot about x-ray diffraction and Laue photographs
and how to interpret them in terms of the structure of crystals. This became a very
strong point in Cambridge science as it developed into getting the structure of much
more complicated molecules and eventually into the DNA story. But Sir Lawrence
Bragg and Sir William Bragg, Sir William Bragg the father and Sir Lawrence the son,
Sir Lawrence taught – actually I had lectures from him –

In the first two years?
In the first two years, a very good lecturer. It turned out much later that he used to
live not far from here in Chiddingfold and my wife’s godmother was a sister of his, so
there was quite a family connection developed later on with the Braggs.

What do you remember of his lectures in the first two years in terms of the way that he
presented himself and the way he presented science?
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Well, he was – he had the ability to make quite complex things seem simple, and I
think that is a great art in, in science teaching. Specifically I don’t remember,
somewhere I’ve got notes of all this.

And do you remember which physical instruments you used in physics? Sort of, for
example in crystallography, were you using any of the physical instruments to
examine apart from polarising lenses but sort of x-ray technique?
I don’t know whether they ever let us loose on x-ray machines themselves. We
certainly were given the Laue photographs of the x-rayed diffraction patterns where
you identify spots and then work out what the structure is. It’s a long time since I’ve
thought about mineralogy, so –.
[66:51]

Okay, that’s fine. In the same way that you spoke of Bragg just then, could you tell
me about the way in which the lecturers and other lecturers in the third year,
lecturers who were then or became famous, presented their science or presented
themselves as well? So, for example, Paul Dirac, what do you remember of his
lectures or lecturing?
Paul Dirac, I remember his first lecture of a series. He said, ‘Now, I want you all to
forget all about the rules of mathematics, I’m going to give you some new rules and
we’ll see where those take us.’ And he laid down a set of rules, and for heaven’s sake
don’t ask me what they were [laughs], rules of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and so forth. And from that basis he gradually started to build up what quantum
mechanics or quantum theory developed into. How he did it, I don’t know, and it’s
…. I didn’t take it any further after that. But another lecturer who did impress me a
great deal was Professor Brian Pippard and he talked about what was then a cutting
edge science in his part of the laboratory which was extremely low temperature
physics, that is the physics of things happening around about minus 273 degrees
Kelvin, or zero Kelvin, minus 273 centigrade and the properties of super fluidity,
superconductivity. And I thought those were terribly exciting, you know, the – what
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goes on down there, why does it go on there and I would like to have continued
research after year three into low temperature physics and I had in fact applied for a
position to do research with his laboratory. At the end I didn’t and couldn’t because I
didn’t get as good a degree in part two physics as I would have liked. For part one I
got a first but because I’d been in the navy for two years and done my – for three
years and done my term, I was entitled to get a degree on a two year course, therefore
I took my BA in science after two years with a first class degree. The third year I got
a 2:2. If somebody asks me what degree did I get do I say a first or a second? [both
laugh] So with a 2:2 it wasn’t quite good enough to work for low temperature physics
and my supervisor in King’s, one Edward Shire who was a physicist, knew the
Cavendish people very well, he himself worked there, and he said would I like to
work in the nuclear research in the Cavendish, which I started to do. And that’s the
start of another story.
[End of Track 2]
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Track/Part 3

Today I’d just like to ask you a couple of questions following up on session one and
then we’ll continue from where we got to which was when you were just about to start
on nuclear research. But I was interested in asking you what you photographed when
you made your own photographic equipment inspired partly by work at British
Aluminium. I know that you made your enlarger, a mixture of bits of aluminium and
Meccano, but I didn’t ask you what you actually took photos of and so I was
wondering whether you could tell me about that.
Well, it was not very exciting photography, it was the occasional snapshot of family
and some events. I don’t think I even have any record of the prints that I made at that
time.

Thank you. Having read your – the first part of your memoirs anyway, I wondered
whether you’d be prepared to tell me a little more of the experience of being taught
maths by Nicholas Temperley. It seemed a rather particularly interesting form of
teaching and may gave us an insight into the kind of culture of … well, I suppose the
culture of male teachers in relation to the students.
That sounds like a rather leading question. As you will have realised I had
supervision with Nicholas Temperley, and as I did with many other, or several other,
supervisors. These supervisions were in his rooms in King’s and he happened to have
the rooms that were – had paintings on the wall by Duncan Grant, rather … explicit
paintings of nude boys which was somewhat off-putting when I was trying to
concentrate on mathematical equations and so forth.

Did he talk about the commissioning of those paintings, you’ve shown me a
photograph, about how he came to have those done?
No, he didn’t, no. I mean it – they were not his, they were – he happened to be in
those rooms in which these paintings, these murals, had been done.

Actually onto the wall, they weren’t –
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They were actually onto the wall.

Interesting, thank you.
You won’t have seen those in my memoirs but I have the photograph of them here.
[2:52]

Yes, I think you showed me last time, yes, thank you. Now, we got to a point in the
recording last time when you were just about in the chronology of what we were
doing to embark on nuclear research and I wonder whether you could, in as much
detail as you can, I know it was a brief period of research, but describe what you saw
when you – you know, when you first started working in this department of nuclear
research. What was going on, who was doing it?
Well, the head of the department was Professor Otto Frisch, a distinguished nuclear
physicist from the sort of wartime period and the equipment that they had was a
cyclotron, a tall cylindrical instrument which occupied most of one room, which
would generate a certain amount of energetic particles, very small compared with
what’s generated these days. The job that I was given was to look at the levels of
energy transfer in sodium, as I think in sodium isotopes. I didn’t actually get to doing
any practical work in the department at all because I was studying the theory and
trying to work out what I was aiming at achieving. And it was during this period,
because of - any instruments of that sort have a radiation hazard, the routine for
monitoring radiation was to wear a photographic badge which picked up radiation and
also to have – to monitor your blood cells. Radiation attacks white cells apparently
and so as a baseline for monitoring this I was asked to go to Addenbrooke’s Hospital
and have a blood sample taken. And the – they analysed what was there, they were
not satisfied with the result, they sent for me for a second time and took another
sample, and a couple of weeks later sent for me again and said, ‘Well, we have to tell
you that you only have one third of the white corpuscles that is normal. And as it’s
the white corpuscles that are in danger of being attacked by radiation we don’t think
it’s a good idea for you to go on doing work that involves close contact with radiation,
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i.e. nuclear physics.’ Essentially they said, young man, go and find something else to
do. Well, this was a bit of a blow obviously, I had got my head in the direction of
that.
[05:56]
I had a very good friend at the college at King’s, a Dr Maurice Hill who was a fellow,
a young fellow, and he was working in the department of Geodesy and Geophysics on
marine physics. And he said to me, well, you’ve been in the navy so you know about
the sea, you’ve done physics, why don’t you come and join me and do marine
geophysics? And I said, what on earth is geophysics? I had done mineralogy but I
hadn’t done any geology, I hadn’t come across geophysics, but the upshot of this was
I said, yes, and I went and talked to him and he took me around the department of
geophysics, explained what I might do and took me on as his research student.

Do you remember how he answered the question, what is geophysics?
Well, I’m sure he answered in the same way that I would today, it is using physical
methods to find out about geology, and the physical methods that he was using was
using explosions in the water to generate seismic waves, to monitor where those
seismic waves go, and from the speed of transmission and the delays in transmission
you could start to deduce something about the deeper layers of the crust of the earth.
[07:29]

Now geophysics, I mean one of the reasons why you might have asked that question is
that geophysics was a relatively new subject and I wondered whether Maurice Hill
had any views on the relative merits of geophysics, geology, geography and other sort
of related subjects, whether he had a view either – I realise that he was working in the
oceans so there’s an obvious reason why geophysical methods are needed in order to
see something which is below the water but I wondered whether there was any
discussion at this time about geophysics versus geology as a way of studying the
earth, whether he had a view on that.
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I don’t think that we ever discussed them as being two separate things. Geophysics is
effectively a tool for looking at – at aspects of geology, and in the department one of
the strengths of the department, as well as the marine side, was work on
geomagnetism and geomagnetism of lava flows, of rocks, started to give a story about
the geological evolution of those rocks and this was – in the department made very
great advances under people like Runcorn and Ken Creer and others. I think that
there probably wasn’t a very close link between the geology department and the
geophysics department in Cambridge … even though we initially shared one site at
the Downing Street site, but this may have been more to do with me than the
departments themselves. I came in as a physicist to look at seismic propagation and
so was focusing in on that as applied to the sea.

So you think that any distance from geology may have been – when you say it was
more to do with me than the departments …?
I think it was that because I hadn’t done geology as a subject, I had done mineralogy,
but I hadn’t done geology and, you know, for most of my life I’ve regretted that I’ve
never done geology. I haven’t been on geology field trips and been around with a
hammer and tapped at the rocks and had the surface geology, which is what geologists
get at, explained to me. Looking at marine geology, which was essentially the focus
of the work at the department, because it was underwater, one had to use remote
methods. Granted, you can collect samples by dragging them off the bottom by
sticking a pipe in and getting sediments and looking at those, which indeed I did. So
it was – the geology I learnt, my geology I learnt on the way and I will perhaps come
to this very much later when I got involved in the Deep Sea Drilling Project that, - I
learnt a huge amount of geology from the multi-disciplines that happened to be on the
ship together at that time.
[11:00]

Thank you. Now before we leave nuclear research, I know that you said you weren’t
able to start the practical aspects of this but could you give us a sense of, you know,
this group that were working on this at the time that you had a kind of brief contact
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with them, who was there, what were they doing, what were they saying about what
they were doing?
I don’t think I could really answer that. I didn’t meet many of the other research
students. My supervisor in physics when I was doing my degree in physics was
Edward Shire of King’s and he was working on the cyclotron and it was he who
clearly got me a position with Professor Frisch but I don’t think that I could recall any
of the discussions that went on at that time.

Yes. Partly because it was two to three months was it that you were there?
It may have been a month. [laughs]
[12:08]

Right, okay, thank you. And could you give us a sense of your friendship with
Maurice Hill before the point at which you started research? You said that he was
also a young fellow in the same college.
He was a very engaging and active and lively young fellow. When I was an
undergraduate I was involved in various societies within the college and I came across
him socially and was … I think established a friendship with him. I can’t remember
precisely how, but these things grow. And I think he saw me as being someone who
he thought could develop in the direction of perhaps a fellowship at the college in due
course.

And the societies through which you met him, music societies? What did he –?
No, he wasn’t musical. There was a … a society called the Ten Club in King’s which
was a rather arty, literary, dramatic group, didn’t fit my scene terribly much but there
we are. I don’t know how I first got to know him, he had a family and a family house
in Cambridge and I would get to know the family very well. He of course had a very
distinguished father, AV Hill, who was president of the Royal Society and a Nobel
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Prize winner. And Maurice always, I think, felt that it was difficult to live up to his
father’s reputation and this partly I think was why his life ended tragically.

Did you get a sense of any of that sort of feeling before he died? Did you have any
sense of that feeling about his father or of living in that shadow?
Oh, I think so, yes. I mean when I got to know him much better after I was – after he
was my supervisor and we went to sea together and you get to know people very well
at sea socially as well as through the work, and he talked about his father and I very
much sensed that he was somewhat living in his father’s shadow. He was elected to a
fellowship of the Royal Society which was something his father had been president of
but … you know, there are levels of distinction. One might have thought, well,
becoming an FRS would have been a great achievement but then he had another
achievement way above him.

And what did he say then about his father that you gave you this impression on the
ships for example?
Well, he talked about this and indirectly I think he would discuss this business of – of
living up to his father.

‘Cause of course I mean one position you might take if you had a very successful
father is not to – not being concerned about that at all and simply doing what you
want to do. Did you have any sense of why he felt that he ought to achieve the same,
you know, or –?
I think that within the Cambridge society there is this sort of intellectual aristocracy.
It goes through the Darwins and the Keynes families, and the Hills and the Cornfords,
and these are all people who made a huge mark in their lives on society. They made –
got distinctions, they in a sense interbred I think. One of Maurice Hill’s great friends
was John Raven who was also a fellow of King’s and he had – and I know they went
out shooting together and they were very fond of pheasant shooting. And John Raven
of course was one of the family, he was the son of Canon Raven who had been vice
chancellor, and so there was this whole intellectual group and I think Maurice felt that
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he was part of this but maybe wasn’t achieving quite as much as he – as was expected
of him.
[17:14]

How might geophysics have been seen within that aristocracy? Would it have been
seen as –?
I don’t think it was in any sense sort of looked down upon, I think that it was a very
respectable research area with distinguished people working in it. Sir Edward Bullard
was a – a – head of the department at one stage, or two stages really, and he was a
very well regarded scientist.
[17:50]

You mentioned the Ten Club and I think last time you talked about what you regarded
as an unsuccessful attempt to act and – but I was interested in this idea of the Ten
Club and also you talked last time of the philosophy, of quite a well known philosophy
lecturer who lectured, as you say in your memoirs, to non-scientists specifically.
Obviously lectured to other people but he was lecturing to non-scientists about ideas
and literature and philosophy, and this is obviously a long time before CP Snow’s
writing about the two cultures but I wonder whether you could give me a sense of the
relative status of science and non-science subjects at Cambridge at the time, or of the
relations between those communities if at all.
Because the college was the sort of focus of social activity, within King’s it had a – a
strong tradition of intellectual investigation and it had a strong drama and literary
society – a social side, and economic of course, famous people like Keynes and others
were King’s men. So one socially met together with many of the – of non-scientists
and so I don’t – I never felt that there was a, well, they are scientists and they are the
… the literary people or whatever. What of course scientists had to do was to go to
lectures and go to laboratory practices, and these were in a sense de rigueur whereas
in some of the art subjects you could probably not go to the lectures, you could read in
the library, you could have your own ideas, develop ideas. That wasn’t so easy in the
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scientific world and so there were these two sort of slightly separate communities. I
think CP Snow went over the top on this but … nevertheless I think in society at large
the non-scientists sometimes are proud of being non-scientists which I think is an
enormous shame, particularly in politics today. You look at the number of scientists
in parliament, there’s probably very few.

What about at this time, were non-scientists proud of being non-scientists then?
I think some – I think some were, some were.
[20:49]

Thank you. Now, when you first became Maurice Hill’s research student in the
department of Geodesy and Geophysics, I wonder whether – obviously from Carol’s
book we have a sort of sense of what Madingley Rise was like, but could you give us,
as you did for your first house, give us a kind of tour of the department, who was –
including who was where and what were they doing?
Oh, this is taxing on my memory. I think when I started – as I said we initially met
and I had a room in, or shared a room, in Downing Street but – or Downing Place but
very soon I started going to sea and I – it was in going to sea that I started to get to
know people better. One of the earliest experiments I remember which was not at sea
was to do a seismic refraction line on land. We did one on the Home Farm at
Cambridge which was adjacent to the Pendulum House, which is where the
department had its laboratories, and this was a seismic line that - [so] we drilled holes
in the ground and we put charges in there, we set them off, and recorded the arrivals
of pulses of sound on geophones set out over a range of a few miles. Not always did
the charges go off and there are probably some undetonated charges sitting in bore
holes [laughs] around Cambridge even now. And then we worked – I worked with
other research students to get some experience. One of these was a man called Peter
McFarlane who was studying drowned rivers around the coast of England, estuaries of
the coast of England that had had rivers but subsequently had been covered up by
sand and so you wouldn’t see the river. And one of these experiments was in – on
Saunton Sands just north of Barnstaple and we went down and did seismic lines on
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these sands, laying out geophones, putting in charges and observing the data. We
nearly lost the Land Rover there because it got into some quicksands but we managed
to rescue it. And another estuary that we looked at in those days, again with Maurice
Hill, was the Mothercombe estuary, on the, near to Plymouth, it’s just east of
Plymouth, and again seismic work to try to see whether in the lower layers there is an
indication of a drowned river. In this kind of thing research students tended to work
together, we helped each other and this was all part of the experience, of gaining
experience.
[24:13]

Could you describe the process for listeners with absolutely no experience of this,
what’s involved in placing an explosive charge in a bore hole?
Well, the explosives would come in cardboard tubes of different diameter but for
these rather small explosions they’d be perhaps an inch or two in diameter and maybe
six inches long. And the explosive on its own was perfectly safe, it was an explosive
called Geophex usually and – but to detonate [fire] it you would have a detonator
which was a little metal tube of about a quarter of an inch diameter and a couple of
inches long, out of which came electric wires, long electric wires. And to detonate the
charge you would push the detonator into this plastic-y sort of explosive, bring the
wires out, connect it to a cable, and then from a suitable distance away you would put
an electric voltage on that and that would fire the detonator which would fire the
charge and bang.

What sort of extent of bang happened with that size of explosives? People like myself
have absolutely no experience of explosives because you can’t get them and you
couldn’t even when I was very young, you know. But what sort of bang would that
make, you know, in a field I’m imagining you’re doing this?
You would hear it but from a distance of 100 yards you wouldn’t see anything on the
surface, it wouldn’t produce a plume of soil or anything like that. That wasn’t the
case when we went to sea and we used much bigger charges up to a ton at a time, and
there it could be much more dramatic. But those – it was always designed so that you
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didn’t have soil or water coming out of the surface because that’s lost energy. You
want the energy to go downwards, so you would fill the hole and back it up with soil,
and the hole would be perhaps, in these early experiments, would be ten feet deep, the
hole, and then you’d fill it, back fill it with soil.

And the geophones that you laid out –
Yes.

What did they look like and how did you lay them?
Well, they were small instruments about the size of a teacup and inside was
effectively rather like a microphone, something that was sensitive to vibration and,
but sensitive to lower vibration frequencies than a microphone, and these would be
connected by cable and you’d have several cables laid out from these geophones
which were themselves, were – had a spike and they’d be stuck into the ground so that
they really reflected the movements of the ground, and the cables from these would
come to some sort of recorder. These recorders in the early days would be effectively
galvanometers with an – an electromagnet driving a pen that went backwards and
forwards and on the end of the pen would be some ink and that would make a wiggle
on a piece of paper. So you’d have a recorder with a paper roll being driven through
by an electric motor and as the geophone received a pulse of sound it would wiggle
the pen which would make it wiggle on the paper and you’d take these away and
analyse them.

And how long was the line that crossed Home Farm?
Oh, that was probably between half a mile, a mile or two miles, that sort of distance.

Could I ask then, and this may be a naïve question because I don’t understand the
ownership of Home Farm possibly, but could you talk about the reaction of people
around, other people, to two or three students laying out explosive charges, although
you couldn’t see anything from the surface you could hear them, laying out a line and
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doing various recordings? Was there any interaction with people who didn’t
understand what you were doing or –?
I didn’t have any interaction, my supervisor may have done. I suspect before he
started a line like this he would get permission from the farmer to do it because
otherwise it’d be trespassing on somebody’s land. So, yes, I mean the appropriate
clearances and permissions would have to be obtained first of all.

So it wasn’t a University of Cambridge farm, a sort of experimental farm of any kind,
it was just a private –?
No, it was owned – I think belonged to the University of Cambridge, probably the
agriculture department, I don’t know.
[29:52]

Okay, thank you. Okay, and then so could you also tell us about your experience of
seeing or perhaps being involved in the geomagnetism group that was operating in
the department at the time working on developing eventually polar wander curves but
…?
My contact was the sort of social contact that you have at coffee time and in fact, I
mean, the coffee breaks are an extremely important part of such an establishment,
and I carried this through, you know, over many years because it’s then that people
start to generate ideas and toss out ideas across the table and somebody would say, no,
that’s impossible or, oh, isn’t that exciting, how about this and how about that. And
particularly in the coffee room at Madingley Rise, when that was – the department
[had] moved effectively to Madingley Rise, private house, we had on the wall a
complete set of world bathymetric charts done by GEBCO, the general bathymetric
chart of the oceans, and that had displayed on it the bathymetry, the shape of the
ocean bottom, and so it was a focus for discussions about what is that, why is that
there, how about having an expedition to do this. Now, this is all on the marine side
of course. The magneticians, the geomagnetic people, would talk about some of their
work and I heard about it being discussed but I didn’t follow it up tremendously
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closely. I think people like Fred Vine probably did more much closely than I did. But
the people in the department: Ken Creer, Jan Hospers, Ted Irving, who where either
research students then or became staff members were all very exciting, interesting
people; Ron Girdler.

And Keith Runcorn, was he in the department at the time?
He was in the department then, yes.
[32:30]

What can you tell us about him both as a sort of scientist but also as an individual, as
a character? He’s somebody we can’t unfortunately interview but can you give us a
sense of … yes, of him as an individual, Runcorn?
He was a very dynamic man, he had very strong ideas about what he was doing, a
great sense of self I suspect. As a man I think he had problems later on in his life –
[interrupted by telephone]

You were giving us your impression of Keith Runcorn as a scientist and as a man.
Well, he was obviously a very good scientist, he was appointed eventually as
professor of physics up at Newcastle University and actually appointed by Clare’s
father when he was Vice Chancellor. And...I don’t know that I can say very much
about his personal aspects but he certainly inspired many research students and
achieved a great deal in his – in putting paleomagnetism on the map.
[33:53]

And where in terms of the kind of internal geography of the department before it
moved out to Madingley Rise, where were things done? In other words, where –
could you give us a sense of kind of the layout of where different people were working
in it? I know that there was the separate laboratory at Pendulum House.
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Yes.

There I think partly because you couldn’t have that sort of thing in the centre of town
because of vibrations and so on but – so the department, the shared sort of
department with geography at Downing Place, what did that look like as a
department, how was it?
Well, I wasn’t there for very long, I think it moved pretty soon after I joined, so... And
I think Ben Brown was head of department at that time. I do remember he had
terrible problems with his back and he had to kneel at his desk rather than sit but … I
don’t remember the layout. I spent quite a lot of the time at Pendulum House once I
started my actual experimentation for my own thesis work. It was done out at the Pen
Ho as we called it. I remember with enormous help from Leslie Flavell, who was the
sort of chief engineer-come-electronics man who had worked with Maurice Hill and
with Ben – with Teddy Bullard during the war on mine counter measures, in fact got
an MBE for that. He was a very, very distinguished and clever man, and he taught me
a lot about how to go about building my equipment. And, and then there was another
research student, Reg Gilbert, who was trying to develop equipment for measuring
gravity down a bore hole. Gravitational measurements were clearly something
fundamental to the department of Geodesy and Pendulum House because they swung
pendulums to measure the gravitational field of the earth there. It was the base station
from which they could calibrate instruments to go all over the world. But the actual
Pendulum House then developed workshops alongside it and other buildings,
ancillary, and so I worked in there.
[36:31]

And could you give me –? Could you tell me about working with Leslie Flavell in
designing and building the instrument that you used to measure the velocity of sound
through sediments compacted to different extents? And really I suppose we ought to
have a sense of the object that you were attempting to build.
Well, one should perhaps go back a little bit as to why I was trying to do this.
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Of course.
Maurice Hill had done seismic refraction work at sea to look at the layers of the
sediments and the rocks underneath. Now, he had discovered and he put in his own
thesis that within the sediment layer the velocity appeared to increase with the depth
due to the burial of the sediments and that this produced a characteristic curve on the
velocity time curves, on the distance-time curves. What he wanted me to do was to
reproduce that velocity increase in the laboratory by taking ocean sediments,
squeezing and measuring the velocity of sound through them in the laboratory and
then squeezing the water out steadily and measuring them. Now this involved
building a cylinder with thick walls that would stand pressures up to 1,000
atmospheres and mount this pressure case between – in a press that one would screw
down on top, and at the same time measure the velocity of sound in it using a much
higher frequency than the sound in the sediments clearly [in the ocean] because one
can’t – one has to scale it to a small scale. So I was using a megahertz frequency of a
pulse, though clearly I had to build the pulse generator to generate the pulse, I had to
build an amplifier to receive the pulse, I had to build a timing device to see how long
it would take. And the timing device was actually to transmit a similar pulse through
a column of mercury where the speed, velocity of sound in mercury, was well known,
keep the temperature at the right temperature. And by comparing the sound pulse
going through the sediments with the sound pulse going through the mercury column
which was of adjustable length, one could then measure the sound velocity through
the sediments. That was the basic set-up. And Leslie Flavell helped me enormously
in designing the pressure pot and in actually building the mercury column for that and,
together with help from other people, designing the electronics. When you do a
physics degree at Cambridge you don’t do very much practical work in [for example]
what is a power amplifier and how do you get hold of one when everybody’s wanting
to get hold of one. You’ve got to learn about valve electronics. This of course is
before the days of transistors so everything was done with valves, had thermionic
valves, and using the right valves, building the right valve circuits, etc, was an
education in electronic design that Leslie helped me with enormously.

I know that you just mentioned the name of a particular kind of valve –
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Thermionic.

Could you say what that means?
Well, a thermionic valve is where the ions in a valve, a valve being a bit like a light
bulb, a small light bulb, but there is a heating element which generates electrons
which are attracted from the heating element across from an anode to a diode and to a
cathode, and that is the method of controlling the electronics. The ‘thermionic’, therm
being heat producing ions, so it’s a thermionic valve. And that was the standard
component of all electronics, all radios, all electronic machines in those days.
[41:16]

So when you say that Leslie helped you, how did you communicate your ideas about
what you wanted to him in such a way that he could assist? How did that sort of
scientific conversation take place, for example, through sketches, through just
conversation by making little prototypes? How did you actually work together to end
up with something that answered your scientific question but was actually buildable?
Well, initially one would work with conversation and then sketches. [In] circuitry,
electronic circuitry, there were certain standard components that you could build in. I
would say to Leslie, I need to have a megahertz pulse, how will I generate that, and he
would say, well, perhaps you ought to use this valve and this kind of resistor
capacitance circuit, build it in this way and you will need – the workhorse of
instruments around in the laboratory was a cathode ray oscilloscope, this was the
standard machine on which you would see what your electronics was doing. An
oscilloscope is – generates a pulse [light spot] which scans across the cathode ray tube
and you could see what kind of signals you were generating in your equipment by
suitably connecting it. So a CRO as they were called, a cathode ray oscilloscope, was
a standard tool, an essential tool, for working your electronic circuits. Yes, you would
do a mock up first with bits of wire and a lot of soldering and a lot of tags and it
would look a real mess.

What’s a tag?
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A little – element that you would solder your wires onto and they would be connected
to a tag board and then you’d have other parts of the electronics coming off this and –

And could you explain how – well, first of all could you say what you – literally what
you see when you look in the screen, if it is a screen, of the cathode ray oscilloscope?
What is it that you are looking at?
You would look – the cathode ray oscilloscope would have probably – initially when
nothing is – [when] you’re not putting any signals in, would have two green lines
going across it. These lines would actually be a scanning electron going across the –
the fluorescent screen of the oscilloscope at a certain speed and you could make it go
at different speeds by twiddling the knobs. If you put a signal on that triggered a
sweep and another signal came in delayed by, what shall we say, one microsecond or
one millisecond, and a pulse came from that, you would see the initial pulse, a line
going across without any disturbance on it, and then another pulse with a little wiggle
up and down, much as an earthquake seismometer records these things but this is done
electronically at a much greater speed. So … the fact that you have [maybe] two lines
going across, you perhaps have one signal on one which might be from, in my case
the signal going through the sediment, and on the other the signal going through the
mercury column.

And so you could – how would you then read off from that how quickly the sound was
moving through a sediment at a particular state of compaction or –?
What we would do, what I would do, is to bring these two, move these lines around
on the screen, you’d bring them to [be] superimposed [by delaying one of them], so
that the signal on the mercury column [was] superimposed onto the signal on the
sediment column. And, because the build-up is not precise, it’s a gradual build-up,
you’ve got to compare the build-up times and so you superimpose these two as
exactly as you can. And then for the speed you’d read off the length of the mercury
column that is producing that pulse.
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Thank you. I was very interested that you said that you, in the coffee room at
Madingley Rise on the walls, that you had the charts showing essentially I think the
topography of the ocean floor.
Yes.
[46:20]

Now, this might be asking too much in terms of memory but I’ve got a follow-up
question if – if you don’t remember it exactly but do you remember an occasion when
looking at one of these charts over coffee time you or anyone else made a decision
about where a crew should go based on something you’d seen on the charts around
the walls?
We … by – by this time, and we’re now talking about the 1950s, the middle ‘50s, the
charts had started to show that there were – there was an ocean ridge encircling the
world going down the centre of the oceans. This became more and more evident and
apparent when people at Lamont Observatory in America, Bruce Heezen and Marie
Tharpe, mapped out soundings that were becoming available. But already on the
GEBCO charts of that period it was clear that there was a mid-ocean ridge in the
Atlantic and that had been known since the end of the nineteenth century when there
were the attempts to, or the successful attempts to, put a cable across the Atlantic for
telegraphic communication and it was seen that there was a rise, a mountain range, in
the middle of the Atlantic. It was called Telegraph Plateau at that time. This then,
later, after the war when more data became available, was seen to be part of a midocean ridge encircling [the world]. A lot of the interest in this at this time was why is
there an ocean ridge down the middle and in particular people had noticed that in the
middle of this, the central part of this ridge, there was a valley. This had been mapped
in one section by John Swallow, who was a research student at the department at that
time working on some seismic refraction work and he went out with a naval ship,
HMS Challenger, and they mapped part of this valley in the middle of the Atlantic.
Bruce Heezen at Lamont saw that, from his physiographic diagrams, that this valley
actually extended not just in the small part that was surveyed there but was
characteristic of a great deal of the mid-ocean ridge, and later on he found that it
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coincided with the location of earthquakes down the mid-ocean ridge. This was –
these were two extremely important elements which led up to the concepts of seafloor
spreading which really weren’t to come until the late 1950s, concepts largely from
American scientists but also watched very closely by the people at Madingley Rise,
which started to give these ideas about seafloor spreading and … and eventually led to
plate tectonic ideas. Now there were of course – at the same time people had done –
made measurements of magnetic field, not only the magnetic field of rocks which was
the Runcorn area, Creer and Ted Irving, but people had realised that the magnetic
field on the surface of the ocean was variable. Now had that variation meant
anything? There were two scientists, an American and English scientist, Ron Mason
from England and Raff from America, who had done an extensive survey off the
Californian coast mapping these magnetic variations, magnetic anomalies as we call
them. And to measure that you would tow a magnetometer behind the ship to
measure the total magnetic field and from the total magnetic field you would subtract
the permanent field of the earth, the simplified permanent field, and you would get a
magnetic anomaly. And these magnetic anomalies, when you mapped them spatially,
and particularly off the Californian margins, turned out to be stripes, lineations, which
were very characteristic and could be mapped [contoured]. But in the particular case
off California this pattern north of one particular latitude seemed to be displaced, and
this displaced pattern was the same pattern but displaced by several hundred
kilometres, [relative to the same pattern to the south]. Now what did this mean?
These sort of data were well known in Cambridge and they were talked about over the
coffee table, they were seen on slides, seen by – in lectures, and clearly when Maurice
Hill started his, or had his sea going cruises, it was important that we [he] had a
magnetometer as well. The magnetometer that Mason used for his work was so called
a fluxgate magnetometer, this was not an absolute instrument but required calibration.
But about this time a company in America called Varian had produced a proton
magnetometer, this was an extremely elegant instrument. It, essentially it was a bottle
of water with wires wrapped around it and you put a strong magnetic field into that
bottle of water. The protons in that – in the water tended to line up with the magnetic
field of the time at that place and you switched the field off and the protons would
process around the field direction at a certain frequency which would give you – from
that you could get a measure of the field. Now this proton magnetometer was, as I
say, designed in America initially, it was extremely expensive equipment.
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Cambridge, Madingley Rise, couldn’t afford one. Leslie Flavell said, ‘oh, that’s
simple, I think I’ll build one’. So he sat down and he built a proton magnetometer in
the lab just like that. Well, of course it was a bit more than just like that, and the
proton magnetometer that we took to sea in 1956, I think it was. I can’t remember the
date. We actually – Ron Mason came with us with the fluxgate, Maurice Hill had his
proton magnetometer, we compared the two. They agreed, they gave the same results,
but the proton magnetometer was an absolute instrument, it didn’t require calibration,
the fluxgate did, it [the proton instrument] was therefore much easier to use. And
subsequently on all our cruises, on all cruises that America’s – American ships took
you, would tow a magnetometer behind to get – measure the magnetic field. Gravity
measurements were also spatially sensitive, so how do you measure gravity at sea?
Well, seaborne gravimeters were again extremely expensive equipment, very difficult
with the ship going up and down, lots of accelerations with rough seas, but these
gravity meters were developed by various companies, Van Graaf and Ascania, and
were such that they could be used in ships at sea, they required very careful attention,
placed in the right part of the ship, and so we would measure gravitational field as a
routine measurement. So there were three things that we did always underway at sea,
and then really sorting getting on to these cruises that Maurice Hill ran and which I
went with him, there were always an echo sounder to measure the depth, routinely, a
magnetometer to measure the anomalies, variations of the earth’s magnetic field, and
the gravimeter to measure the gravity. On top of that, and all those could be done
underway. But we would do seismic refraction shooting to measure the deep structure
of the earth. We would do seismic reflection shooting which could be done
underway, not so easily because you need to have a sound source in the sea. Initially
these sound sources [for reflection shooting] were done with seismic charges, later on
with electromagnetic sound sources, and then from time to time we would stop and
take samples. We’d take samples by dredging, by lowering a tube, a coring tube into
the sediments. To trap the sediment inside you extract it, you push the sediment out
[with a piston] and that was the basic material for my research work.

So given that these pieces of equipment could run, as you say, routinely and I think
that you mention in your memoirs, I think you’re talking about the later American
cruises, that very often there wasn’t a specific problem that was being investigated,
rather the ship was sailing to collect data essentially because – in an area where data
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hadn’t been collected. What I was interested in was partly because of the coffee room
with the charts on the wall, how were decisions made about – in the department of
geodesy and geophysics, Maurice Hill’s cruises, how were the decisions made about
where to go? Now I can imagine, based on what you’ve said, that you might want to
sail over the mid-Atlantic ridge in various ways, you probably wouldn’t go and sail
on the west coast of America where Mason and Raff’s anomalies were because
presumably Scripps were doing all of that.
Indeed.

So how were decisions made about where the British cruises, where the Cambridge
cruises, were going to go?
These were decisions made by the scientists. First of all, the availability of a ship.
The National Institute of Oceanography, the director was Sir George Deacon and he
and Sir Edward Bullard and Maurice Hill were friendly, they met regularly to get
together, and George Deacon had allowed – had said to the marine group at
Cambridge, you can have access to, and use, our research ship, Royal Research Ship
Discovery II as it was in those days, for two months every other year, and so this was
the availability of sea time. There was other sea time available through the
Hydrographic Department because some of their ships were made available, again
through mutual linking, but Discovery II was available and if Maurice had a slot of a
month or so, or two, he would sit with his research scientists and say, well, now what
are the problems? Remembering that his research students all had their own theses to
develop, so they had to get data at sea, develop that data, interpret it and write papers,
write their theses. So in the back of his mind of course he had not only his own
research and finding out about the ocean floor but he also had to make sure that his
research students got enough data to write their theses, and so the research cruises
usually had a number of different objectives of developing and testing equipment and
getting data with it or – and answering questions about the geology of the deep
oceans. And these decisions were made essentially by Maurice as principle scientist.
There would be clearly discussions with NIO as to where the ship was likely to be at
the start and end of a cruise, mostly they worked from – from the UK, [as] the ships
were based in Plymouth. And so if it was a cruise going out into the Atlantic, maybe
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the objective would be the mid-Atlantic ridge to look, to see that, this valley, maybe it
would be to look at certain parts of the abyssal plains which were beginning to be
understood. Sometimes the cruises were joint cruises with people from NIO. In 1958
there was a cruise jointly with John Swallow, who was developing his neutrally
buoyant floats and his pingers for current measurement, and Maurice and a group
from Cambridge who were developing – who were looking at the structure of the
abyssal plain and the seamounts that rose up from it.

Could you just explain the term abyssal plain for the listeners?
Oh, abyssal plains are the extremely flat areas of the deep ocean where sediments
have filled them at abyssal depth, abyssal being very deep; plain being literally very,
very flat, and these are filled with sediments that slide off the continental margins
down canyons in the form of very, very strong currents.

Thank you. And, hmm, given that you had perhaps two months every other year, did
this set a limit on where you went? I’m asking in the ignorance really of how far a
ship can go in a certain amount of time and that sort of thing, but did it set a kind of
geographical limit on where you went?
On the whole the limit was the North Atlantic for the first few years. Later on cruises,
both Cambridge cruises and NIO and IOS cruises, went all over the world. We didn’t
go into the Pacific much because the Scripps Institution of Oceanography had its own
programmes out there, and to get to the Pacific was a very long passage time. We’ll
come later on into the International Indian Ocean Expedition when there was a lot of
concentration of effort in the Indian Ocean and cruises then sometimes started at a
foreign port, so you would have to fly all your personnel out to that foreign port with
all your equipment in containers and start a cruise, and then end in a foreign port and
bring it all home. But in these days, in the 1950s when I was at Cambridge, they
mostly – they started in the UK.

Started at Plymouth, went to the Atlantic, and came back to Plymouth?
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Yes, calling at the Azores, calling at Lisbon, calling at various ports. The ship would
generally be at sea for two to three weeks before a port call and then for another two
or three weeks or maybe two port calls, sometimes to ports in the northern British
Isles but mostly we went west and south.

Why is that?
[64:53]
These were where the interesting problems were that we were addressing. And we
tended to see that there was some major feature in the Atlantic that was perhaps
unusual and concentrate our efforts on that. And there was one major feature which
was interesting because during one of the trans-Atlantic surveys done by a cable ship
at the end of the last century, in 1890 something or other, those cable ships had an
engineer on board and he looked after the echo sounder and [on] this ship, this
particular ship recorder, the engineer was a man called Peake, Mr Peake, P, E, A, K,
E. And he had noticed that there was a very deep hole in the eastern Atlantic which
was rather surprising, I mean he called it ‘Peake Deep’. Fine; give a name. So we
wanted, on one of our cruises, from the joint Cambridge, NIO cruises, and in a sense
I’m jumping ahead to the time when I was at NIO and I still worked closely with the
Cambridge group, we wanted to see what Peake Deep really was and so we had a
cruise there. We set up a lot of buoys, marker buoys, to do our surveying because you
have to remember navigation was a very, very difficult business. Sun sights were
only available if the sun was shining and not cloudy, star sights only at night time and
again without cloud, so we used marker buoys and we would use radar on the marker
buoys to make survey lines to try and find out [where we were]. And we discovered
that Peake Deep was a deep, elongated trench running north-west, south-east, and was
paralleled by another deep trench which we called Freen Deep. Why did we call it
Freen Deep? Well, you know, about the biscuits, Peek and Frean biscuits, and if
there’s a Peake Deep there should be a Freen Deep. But because Peake was spelt
differently from the biscuit manufacturer’s so we spelt Freen differently, there was a
sense of fun and humour on board that we did with these things. And we surveyed
this and it was interesting because the ridge between these two deeps turned out to be
a piece of oceanic crust that had been faulted upwards [and tilted], so that the exposed
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south face of the ridge in between actually was a section of the ocean crust, and we
could dredge samples from that and get a section of the ocean crust. The ridge was
called Palmer Ridge because we had Huntley Ridge and Palmer Ridge in the biscuit
one, and there were papers written in Nature about the structure of Palmer Ridge.

Palmer and Huntley also biscuits of the time?
Huntley and Palmer were biscuit manufacturers.

And they made the – and Peek and –?
Peek and Frean were biscuit manufacturers.

As well, okay. Any other biscuit manufacturers used in the naming of oceanic
features?
Well, no, I don’t think we did on that [laughs].
[End of Track 3]
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Track/Part 4

Okay, could you sort of tell the story of your first cruise in Maurice Hill’s group with
the department of Geodesy and Geophysics, which I think I’m right in saying is 1952?
This was a cruise that we did, to look at some of the structure and geology of the
western approaches, the western approaches to the English Channel, and we were
trying to discover the difference between the structure under the continental shelf and
under the deep ocean adjacent to the continent shelf, which at that time wasn’t all that
well known, although people had made these measurements as well before, but we
were using seismic refraction as the main tool for this. I remember coming on board
with Maurice Hill and he – they had already established a lot of the equipment into
the laboratory and he said to me, ‘Right you take charge of all that, Tony.’ And I
looked at it and I thought, how does it all work? Anyhow, that was my responsibility
to do all the recording, he and others were doing the shot firing and the radio
communication with the sonar radio buoys which in the technique that Maurice Hill
used for refraction shooting was to use, instead of two ships, which was the American
method of one ship firing charges and the other receiving the signals. Because that’s
an expensive way of doing it with two ships, Maurice had developed the idea of a
floating buoy[s] with a hydrophone which would radio the signals back to the ship, to
the shooting ship, so it was a one ship operation. And we were doing that on this
cruise and we did some work also off the Lizard peninsula trying to look at the local
geology. We had a professor from … I think, Bristol University on board who was
interested in this and this was my first experience of a cruise at sea, which was very
exciting, very interesting. Compared with cruises today we were required to wear a
jacket and tie for all meals, which was served by stewards. On Sunday we had
Sunday service in the sick bay which was held, very different from the research ships
of today.

How were those rules established? Where was that expectation coming from in terms
of the culture of the ship?
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It was coming from the style of … of that period, in the 1950s people wore jackets
and ties. On ships you had this certain degree of service, the informality hadn’t
arrived, the informality that exists today.

So if that’s a kind of formal culture of dressing up and being waited on, what would
you say about the informal relations between fellow scientists on this – on this ship, or
your impression of it as the first –?
Oh, we were all very friendly and there was no class distinction between [the
scientists on board and] the principle scientist, who was Maurice Hill, who was a
friend and I knew, and he was always very friendly with all his students. There was
no sense of hierarchy there. We had our mess and we ate and lived as with the other
officers on the ship. The crew had their quarters down below and ate separately.
[04:19]
The crew [officers] of the ships – of Discovery was [were] part of the Royal Fleet
Auxiliary [Service]. This was part of the navy that manned the sort of ships that the
navy needed, like supply ships and tankers and repair ships and so forth, and these
officers were appointed to Discovery. They were a bit surprised when we set off from
port and fiddled around in the middle of the ocean and came back to the same port
without having been anywhere [laughs]. But one of the … the things that I always
liked to do when I was principle scientist was to have a meeting at the start of the
cruise where we’d explain to the crew and to the officers exactly what we were trying
to do, what were the objectives, what was the reason for going out and why were we
there, what the variables were, what we’d do if the weather got bad, etc, because one
has to modify your activity really according to the weather. And the weather has such
a strong influence on not only your ability to do the work, that is lowering instruments
over the side or doing – using sonar radio buoys and recovering them and – but also it
has an influence on knowing where you are, and the navigation element was a very,
very critical thing. I spent a lot of my time on ship[s] figuring out where we were in
order to plot the results in geographical coordinates.
[06:06]
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And what methods did you use to plot where you were, given the fact that your options
varied according to cloud cover I think?
Well, if we were doing station work and we needed – or surveying a feature on the
bottom, we would have to lay a marker buoy, I think I said that before. To lay a
marker buoy in three miles of water depth is not a trivial activity. Obviously you
would like to have a wire that’s strong enough not to be broken but if you have three
miles of wire that’s strong enough not to be broken, you need a very, very large buoy
to support it because of the weight. So we had to compromise using the highest
strength wire of the lightest possible weight, and that turned out to be piano wire. So
our buoys were moored on piano wire, and we had to use drums of this. And the buoy
was maybe a couple of feet in diameter and three feet long with a big scaffold pole
sticking out the top with a flag on it and a radar reflector. And we would navigate in
relation to these buoys, plotting radar bearings and distance, and this then was a
manual plotting on pieces of paper and compasses and dividers and parallel rulers,
and you’d steam away from the buoy, perhaps get out of radar range, turn around, go
on another leg, come back in, and then try and correct for the drift that happened in
between. A lot of fiddling around and sometimes you didn’t know the absolute
position of where these [tracks] were, you only had the relative position of the buoys.

Yes, I was going to ask how you fixed the position of the buoy in relation to something
that’s sort of fixed in the first place. So did the first buoy that you laid out have some
relation to the coast and then as you moved in – out –
No, because we were too far from the coast. You see the range, the radar range, on a
buoy would be five to ten miles perhaps, in good conditions, in bad weather it would
be [less] and we were operating 500 miles from the coast. There were some radio
navigation aids, the Decca system, which covered the coastlines but not [far] out at
sea. When we [often] needed absolute positions, and this became very apparent when
we did this joint cruise with John Swallow who was trying to measure his currents,
and to measure his currents he had these [neutrally buoyant] buoys that floated
halfway down in the water column and gave out acoustic pings that we could monitor
and we’d have to follow where these were going. So we had to lay a network of dhan
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buoys, wired dhan buoys, and then to make sure that the buoys were stationery or not
swinging around on their mooring, as they do with the change of the current and tide,
we would survey a feature on the bottom, that was the only thing that was fixed.
We’d find a little seamount, [with a] characteristic shape, and do a survey of that
characteristic shape in relation to the buoy. We knew the bottom feature was fixed,
therefore any variations were movement of the buoy. Those could be then translated
to measurements of where the float was or where our geophysical observations were,
and then you’d refer it all back to the fixed mark on the bottom. And we found one
little seamount sticking above this very, very flat plain, it was only a few hundred
metres high but it had a characteristic shape and we would use this. And because this
was all done for John Swallow’s float work we called it Swallow Bank. John didn’t
like the name Swallow Bank being given but [laughs]. So this was the navigation
problem and it wasn’t until many, many years later that first of all, transit satellites
came on which gave a fix of a few hours according to where the satellites were, and
then later on with the Global Positioning System, GPS, that everybody now has in
their car, dead simple, no problem.
[11:10]

And you said that your approach as lead scientist on cruises later on was to collect
together the non-scientific officers and the crew and explain the mission, the
expedition, what its aims were. What was Maurice Hill’s approach to relations with
crew and officers?
He – he was equally very friendly. I mean he did this maybe in a less formal way
than I did it but … one of the characteristics of the British ships as compared with the
Americans is that we did carry hard liquor on board, whiskey, gin and so forth.
American ships are dry; they always have been in the US Navy and in their research
ships. There was a certain culture on board that was rather unfortunate, there was a
certain amount of excessive drinking and that didn’t improve the science and actually
put off some people from coming out on the ships. One man notably who you’re
interviewing at the moment, Fred Vine, refused to come out on Discovery because of
the drinking.
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When you described it as unfortunate what did you mean?
Well, some people were … incapable of doing their proper jobs or turning up to do
their night watches.

Scientists and ordinary crew?
Scientists. The ordinary crew didn’t have access to this, they had a beer ration but
they didn’t have access to the hard liquor.

What about the officers?
The officers did but they knew exactly when and how much to drink. This wasn’t
always true of young research students who were on for the first time.

Okay, what was your relationship with it then, with the hard –?
Well, I drank but I hope I didn’t drink to excess.
[13:22]

So what was your experience on this first one then of culture in terms of its effects on
science? Not in your own case, as you say, you felt your –
I don’t think I could quote any particular things on that. One of the features that one
really ought to mention on these cruises, Discovery II was a ship that was built to go
down to the Antarctica and in contrast to some ships that got stuck in the ice and
squeezed and broken up, Discovery II was built with a very round bottom so that if
she got caught in ice she would be squeezed upwards and that meant that she rolled in
– very, very badly at sea. And so in bad weather she rolled fiercely, one had to stow
everything in fiddles or tied on, lash it down, keep yourself standing upright, and that
was no time to go and drink in excess.
[14:33]
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Thank you. And the social culture more generally, the sorts of things done on the
ships at times when you weren’t monitoring pieces of equipment, navigating, what
sorts of things of social activities or just social relations were there?
Well, we had film nights, projections – films down in the cinema that was down
below. We played a lot of games, liar dice, card games of one sort or another. There
was one quite relaxing game when one was working in very hot weather and that was
filling balloons with water and bombarding each other with balloons, which of course
burst, so that was the sort of relaxing activities.
[15:35]

Thank you. Now when you mentioned these buoys navigating you, you used the term
dhan buoys and that in the last recording you mentioned those in relation to mine
sweeping, which I think raises the question of the extent to which experience of being
in the navy, in other words sort of military experience, informed or gave ideas for the
kinds of solutions to problems on oceanographic cruises in terms of materials and
kind of logistical problems. In a simpler way of asking this would be what were the
relations between military experience on the one hand and oceanography on the
other?
Well, for me it was enormously valuable. The time I spent in the navy gave me a
sense of seamanship, which is a broad term that covers all kinds of things that happen
when you’re on a ship, whether it’s learning how to tie knots or lash something up,
working with wires, shackles…, working with boats, coping with things on a ship.
And the – many of the people, in those early days, who came to sea, many of the
scientists, particularly those at the NIO, had been in the services. Many had been in
the navy, they had got this experience. And so if they were told to go and lash up
something to stop it sliding around you would know that they had got the right sense
of knot to do it. This isn’t so true, or it wasn’t so true, of people much later on who
hadn’t got that experience, didn’t have that sense of seamanship to be able to – to
cope on a ship and know the things that a ship could do, how you could hold a ship
into the wind, the sort of manoeuvres that a ship is able to do. These are all things
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that the services, particularly the navy, would inject into one’s [being] – and you’d
just absorb it.

And were there any sort of naval technologies such as the use of buoys that were
directly translated into oceanographic equipment? The buoys, were they the same
buoys as were used in mine sweeping?
Yes, very similar, and they were called dhan boys, and dhan is sometimes spelt dhan
which I think is of Norwegian origin. And the buoys are similar shape and size with a
scaffold pole through the middle. The radar reflectors were used with naval design, a
lot of the radar was designed originally for naval use. When we came to develop the
echo sounder and the towed echo sounder fish, we needed to tow the transmitter for
the echo sounding in the fish below the ship because in rough weather the bottom of
the ship gets covered with a layer of bubbles and you can’t get the sound through that.
If you put the transmitter below that you can get the sound out into the deep ocean.
Well, the vehicle in which we designed the transducers to go was a naval design
vehicle from the Admiralty Underwater Weapons Establishment, and they let us have
vehicles and we built more of the same thing. So that was a direct transfer from naval
technology to us.
[19:34]

Was there any movement in the other direction, in other words were the navy
interested in the output of your scientific work, output of cruises, as a kind of form of
military intelligence in any way? Was there a military application of particular
mappings of the seafloor or –? I know that earlier in the period there was a link
between submarine warfare, for example, into the mapping of the seafloor, so I
wondered whether in the period you were going on cruises in the ‘50s there was a
military interest in the sorts of data you were gathering.
I think there was. It wasn’t very directly transferable but the kind of things that we
would publish were of great interest to the navy and the people operating naval
vehicles, particularly submarines. The mapping of features on the seabed was
extraordinarily important to the navy, particularly when submarines could go deeper
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and deeper, and they in fact were using the shape of the seabed as a navigation aid, a
passage to navigation aid. The famous book, Hunt for Red October, describes some
of the modern nuclear submarines dodging in and out of seamounts in order to avoid
being detected by other submarines, and this needs a very, very detailed knowledge of
the topography and the shape of the seabed; so detailed that the US Navy and the
British Navy did a lot of surveying for this purpose, which was totally classified and
we didn’t have access to that until very much later on. They developed techniques to
do this with multiple [beam] echo sounding but we didn’t – weren’t able to use this
until one cruise in 1965, I think it was, that they released some of it. And even now a
lot of this is still locked up in naval archives and could be extraordinarily useful for
science.

Did you at any point in your career make further attempts to declassify that sort of
material?
Frequently.
[22:19]

Oh, we’ll come on to that later at some point, thank you. Now you said that Maurice
Hill – you went on board and he said, can you look after those pieces of
oceanographic equipment while we do the explosions and so on. Could you describe
the pieces of equipment that you were faced with and what they did, how you worked
them, what they showed you?
Well, these were the recorders that received the radio signals from the sonar buoys,
and … clearly the radios had to be tuned. The signals through the equipment had to
be transferred to one form of recording medium, which was essentially an oscillator
lying on a piece of paper. To, to keep all that going you had to have it switched on at
the right time and switch off at the right time, and all the communications between
those who were shooting the shot and those who were receiving and logging and
recording it. So it was part of a team operation, where you were linked with various
people in the circuit to make sure that you recorded what you needed to record.
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What was involved in keeping a recorder going in terms of its output? ‘Cause I
imagine it records on paper, the line on paper.
It’s recorded on paper. There were various different methods of recording. We
sometime later on recorded on punched tape when we got into a sort of more digital
age, and this was even in the 19’ – the late 1950s, early ‘60s, we were using digital
methods. Particularly the proton magnetometer, that I talked about, recorded on
punched tape. And for the punched tape you then had to read that through a punched
tape reader which then eventually produced – it has to produce something you can
see, either a printout or a line, a wiggly line on a piece of paper. The seismic
reflection recordings were sometimes done on a photographic type paper which then
had to be developed and fixed, and that involved processing, developing and fixing
the record and drying it and labelling it and recording it and logging. There was a lot
of bookkeeping involved in this kind of thing.
[24:58]

Yes, I’m imagining that when it was paper recorders rather than punched tape one
might imagine quite a lot of paper you end up with after a day of cruising. What was
involved in sort of managing that and keeping it understandable, keeping a track of,
you know, what that bit of paper means and where it means it?
Well, this is all part of the whole system of keeping a proper scientific log. On the
ships we had a Bridge Log required by maritime law that the officers keep about sun
sights and activities and so forth. Exactly the same, we had a General Scientific Log
which is the responsibility of the principal scientist to keep it going and in that would
be entered all the operations; the beginning and end of operations, and comments
about their success and so forth. But equally each scientific operation would have its
own log books, its own recording system. For the echo sounding, which was a
continuous, ongoing thing, in the early days before we developed a precision echo
sounder, the echo sounding was done on a machine that had a rotating arm that was
not very precisely controlled in speed, and so the watch keeper had to – every half an
hour had to time twenty revolutions on a stopwatch, enter this into the log book, and
corrections were made for – for variations in the speed of the governor. And all of
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this thing, you had a lot of records of the various activities going on, and keeping all
those together, and -. Now looking back on them I’m worried about where they are
archived and where they end up, and many of them are not very easily traceable right
now.
[27:10]

This is where they are now but when you first brought them off the ship at the end of
the cruise what in terms of the amount of the paper did you have, how much?
The biggest producer of paper, once we had got onto the precision echo sounder
which was based on a Mufax recorder which is a facsimile recorder used for
transmitting weather charts originally, the echo sounding records were churned
through hour after hour, day after day, and these had to be marked up and annotated
with times and dates. And these would be read and every five minutes a sounding
entered into the echo sounding log book, and the papers which came off these
machines were folded and put into red fibre boxes which were then labelled and sent
back for later examination by people who wanted to see what the bottom looked like.
Many of these ended up at the institute, some ended up at Cambridge, and there were
quite considerable storage problems about eventually what happens to it all. It is
archive material, some, hopefully a lot of it, is archived down at Southampton but the
archives are in a bad shape.
[28:54]

And … I wonder whether we could talk now about, I think it’s possibly a third leg of
the same cruise – oh, sorry, it’s the 1954 cruise that I’m interested in which is the one
which Teddy Bullard joined you on in order to test out his heat flow equipment. And I
wonder whether you could – correct me if I’ve got dates and things wrong but then
tell the story of the cruise that you think I’m referring to.
[Laughs] Well, there was a cruise in 1954. Bullard was extremely interested in the
heat flow through the crust of the earth under the ocean. This is a difficult thing to
measure and the device that he developed together with an American was to stick a
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probe about ten, fifteen feet long, a steel tube, one inch diameter, stick it into the
sediments at the bottom with thermometers arranged – two or three thermometers
arranged along the length, and these were recorded, the temperatures were recorded,
in a recorder in the body of a case at the top of the probe. Well, in order to come to
equilibrium with the temperature gradient in the sediments it had to stay there for
twenty minutes, half an hour. Now in twenty minutes or half an hour the ship could
be blown off and if the tension in the wire got too much you’d have to pay out more
wire. By the time it came to pull it out you’re usually pulling at a considerable angle
and so the probe came up bent, and one of the features was having to straighten this
probe every now and again. The probe became known colloquially on board as
Teddy’s Prick and Teddy’s Prick had to be straightened by various hydraulic presses
and things. So the heat flow story was interesting because it was thought that maybe
the mid-Atlantic ridge was a source of heat coming up from the interior of the earth
and therefore ought to have very high heat flow. It turned out that it was very variable
and sometimes it was very high and sometimes it was much lower, and this was a big
factor in the theory of seafloor spreading and plate tectonics, to see why this heat flow
was so variable and how it reflected what was happening in the mantle under the midocean ridges.

And what was the effect of having someone on board as senior as Teddy Bullard on
the kinds of activity that took place?
His seniority had [was] no problem, he was very much prepared to go along and play
with the boys and there was no sense of – of hierarchy. He was Teddy to everybody
and remained so for the rest of life which he spent in Scripps Institution in the end.

And who else was on the cruise? Teddy, yourself obviously, but –
Oh, well, Maurice Hill … I don’t think I could just produce –

No.
Some of the research students and –
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Yes, I see, yes, thank you. And I wonder whether you’d be prepared to tell the story of
Teddy’s departure. He left the ship but left behind his – his probe and, I don’t know if
you remember this, this is in your memoirs –
Yes.

But I think it’d be a rather nice story to – I don’t know who the ‘we’ was but in the
memoirs says, ‘We fashioned a sort of life size model of Teddy Bullard’. Could you
tell that story?
Yes, I don’t know whether he or his friends would approve of this [laughs] but after
he’d left, and he was about to take up or had just taken up his role as director of the
National Physics Laboratory in Teddington, the prestigious role, we had fashioned a
wire model of Teddy Bullard with grey wire hair and suitably adorned with Teddy’s
Prick and two light bulbs that lit up in the right place. And we launched this with due
ceremony from the stern of Discovery II on a met balloon with a little message tied to
it saying, ‘if found, returned to the director of the National Physics Laboratory in
Teddington.’ [laughs]

Did he ever get it?
[Laughs] I don’t think so.

And who’s the ‘we’ there? You and Maurice Hill and –
Well, others on board.
[34:17]

The research students, yeah. Thank you. Now, hmm, we haven’t discussed the
process through which you collected the samples of sediment which you then, in the
laboratory with the piece of equipment that you produced with Leslie Flavell,
compressed in order to study the movement of sound through it.
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Yes.

I wonder whether you could now then explain the process from a ship of grabbing
sediment from the floor in a particular way, the ocean floor in a particular way.
The tool we used was called a corer, to take cores, C, O, R, E, S, of the bottom, and
this consisted of about…twenty feet of thick, heavy steel piping about two inches in
diameter, and at the head of this was an extremely heavy weight, maybe a half a ton of
lead or steel or something of that sort. And you would lower it down near to the
bottom, judging by the amount of wire out in the depth. Now hanging beneath this
corer, or hanging from an arm on the side near the top, was a trigger weight. And
then when this trigger weight hit the bottom it operated a release at the head of the
corer which meant that the corer could fall freely for the last fifty feet and drive itself
into the bottom under its own weight. The wire that it was hanging on would then be
– would have a length and a bit [coiled up] so that you would pull up the corer out of
the bottom, pull it up hopefully without it getting entangled and recover it on board.
With any luck you’ve got then a two and a half inch or two inch coring tube with ten,
fifteen feet of sediment in it. You’d detach the coring tube from the head, put it on
trestles on deck, get a – a piston extractor which you pressed up the centre of the
coring tube, squeezed the core out rather like toothpaste into a half D trough of a
plastic container or something of that sort, from which you could then sample. You
could look at the layers of the sediment, of the changes of colour, of the changes of
composition as they go through mud and sand or silt and so forth, and these cores
would be very carefully logged and recorded in a coring log book which go back into
the general knowledge about the nature of the sediments on the seafloor. For my own
particular purposes I would take a section of this, carefully preserve it in a watertight
container, either some jar or something, so that it didn’t dry out, and these would
come back to the laboratory and I would use this material to put in the pressure pot to
squeeze and squeeze the water out.

How many cores did you get back to base, as it were?
Oh, on a typical cruise we’d get maybe a couple of dozen cores. Sometimes it doesn’t
work, sometimes you hit the rock on the way down, sometimes you hit sand and then
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it all falls out of the bottom. At the bottom of this tube you have a core catcher which
is rather like a crown of leaves which as it [the sediment] goes in the crown is opened
up but as you pull it out the crown closes and stops the core coming out from the side
[bottom].
[38:38]

Thank you. What was the role of the ship’s crew, in other words, the non-scientific
but non-officer class crew in assisting with the kinds of scientific activity that you’ve
just been describing? In other words, the lowering of things, you know, and the
pulling of things up, the moving of bits of pipe on board, all of that.
We had an extremely helpful man who was designated to do this work: he was called
the net man. Net man because in the days of – [when] they were doing a lot of
biological sampling, he operated a system, operated the nets. Now the net man on
many of our cruises was a very nice guy called Dick Burt and his skills were
enormous at knowing how to handle equipment. When we were operating over the
side of course we’d have to use cranes and we’d have to use the A frame, we’d have
to drive winches. The net man was always at hand to direct the operation’s
instructions to the winch driver. The scientists would of course have been involved as
well, sometimes the scientists drove the winches but usually we’d have a winch man
provided by the crew who was – who knew about the winches and came from the
engine room department, and he, he would maintain the winches, grease them up and
make sure that the wires were properly looked after, etc. So we had a lot of help from
the crew. If something large was needed to be handled then more of the seamen crew
would come and help, and this was organised through either the bos’n, who was the
senior petty officer in charge of the crew, or the net man or the donkey man.
[40:45]

You suggested a possible bemusement on the part of the non-scientific staff that you
sailed into the middle of an ocean, fiddled around and sailed back, I think you put it
something like that. Could you say any more about the view of the scientists – oh,
sorry, the view of the crew of the scientists, how they viewed – your sense of how you
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were viewed by them being somewhat, you would have thought, outside their normal
sailing experiences?
Well, I think we were outside their normal sailing experience, particularly if they’d
come from merchant ships whose job was to go from port A to port B and unload and
come back again. On the whole they were extremely friendly and interested, they
would often come and see what was going on. If we were dredging for rocks they
would see how successful we were in getting rocks off the seabed, if the biologists
were fishing for fish they’d be fascinated to see what came up in the trawl. And the
scientific party would talk to them and describe – try and describe what was going on.
This was on the whole – very happy ships, these were. I mean we never had any real
problems with this sort, between crew and scientists.

What, you say on the whole, were there occasions when –?
Oh, I think there always are gripes. I mean something doesn’t go right and there are
accidents that happen and …

Yes, I think that this is one of the things that ought to be described. I mean someone
from the outside might imagine one of these cruises with these experiments going on
and the instruments sort of purring away happily and producing these papers of
paper neatly stacked up and cores going down and being taken up, and it being really
rather slick. But I wonder whether you could give us a sense of the kinds of things
that got in the way of the science in terms of related to the fact that you’re on a boat,
you know, in the middle of the sea rather than in a controlled laboratory.
Well, I think the number one thing that gets in the way is the weather. And we had no
control over that, we lived with whatever there is, and in bad weather you simply
can’t do many of the things we would like to do. What we have to – what you have to
remember is that a lot of the equipment that we used was experimental equipment that
had been designed in the lab and perhaps never been to sea before and maybe had
been designed by people who weren’t familiar with seamanship but nevertheless had a
good idea. And the sea is a very, very tough taskmaster, particularly if you’re
lowering things into the deep ocean; you’ve got enormous external pressures that can
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leak into equipment. You’ve got wires and cables, often carrying electrical signals
that can be chafed or broken. You’ve got plugs that can get damaged and indeed the –
what one has to expect at sea is that you lose equipment, and we frequently did lose
equipment. When I got into my phase of operating underwater photography I think I
lost three if not four underwater cameras through attempting things that were difficult.
And what happens when you lower something on three miles of wire is that
sometimes the wire will kink, it can break, you lose something, it’ll get caught up on
something. You perhaps have lowered equipment and the recorder inside, it’s got a
faulty connection, sometimes the plug has broken lose. There are all kinds of things
like this that can mean that there’s failure. Corrosion is a horrendous problem at sea.
When we started to use stainless steel, which one would think would be wonderful as
opposed to not stainless steel, it was discovered that stainless steel wire made up of
multiple single strand wires suffered from something called crevice corrosion; that
you could have a stainless steel wire that looked perfectly all right on the outside but
was hollow because it had corroded on the inside, and we lost various pieces of
equipment through crevice corrosion. Corrosion is a really difficult problem because
almost anything metallic will be attacked in some way by the sea water. And then if
you want to put things down for a very long time you can get some sort of marine
growth on them, that’s a problem. So these are the – some of the difficulties one has
to face, keeping the water out, keeping the electric circuits right, stopping damage
when the ship is rolling around and tossing around in a storm and you get a wire that
happens to rub against another wire and will short through.
[46:40]

Thank you. And changing the subject rather sort of sharply, could you say anything
more about Professor Skempton and I think his student, AW Bishop, I think possibly
from Imperial College who joined – sorry, who assisted you in the kind of theoretical
interpretation of the squeezing of the sediments work because they were themselves
soil –?
Mechanics.

Yes.
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Yes. What I had to really learn, as I was studying the compaction of these sediments,
and one has to think of the sediment of being a mixture of particles and interstitial
water, that’s water between the particles. And the ability of a compressed sample to
transmit sound depends on the contact area between the particles as well as
transmission through the interstitial water. And this whole area of …of
sedimentology, into the mechanics of it, becomes soil mechanics. Now, there were
people who were specialists in soil mechanics. One American, called Professor Karl
Terzaghi - T, E, R, Z, A, G, H, I - whose papers I’d read and who I did meet at some
stage; he – he helped me and also I went to see Professor Skempton and Dr Bishop
who were both at Imperial College to discuss these questions. I think Dr Bishop was
my – one of my examiners in my PhD examination, together with Sir Edward Bullard
who was the other one. I rather suspect that one of them has still got my thesis
because I can never find it. So that was an element of soil mechanics. It had itself an
interest for the navy, and there were naval scientists in America who were particularly
interested in my conclusions of this because the operation of sonar in the submarine
detection world depended on – very often on the reflection of sonar from the sediment
surface. The detection of the submarine: they’d send a beam down to the bottom and
bounce it up. Now the behaviour of that sound beam going into the sediments
depended very critically on the way that sediments behaved when impacted with a
sound beam, and so some of the work I’d done in compacting sediments and looking
at sound velocity profiles in their density characteristics was important to them. And I
worked with them, sort of, thereafter a bit: people at the Navy Electronics Lab in San
Diego.

When did you start to work, while you were in America for the next –?
Well, I didn’t work with them but I corresponded with them.

And do you remember what they said of their particular – of the particular nature of
their interest in it in terms of detection of submarines?
Well, they wouldn’t – they weren’t able to say too much but it was quite clear what
they were trying to achieve.
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[50:36]

Thank you. Now before we go to America, which is the next step, could you just say
something of someone who helped you in the sort of typesetting or final production of
the thesis examination which you just mentioned? And I’m asking about this person
because she seems to have been an interesting character within the department and I
get that impression from Carol Williams whose book on Madingley Rise and from
some things that other interviewees have said, and that’s Molly Wisdom who I think
was departmental secretary, so I thought this would be quite a nice moment, now that
you’re doing your thesis, to tell us about her.
Well, let me explain first that I didn’t actually finish writing my thesis until I’d come
back from America.

Okay, thank you.
But sticking with that, Molly Wisdom did type it up for me. Molly Wisdom was the
divorced wife of Professor Wisdom who had actually been one of my supervisors on
the short course I did with the navy up at Cambridge. He was a professor of
philosophy at Trinity College, Cambridge. Now Molly Wisdom was a powerful
character as departmental secretary and in those days before computers and word
processing and so forth one had to write things out in longhand then it had to be
typed, and she did the typing. So when it came to getting a thesis put together one
had to be careful about making too many alterations and corrections and updatings
[laughs] because there weren’t the [easy] copying methods and Xerox copying didn’t
exist. One had copier systems that – I can’t even remember the trade names of them,
but Roneo systems [was one] and of course one used carbon paper quite a lot, so I
think my copies of my thesis were done on carbon paper. Molly Wisdom curiously
enough later went on to become secretary of an organisation that my wife worked for
in Cambridge, the Careers Research Advisory Centre.

And how would you account for the –? You described her as a powerful figure, when
she’s written about ‘indomitable’ is the word that’s most commonly used to describe
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her. How do you account for, given the fact that I’ve never met and won’t I think,
what does that mean, why is she described in that way?
Well, she had her office – when the department was at Madingley Rise she had her
office quite close to the front door; she would make sure that the people who came in
were the right people to come in and not unwelcome visitors. She would take
telephone calls, she would essentially control the research students in some sort of
way insofar as they were controllable, and I think that’s where the word
indomitability comes from.

I see. And there’s some story that you may be able to verify about – I think this is
Teddy Bullard’s view of her, in particular the sound of her voice and some sort of
arrangement he had in trying to maybe shut his door or some sort of muffling effect or
something.
I think there were complaints from Teddy that her voice was too loud [laughs] and too
disturbing.

Thank you. Now could you talk about the origin and begin to tell the story of your
year in New York? Well, not just in New York but mainly in New York, but your year
in America.
When I was near to completion of my three years of research Maurice Hill
recommended that I spend a year in the United States working at the Lamont
Geological Observatory. This was the prime centre for marine geophysical work at
that time, probably in the world, although people at Scripps might deny this. It was
directed by Maurice Ewing, it had a lot of distinguished scientists who had
contributed greatly to marine science, and Maurice Hill thought that it would be very
good for me to spend a year working with Lamont - in the Lamont Observatory. I
was fortunate that I could get a John Murray studentship financially to support me, to
go there, to pay for my travel. And, I went across by sea in the Queen Mary, the first
of ten crossings of the Atlantic I did, all by sea and before I ever flew the Atlantic. I
arrived in New York, I spent two days in New York city at International House before
I was taken up to the laboratory of the Lamont Geological Observatory. This was in a
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lovely initially private house belonging to a businessman, financier, I don’t know
what he was, by the name of Lamont who had donated it to Columbia University for
an outstation for geological studies. The first day or two I stayed in digs in the nearby
village but very soon Maurice Ewing, who wasn’t actually at the laboratory when I
arrived, had left instructions that I should fly down to Galveston in Texas to join their
research ship, which was a ship called the Vema. The Vema was a three masted
schooner, a beautiful ship in her original days, that had belonged to one of the family
of Miss Emily Post, I think of the Post Toasties hierarchy. It had been a luxury yacht
that had been taken over by the navy, US Navy, during the war, [who] stripped out all
the interior luxuries, installed with pipe cots for cadet training.

What’s that word, pipe cots?
Well, pipe cots are – the cot is where you sleep, it’s a naval term for your bunk, but
they’re pipes and there were layers – there were three above one another, and the
whole of the interior of the ship seemed to be – had been converted to take a lot of
cadets who could all sleep on board in primitive conditions. However, the ship then
had been acquired by a Nova Scotian seafaring captain who used it for trading up and
down the east coast of the United States and it was Maurice Ewing who chartered the
Vema from this captain, who was still on board, to do scientific research. The cruise
that I joined was the second cruise of the Vema. The first cruise had been down
towards Bermuda and they’d had enormously bad weather and suffered the tail end of
a hurricane where four of the crew were swept overboard and one of them was lost.
Maurice Ewing himself was one of those who was swept overboard and was partially
concussed [paralysed] as he went over the side and – but he was rescued and brought
back on board. He was in hospital for a while but he so wanted to get back onto his
beloved cruise ship, research ship the Vema, which by this time was operating in the
Gulf of Mexico, that the doctor said you won’t get better till you get back on board.
So he was back on board the Vema when I joined it from Galveston in about April or
so … 1955 [1954] I guess. Is that right? ‘55 I think [1954]. And I reported to him
and asked him what he would like me to do and he said, ‘Well, will you look after the
underwater camera?’ I said, ‘Oh, yes, certainly, can you show me the handbook and
where it is and how it works?’ And he said, ‘There’s no handbook. It’s a new
instrument designed by somebody from Columbia University but he went home
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because he was too sick on board and couldn’t operate.’ So he’d gone home, the
camera was sitting on the roof of the deckhouse and so I had to take it down, take it
apart, see how it worked, how to put the films in, how to do this, that and the other,
find a darkroom, see how [to do] the developing and everything. And this is how
some of my experiences of photography at British Aluminium helped. So there was I
in charge of the underwater camera and Maurice Ewing said, ‘Right, every station we
do a core up for'ard using the heavy wire with the corer, and down aft on the ship at
the same time you do a camera station.’ That was the routine every day on the basis
that he just wanted to collect data regardless of going on to a particular problem
because he realised that there was too little data about the oceans. So I took a camera
station, several camera stations, and one of them I was operating then on my own, not
only having to listen for the camera echoes from the bottom and – but also to drive the
winch and to make sure the wire wound level on the winch. And at the same time the
coring party were doing a core up for'ard. The counter, that said how many metres of
wire out, failed and I thought there was 100 metres to come, there wasn’t. The
camera appeared out of the surface of the sea at speed, [laughs] it went up into the
davit, the whole davit compressed, there are big springs on that, and everything fell
apart. The davit fell apart, the wire broke, the camera went over the side, back to the
bottom of the sea, and Maurice Ewing up on the fore deck turned around and said,
‘Oh, boy.’ [laughs]. I felt like crawling into my bunk and disappearing forever having
come on board as a green Englishman.

How many photos had you taken by the time that – before you lost it?
Oh, I suppose I took two or three stations, maybe twenty, thirty, pictures at each
station.

And what is the davit? Is it the winch arm?
The davit is the … essentially the stanchion that leans over the side onto which a
block is placed [through which] to lower something. Lifeboats have davits to lower
the boats from, but those ones lean out in order to get the boat clear from the side of
the ship. This was a fixed davit, a stanchion with a bent top that leans out and you
lower things from.
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And could you explain how – when you were talking about the use of the camera
before the point at which you lost it, you said that you were listening to the camera
echoes and that you took camera stations, but how do you take a photograph of the
deep seabed, or how did you with that particular camera?
The system was that the camera itself was housed in a pressure case. There was a
flashlight, electronic flash that was housed in a separate pressure case, and these two
were joined together by electric wires and then there was a trigger mechanism [such]
that when the weight hanging under the camera touched the bottom it operated a
switch which operated the flash and turned the film on to the next position. But at the
same time it operated a – an acoustic signal that was sent back to the ship and you
listened to that on headphones to tell you that you’d reached the bottom.

Did that tell you that a photo had been taken?
Yes, because it automatically took the photograph with the flash. Then you’d lift it
up, wait for a minute or two, you’d drift along for a while, you’d lower again to the
bottom and take another picture, so you could take a series of pictures.

How many pictures roughly for one station, for one –?
Maybe twenty or thirty.
[65:44]

And you developed, as far as I understand, these on board?
Yes.

Can you remember, given that these were the first photographs that you’d taken of the
deep seafloor, could you tell us about – about your memories of what you saw when
you developed those photos?
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Well, it was always an exciting moment when you – first of all you developed the
negatives, because they’d come in negative film strips; it’s a thirty five millimetre
film. And you can look at those but then of course you want to print them. Print
them, and to see their images coming up in the developing dish as a print. And they
would show very often just mud, mud that was disturbed by animals living on the
bottom, worms, worm casts, tracks. Sometimes you’d get rocks, sometimes you’d get
various features, sometimes you can see sea pens or various animals that live on the
bottom, so it’s a huge variety of things, and maybe later on we’ll come on to when I
developed the camera when I got back to England.
[67:00]

We will, yeah. Thank you. Now you say that Dr Ewing was collecting data simply
because there was a lack of oceanic data. Again, I wonder whether I could ask about
why ships went to particular places. You said it was in the Gulf of Mexico, why was it
there as opposed to anywhere else?
I don’t know that I could answer that, the decision was one of Dr Ewing and his
senior staff. I think the feeling was that maybe the Gulf of Mexico was not so well
known, although the Atlantic wasn’t well known then either: perhaps because the
weather was thought to be better at that time of year. On that cruise there were some
seismologists from oil companies who were experimenting with a new method of
seismic reflection shooting, using what the oil companies came to use later on, was
extremely long towed hydrophone arrays, and we would set off explosions in the
water but the hydrophone arrays would pick up these, not only vertical reflections
from [and below] the bottom but wide angled reflections from the bottom. This was
the developing of a technique that was later very extensively used by the oil industry.

And they were on that particular Vema 2?
Vema – Vema 2 cruise. It was interesting because, an anecdote: they had been
visiting England on a, you know, quite short time before and had thought they should
go to see Professor Jeffreys at Cambridge. And they went to see him and they put on
their smart suit and their tie and arrived at Harold Jeffreys’ house only to find a
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shaggy old man in a pair of shorts and a T-shirt and sunglasses on [laughs], totally
unlike the sort of person they were expecting to find. Being oil company executives
they were not used to this kind of thing [both laugh]. I’d known Harold Jeffreys
because I’d met him before.

What was the extent of your knowledge of or contact with Harold Jeffreys?
I’d met him once or twice in Cambridge. He would come out to the Geophysics
department to some of the seminars, and he was the éminence grise of geophysics in
those days. He was the one who said that continental drift was not possible, that... He
himself was a seismologist who studied earthquake seismology and the propagation of
seismic waves through the earth as a whole, and picking up reflections from the core
mantle boundary, from the inner core and looking at the passage of rays through the
mantle and the core; hugely influential man. But he had derived ideas about the
strength of the mantle which underlay the oceanic crust, and his view was that the
mantle was far too strong to allow continents to move sideways, drifting like icebergs
in the sea, that this simply wasn’t possible. And even up to his death he denied the
existence of what later became plate tectonics but … his book, The Earth, which went
to three or four or more editions, was the book I was given by Maurice Hill when I
first came into geophysics, ‘Read that, my boy, and learn about geophysics.’ So it’s
sitting up there still. I suppose in many ways his work held back the acceptance of
seafloor spreading until the concepts changed. They changed to the extent that no
longer were continents drifting through the mantle but they were drifting with the
mantle, which was generating new oceanic crust in the middle.

On the visits that you say he made to the department at the time you were there, do
you remember his response to, you know, arguments made in seminars about
continental drift, or was this before the Vine and Matthews thing?
This was before the Vine and Matthews thing. Yes, this was – you see, the Vine
Matthews story was ‘63, [but] seafloor spreading was suggested by Robert Dietz in
America and Harry Hess in about 1959 as a concept of the seafloor spreading. Now I
had left the department in ‘55 so it must have been before then that I’d started to – no,
‘54 I left the department, that’s right, and I came back to NIO in ‘55.
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So Harold Jeffreys’ argument would have been not, you know, against continental
drift, it wouldn’t have been controversial then ‘cause no-one was making the opposite
at that time?
Exactly. What was being suggested at that time, because already people saw the – the
fit between South America and Africa and they saw the similarity of geological
species on either side, which puzzled people, and also of some of the geographical –
the spread of biological species [either side]. And so the theories that were going
around at that time were land bridges as connections to provide this, or else floating
debris drifting cross the oceans, taking monkeys from one side to the other, all of
which was sort of stretching the data to try and explain some things, failing to grasp
what eventually came to be plate tectonics.

Was there – were you able to gain any sense of Harold Jeffreys’ view of the work of
Runcorn’s group at this time on polar wandering, which I suppose sort of assumes
continental drift in the background –
Yes.

Indirectly isn’t it?
I don’t know, I think he was probably against it, I don’t think he probably accepted
Runcorn’s ideas. By this time he was getting pretty old and he wasn’t a regular
departmental man, he was retired, living in his home and appearing from time to time.

Thank you. Now you mentioned in your writings on the periods in America of the
cruises that the magnetometer was referred to as Maggie, and I wonder whether you
had any other nicknames for other pieces of equipment that you remember.
… I don’t think I remember anything particular about that [laughs].
[74:34]
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Thank you. Okay, perhaps you would like to say something of social life in America.
I know that you moved into an apartment in, I’m not sure I’m saying the place right,
Nyack?
Nyack.

Okay. And give us a sense of life more generally, you know, in America.
Well, when I first arrived, as I say, I spent a few days or a week or two in digs then I
went off to Vema Cruise 2, and Vema Cruise 2 took us all the way back to New York.
I said that Maurice Ewing had been swept overboard [on Vema’s previous cruise] with
four – three others and the first mate had been lost at sea. When the Vema got back to
New York there was a lot of concern and a lot of writing up in the paper about this
accident, and the Nova Scotian family of the first mate was suing the Lamont
Observatory for the loss of the first mate, so there were lawyers floating around.
Because I hadn’t got anywhere to live much; I actually lived on board the Vema,
sitting alongside the long jetty where they kept her on the Hudson River at Piermont
which was about a couple of miles from the laboratory, and I bicycled up and down to
the laboratory at the same time doing a certain amount of work on the ship, on
equipment and helping to build laboratories and – and [other] facilities. At the same
time I was running – I was going to courses at Lamont on seismology, particularly
being run by Maurice Ewing and the assistant director who was Frank Press who later
became president of the National Academy of Sciences and scientific advisor to
President. Socially, after I’d been living...I think probably the next thing was that I
went to sea again on another cruise. I went on three cruises while I was in America,
the first one in the Gulf of Mexico, [on the second] one we crossed over the Atlantic
to the Azores, to Casablanca, to Lisbon and then back to New York, and I used the
camera again: I took a lot of photography – photographs at that time, and worked with
the various other geophysical equipment on board. Bruce Heezen was the principle
scientist, so that was a very educational and interesting cruise. And then the third
cruise I did, we went down to Puerto Rico and did some photography and sampling on
the way, and I left the ship and flew back.
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But in the meantime I had taken up lodgings in an apartment in Nyack with four
others who were working at Lamont. One was a German research student who later
became a professor in Germany, there were two or three American students, one or
two girls who popped in and out. One of the girls at the Lamont Observatory was the
secretary to Frank Press. She I got to know quite well, and very strangely she turned
out to have been married, although had become divorced, to one of the family that
was one [part] of my future wife’s family, so the name Osborn appeared not only then
but later on in my life through my wife.

And could you give a sense of the kind of social life in and around this apartment at
the time, as far as you would like to?
Well, we did a certain amount of entertaining, a certain amount of going out and
having meals and drinks, and I spent Christmas – we had a Christmas party up at
Barbara Osborn’s house at Garrison up the Hudson River. Hmmm … what does a
twenty-eight year old student do socially?

Did you have what you might have called a girlfriend at this time?
There was somebody that I – I saw a lot of; that didn’t develop into anything.

Would you like to talk about that?
Not much [laughs].
[79:49]

Okay. Now could you then instead give me your impression as someone who had
been at the department of Geodesy and Geophysics, had a sense of – a very good
sense by this time of British geophysics, especially marine geophysics? Could you
give me your sense of the differences between American marine geophysics and
British marine geophysics on the one hand but of American and British science more
generally in this respect?
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I think first of all the resources behind American science were enormously greater.
The two major institutions were – well, three major institutions in America. One was
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on Cape Cod, one was the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla near San Diego, and Lamont Geological
Observatory was the third. Now Woods Hole and Scripps – Woods Hole tended to
specialise more in the physical oceanography and the marine biology but they did a
lot of very distinguished work then. Scripps covered both areas, there was both
physical oceanography and many expeditions into the Pacific, a lot of geophysics and
geology done by Professor Menard, a very charismatic director: Roger Revelle, who
was remembered in Scripps and well remembered in American science. At Woods
Hole there was Columbus Iselin who was the director, also a very distinguished
oceanographer. And these people, the three directors, Roger Revelle, Columbus
Iselin, Maurice Ewing and [also] George Deacon, who was the director of the
National Institute of Oceanography, actually were all very close together in many
ways, particularly meeting through the United Nations or through UNESCO which set
up what was initially the Special Committee on Oceanic Research, [which] later
became called the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research, or SCOR. And SCOR
had many meetings together and set up working groups to study various aspects of
oceanography, and marine geology right through, and I became involved in many of
these later on. One of the outstanding landmarks of oceanography in the recognition
of international oceanography was the first International Oceanographic Congress
which was held in the United Nations building in New York and which was a – a
meeting together of oceanographers really from all over the world. At that time we
didn’t know too much about Russian oceanography although it was very active; but
because of the Cold War, because of the language problem, the fact that papers were
not translated into English, and so we weren’t as aware as we should perhaps have
been, and vice versa, that the Russians weren’t aware so much as we should have been
– as they should have been on our western oceanography. But the meeting in New
York was in 1959 I think. Interestingly enough Jacques Yves Cousteau came to that
meeting in Calypso, he sailed up the Hudson River in his ship, totally ignoring the
customs who got very cross, and he gave a paper at the UN building at our meeting in
‘59. It was a wonderful place to meet, very comfortable, it had wonderful
simultaneous translations but they lacked one thing; they had no projection facilities
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and it was quite clear that politicians only talk to each other but they don’t show
pictures.

Which you would have thought was rather important for oceanography.
[Laughs] For oceanography it was essential.

Yes.
So they had to set up temporary provisional projection facilities.
[84:40]

And is there anything about, I don’t know, the style of American science or the nature
of social relations that form a part of it, that was in any way striking having been
deeply embedded really in British science? Or was there something different about,
perhaps there wasn’t or perhaps less leadingly should ask, to what extent was the
culture of science different, you know the kind of society of science different in
America?
I don’t think there was a great deal of difference in the society of science, they equally
had research students. For Americans it was much more difficult to get a PhD: at
Cambridge one had to do research for three years and write a thesis and be examined.
In America you had to take language examinations, for instance, and some people
went on for years and years failing to get their doctorate because they couldn’t get
French or German or something like this. So they were – the educational side was
somewhat different and the qualifications and the – the need for exam results was
different.
I think that what started to become apparent when I was at Lamont was that there was
a rather unfortunate split starting to develop between two factions in Lamont. There
was a Maurice Ewing faction and there was a Bruce Heezen faction, and this
developed in a very, very powerful way later on where Bruce Heezen was actually
thrown out of his office by the director and all kinds of difficulties occurred. There
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was a – there were two men who were very much involved at Lamont who – I knew
both of them very well. One was Jack Oliver and one was Chuck Drake, and they
were both trying to keep the peace between these two factions, and I got to know quite
a lot about this later on, not so much when I was there, but later on. Maurice Ewing
was very reluctant to accept plate tectonics, in fact I’m not sure that he ever did. The
reaction of Lamont to the ideas of Matthews and Vine was quite interesting. They
had been collecting data, Lamont had been collecting a lot of data. When the ships
went to sea they had huge numbers of magnetic profiles from cruises where they
towed a magnetometer but they didn’t really know quite what to do with them. Vine
and Matthews’ concepts of interpreting magnetic anomalies as a result of mag –
reverse magnetised - normal and reverse magnetisation on a spreading seafloor, gave
the clue for, particularly one scientist at Lamont, Walter Pitman, to look into his
records and to lay them out based on these ideas of Vine and Matthews and say, my
God, they’re symmetrical! Look, here’s a track that goes across the mid-ocean ridge.
I take the magnetic anomalies one side, I fold it over, and it matches the ones the other
side. That was a sort of eureka moment for Walter Pitman. There were others at
Lamont who really didn’t buy it, and Maurice Ewing was one, Joe Worzel was
another. But with this enormous database that Maurice Ewing had collected, his staff
was able to start testing these ideas of seafloor spreading. I use that phrase at this
stage because plate tectonics as a phrase didn’t come until the whole subduction story
had developed.

Yeah, not till the late ‘60s really.
Yes.
[89:23]

So could you say more about the basis on which these two groups split? Was it about
what you’ve just been describing, about the –?
No, I don’t think so, I’m not sure what originated the antagonisms. I think they were
both very strong characters, both had strong ideas, maybe their interpretation of data
was different. The story went around Lamont that Maurice Ewing had two rubber
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stamps on his desk, because all papers published had to go through him, and on the
top, against the authors, he would stamp either ‘Ewing and’, or ‘and Ewing’. I’m sure
this is an apocryphal story but it perhaps sums up something of the concept that he
was trying to be a controlling director. Bruce Heezen was much more independently
minded and he started producing – and he had many brilliant ideas. He analysed the
1929 slumps off the Grand Banks that broke all the submarine cables going across
those. He discovered the channels that – deep sea channels that ran through the north
east Atlantic, the north west Atlantic. He discovered and plotted the mid-Atlantic
ridges and the valleys and produced these physiographic diagrams together with his
cartographer, Marie Tharp, which dominated the scene for many, many years
thereafter as a portrayal of the, picture of seafloor topography. I think Ewing
probably resented that activity, but I don’t know, there will be others who will have
that story –

Why might he have resented it?
Why?

Why might he have resented it?
… I don’t know. Perhaps because he had discouraged him from doing this … I don’t
know how the funding streams worked, I think a lot of the money came to Lamont
through the Office of Naval Research so there were - certain parts of the organisation
were funded through navy funds, others through academic funds, through Columbia
University. But Maurice Ewing was a difficult man, he had difficulties with his
bosses at Columbia University and was eventually, I think, asked to step down.

How were your relations with him while you were there?
Oh, very – very amiable.

And you became friends with Bruce Heezen in particular.
Yes.
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Am I saying his surname –?
Yes.
[92:34]

Yeah. What did you know of – you just mentioned funding there. What did you know
of the relations between his work and again sort of naval interests in knowing the
shape of the seafloor, the detailed shape of it?
One of the rationales for the way he and Marie Tharp went about it, was that the navy
was very, very defensive about any deep sea soundings, sounding data. There was
any survey work done by – or let’s put it another way: the US Navy had forbidden
there to be surveys done by any of their [civilian] research ships: in other words, a
survey going backwards and forwards under controlled navigation conditions to
produce a three dimensional chart, so that research cruises tend to be long straight
lines zig zagging over the place, over the oceans. Now Bruce was very keen to really
translate that into something that one could see where the features were and what the
features were, so he devised, along with Marie Tharp, the idea that along a track of a
ship you had a lot of detailed soundings along the track because you took it every five
minutes or whatever. If you plotted out that profile, a series of mountains, valleys,
plains, etc, you could draw that on a big sheet of paper, on a chart. You actually
sketched this in as if you were looking sideways at that profile, and if you did enough
of those and put them all together you started to see patterns emerging; [for instance]
that a mountain on one profile would match up in position of a mountain on another
profile. And it was reasonable to try to join the two, thinking, oh, there’s probably a
ridge running there. And so between them they put this data, all these data from
ships, as many ship tracks as they could get, together and they interpolated, guessed
effectively, between the tracks what the topography looked like. And because they
did it by a sideways look at a great vertical exaggeration, they – the navy realised that
it wasn’t possible for an enemy submarine, who were the people they were worried
about, to know exactly where that profile was, and so that was acceptable.
Conventional survey charting of contours was not acceptable and so that was how the
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physiographic diagram emerged first of all from Heezen and Tharp that was published
in various forms. It was later taken over by the National Geographical magazine and
one of their artists re-drew it, and it became more or less the standard look of the
ocean floor used through universities, through wall charts, through publications all
over the world. Now one has to be extremely careful about it because it has a vertical
exaggeration of every feature of something like ten to one, so what looks like a spike
is only a little mound.

And you said that the navy had banned a kind of systematic use of research –
Yes.

Does that mean that they banned places like Lamont and Scripps from using ships to
do that?
Yes.

Because those ships were funded by –
Well, I think – and I don’t quite know what the level of this banning was. I don’t
think it was banned only for research ships funded by the navy, I think it – it came
from the White House or somewhere like that, that through the Defence Department
ships shall not be allowed to do this and publish it.

But were navy ships doing it but in a restricted way?
Oh, they were doing it very much and developed very, very sophisticated techniques
for doing this, but highly classified.

Did you know any naval – any of these scientists? Did you come to know any of these
sort of military scientists who were doing it in secret?
I did later on, yes. Yes, not at that time.
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[97:40]

Not at this stage, okay, thank you. Now, hmm, one of the places that you visited
before you came back from America was Scripps at La Jolla –
Yes.

And I wonder whether you could tell the story of that visit, including the friendship
with the Raitts if I’m saying their surname right.
Yes. I decided before I left America that I would make a trip across the United States,
largely as a holiday, and so I took a Greyhound bus from New York all the way across
to California, stopping at various places on the way and doing the sort of sightseeing
that any young man would do. And when I got to Scripps Institution I was entertained
by Helen Raitt and Russ Raitt. Russ Raitt, I’d had an introduction to him through
Maurice Hill because he was one of the – of perhaps the geophysicists who was doing
similar work to Maurice in Cambridge and so was known by him. And Russ and
Helen Raitt were – had recently built a house in Scripps on the Scripps Canyon, which
is a lovely bit of coastline, and they introduced me to many of the people [there].
They showed me around the lab and so I met many of the American oceanographers
at that time. I was to come to meet them and to get to know them much better later
on.
Perhaps the – the most relevant trip that I made in the latter months at – in America,
was a trip I made up to Woods Hole. There was an opening of a new building there
and Lamont people were invited and Maurice Ewing was invited, Bruce Heezen was
invited, and I drove up with Maurice and Bruce in their private car up to Woods Hole
where this building was opened and there was a party. And I met there, not for the
first time, but I talked to George Deacon. George Deacon was at that time was
director of the National Institute of Oceanography and he said, ‘What are you going to
do when you come back from America?’ I said, ‘Well, at the moment I’m writing a
fellowship thesis for King’s College Cambridge’, which I didn’t get, and he said,
‘Well, if you don’t get that give me a ring at the National Institute of Oceanography’.
So when I got back from America I gave him a ring and he said, ‘When would you
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like to stop – start - when would you like to start?’ There was no job interview, there
was no job description or CV, nothing like that, and I was quite taken aback and I
said, ‘Well, how about next Monday?’ And so on Monday I turn up and go in to see
the director and the director says – or I say to him, ‘What would you like me to do?’
and he says, ‘What would you like to do?’ I said ‘What I’d like to do is to make a
camera that’s better than the one I’ve been using in America’. And he said, ‘Okay,
you go ahead and do this’. Now that was the start of my career at NIO, and it was the
style that George Deacon used to simply spot people to – who he thinks would
contribute and to … invite them to come and work for him.
[102:14]

Thank you. Now before I ask you to, if we have time, to describe your first sort of
impressions of the National Institute, could we just pop back to America briefly and I
wonder whether you could say something of Helen Raitt’s interest in oceanography,
almost, from the point of view of an ethnographer?
Well, Helen Raitt was a very, very intelligent and interesting woman who had I think
–. I don’t know what she was trained in and what her career was in, but she was very
interested in the Melanesian peoples and Polynesians, particularly the whole of the
sort of south Pacific area. And her husband went off to sea on these cruises as
principle scientist doing this kind of thing that we were doing in the UK and she
wanted to go along and see not only how life worked on a research ship and how
people reacted together, but also to see and visit some of the islands in the south
Pacific where they were making the calls. And she was, I think, probably the first
woman to go out on one of the Scripps research ships on a cruise, and she wrote a
very interesting book about this describing her impressions, describing the way the
cruises went on and talking in general about the south Pacific.
[104:05]

Thank you. And what was your sense of the differences between Lamont and Scripps
as two key sites for American oceanography at this time?
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I think that I had become incredibly biased towards Lamont. In fact this was held
against me when I came to the NIO that everything I quoted was Lamont is right and
everyone else is wrong. Scripps, I didn’t know the inside of their workings nearly as
well because I was only there for a few days. They had – I don’t think they had
developed their geophysical work as much as Lamont had, they were – but they had a
broader oceanographic background of – of physical oceanography and marine
biology, because marine biology comes into a lot of this both at Scripps and at Woods
Hole. It wasn’t touched on at that time at Lamont because it was a Lamont
Geological Observatory: it later become the Lamont Earth Sciences Observatory or
some such name. I think that both institutions had a burning passion to learn about
the oceans. Scripps had the wonderful advantage of a coastal site with coastal waters
right on the doorstep and a long pier sticking out into the sea in which they could do
experiments. They had a canyon which came right up – a submarine canyon which
came up very close into the end of Scripps pier that they could send divers down, and
so they got into a lot of diving and underwater operations. I don’t think Lamont got
into that because it was – being on the Hudson River it was much further from the sea,
and the seas were less accessible unless they started on a cruise. I think that Woods
Hole probably had the diving capacities and skills at that time, more than Lamont.

And what did – what did Scripps look like, you know, as viewed from the outside at a
distance as a sort of physical place?
As a physical place it was just north of the very, very attractive town of La Jolla
which is a holiday resort. It’s very expensive and – and with rather fancy shops and
hotels. The site of Scripps is just up the coast from there, at the other end of a long
sandy bay, characterised by this long jetty sticking out into the bay. A number of
buildings scattered around on the hills behind it, some of which are very interesting
architecturally and they had the ability [and finance] to invite modern architects to
build some of these buildings. The coastline there is quite high and cut in by canyons
running into the coast, it’s quite a friable coast. In fact just north of there, there’s a
town where the sea is encroaching and eroding the town away street by street, and it’s
said that you – the rateable value of the streets away from the coast was fairly low but
quite near the coast it was very high because of the wonderful views, until it got
eroded away and it plummeted to nothing [laughs]. A number of the Scripps
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oceanographers were concerned with coastal erosion, this was one of the things they
studied.

And … the pier, which seems to be a sort of central or a sort of key aspect of this,
could you describe the appearance of that and the sort of – the sea into which it
projects?
Well, it’s a pier with – it’s a long, fairly – a fairly low level pier, open structure, with
a building right at the end. I don’t think I ever went on it, the pier.

What is the building at the end?
Well, it’s probably housing for instrumentation and I don’t know what goes on in –
maybe they have observing facilities there. Because it extends into relatively deep
water they can make observations of the water, of the waves. A lot of the wave work
was done at Scripps, one of the very eminent Scripps oceanographers, Walter Munk
who was very influential in oceanographic research and is now aged ninety something
and is a – was one of the dedicatees of this book [on NIO]. He and Harold Sverdrup,
who was the director at Scripps before the war, did all the wave predictions for the
Normandy landings and they studied the generation of waves by wind, wrote a lot of
the theoretical papers on this. Now Walter Munk went on to do all kinds of other
things on global oceanography.
[110:50]

And your decision to not stay in America. As I understand it there were – you could
have stayed in America at this stage to pursue research but you instead came home
after the year. Could you say why you came home? I’m asking because I suppose a
lot of British scientists don’t.
I … I don’t know quite. I don’t think the American way of life quite appealed to me
… quite what it was, I don’t know. I think I was probably put off by their sense of
morality, certainly their – a degree of sexual permissiveness that was – that I found
really quite shocking. There’s an example of this, on the Vema 2 cruise we called in
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at Havana, this was before Castro when it was an American – strong American
influence, we – a party of us went from the ship - research students, about six or eight
of us in a couple of taxis, to look at a rum plant, a place that they made rum in and we
were given samples and so forth, and the next port of call automatically by all the
taxis was a brothel. Now everyone except the German friend and I disappeared into
the brothel and I thought, my God, is this the way Americans live? Do they just sort
of pop in like this? To them it didn’t seem to be anything alarming, it was obviously
natural for them. For me it was pretty shocking in the way that I’d been brought up,
that you do not … visit such things.

Were there other occasions where – that made you think that the kind of standard of
morality was not … what you wanted for a place where you lived? And I can’t
imagine you coming home because of that one –
No … I was attached to England, I had family here, I had ideas of – originally I had
ideas of going back to Cambridge, where I’d had a very interesting life, an enjoyable
life, with my music and things. I did continue my music somewhat in America, I
joined the Rockland County Symphony Orchestra, so it wasn’t that I was entirely
short of cultural activities, but I’d got many friends in England, there were all sorts of
activities that I’d been involved in and I wanted to get back to those. I only ever saw
America as a one year visit.

I’m surprised about the thing about sexual permissiveness, because I don’t know
whether you’d agree now, but my impression would be now of British culture that it
was the opposite to what you’ve described, that it was almost … when you talked
about not reacting against the morality of America I think it was going to be almost
the opposite, that it was a sort of puritanical – that’s almost how I see it.
No, well, I think one has – it’s difficult to generalise about America. Clearly there is
the Bible belt in the middle which is – in a sense is less permissive than the east and
west coasts. I think the west coast is a very permissive society, there was – even then
there was drug problems and alcohol problems and sex problems in California. That
didn’t appeal to me. I think the morality and permissiveness of the Californian issues
was something that shocked me more perhaps even than the east coast side. As I say,
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I had my own friends, my life in England, I didn’t particularly want to abandon all
that and I think that I – I mean I’m sure that Maurice Ewing or even Russ Raitt would
have taken me on as a research student or even maybe given me a job in America, but
I was keen to advance British oceanography; there were the chances of doing this.
We had access to a research ship, I was close with Maurice Ewing [Hill] and his
activities, and I just didn’t see the justification for staying.
[End of Track 4]
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Track/Part 5

You’ve just returned from America at the end of last session and you’ve explained the
story through which you were able to take up a job at the NIO but you haven’t
described yet the NIO itself. I wonder if you could give us a description, both of the
place which is – and to people listening it might seem like an unusual place for an
oceanographic centre for Britain, and if you could, as well as describing it physically,
say what was going on there at the time that you started.
When I had the offer from George Deacon, Dr Deacon as he was then, to come to
NIO I telephoned him after I came back from America. He said, ‘When do you want
to start?’ I said, ‘When do you want me?’ He said, ‘Well, come on Monday,’ and
when I came on Monday he said, ‘What do you want to do?’ And this was a very
relaxed, informal way of getting a job which for me was a job for life. The NIO was
located in the middle of Surrey and you might ask why. It was created actually as an
organisation in 1949 out of a group of specialists who were studying waves at the
Admiralty Research Laboratory during the war and for possible landings in the
Pacific, had the war not ended there. And George Deacon at that time was in charge
of that group on waves. The institute was formed by that group on waves, called
Group W, came together with another group of biologists who had been looking at the
whaling industry in the south Atlantic and went under the name, at that time, of
Discovery Investigations; looking at the ecology of whales, their food chains, the
food, predominantly krill, how the krill come about, what was the chemistry, what
was the circulation of the water that allowed a krill population to exist, and of course
commercial exploitation of whales was beginning - well, it had already begun for a
long time but the worry was that it was being over exploited. So that group of the
Discovery Investigations, which had been started before the war and was suspended
during the war, was joined up with the wave group under the director George Deacon
to form the National Institute of Oceanography – the first time that the UK had an
oceanographic institute covering all these aspects really ever. In contrast to America
that had the Scripps Institution of Oceanography and the Woods Hole Institution of
Oceanography, both dating back to the ‘20s. So after it was agreed that it should be
financed largely by the Admiralty and by the Development Commission, NIO was
looking for somewhere to live and it sought out various places that it could afford.
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Now it so happened that the Admiralty had commandeered a school in Surrey, King
Edward’s School, and – for radar research and had built a – put a temporary wartime
building on one of the playing fields. After a lot of searching around this was made
available for NIO and so we found ourselves in the middle of Surrey countryside,
conveniently halfway between Gatwick and Heathrow and not too far from the sea:
after all it was only thirty odd miles to the south coast. But more important, the work
that we were interested in doing was global effectively so one had to get there by air
or by transport, by sea, and the ships that we used first of all which were derived from
the Discovery Investigations Committee, that is Discovery II built in 1936 I think
[1929] which had been used by Discovery Investigations, and another ship called the
William Scoresby, a whale hunter ship which was used through one or two years but
then was laid up. Discovery II became the workhorse of NIO and I went to sea many
times on expeditions in Discovery II.
[05:17]
So when I arrived in the leafy lanes of Surrey and asked what I should – what Dr
Deacon wanted me to do he said, what do you want to do? And I said, well, I really
would like to develop underwater photography in this country, and that meant
designing and building a deep sea camera capable of being used in the deep oceans up
to a depth of three miles or so using the principle of a camera in a pressure-proof case,
a light source in a pressure-proof case separated from the camera, an acoustic
connection to allow you to tell when the camera had reached the bottom. So the
camera was lowered on a wire with a weight hanging underneath, when the weight hit
the bottom it operated the flash, it turned the camera on to the next frame, it also sent
a signal to the surface, a ping, and I would be sitting on the deck with headphones on
listening for that ping, and when I heard it reach the bottom I would stop the winch,
lift it up for a minute or two, and while the ship drifted and the camera recharged, then
lower it down again and take another picture, so you get a profile of pictures at the
bottom. And these revealed a great deal of interesting things; first of all that the mud
in the bottom of the ocean, and a lot of it’s mud - some is rock but most of it is some
sort of mud or ooze, was inhabited by a hugely diverse fauna of bottom living
animals, things that lived either in the bottom or crawled along the bottom, and fish
that swim closely above the bottom, and we’d take photographs of all these. And on
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the rocks, when they’re exposed, you get the sea ferns, the gorgonians and a lot of the
kind of sessile fauna, that is it sits there, it doesn’t swim around, and a huge number
of varieties of this. And all of this indicated that life was pretty common at these
ocean depths in contrast to what was thought several years before; that it was too
dark, too high pressure and not enough nutrient to sustain any sort of population. And
we also discovered that where the bottom was quite sandy, as it was in some places,
that the currents near the bottom were sufficient to set up sand ripples. Now, again, it
was thought that there weren’t any currents near the bottom; that the ocean, the deep
ocean, was very still, and this was quite clearly not the case.
Now at NIO there was a lot of emphasis on trying to measure what the ocean
circulation was, what the deep ocean currents were. And one of the very
distinguished oceanographers who worked at NIO, who actually came from the
Geophysics department from Madingley Rise, John Swallow, came to NIO a year or
two before I did as a geophysicist but he applied his knowledge of physics to devising
a method of measuring the deep ocean currents that had not been thought of before.
And this comprised designing a tube, essentially a scaffold tube, sealed at either end,
such that the compressibility of the scaffold tube was less than the compressibility of
water. So if it was heavier than water at the surface and you dropped it in freely it
would sink to the depth where the densities of both the sea water and the float were
the same and it would stay there. So if you could then instrument this with equipment
that we could interrogate from the surface you would have a float that would go with
the very, very gentle floats of – gentle currents of the deep ocean, and this became
known as a Swallow Float. He put the electronics in the scaffold tube, he had an
acoustic transmitter, a ring [nickel scroll] out in the water, and this gave pings. And
after the floats were launched we would then listen to these pings, get bearings of
where the pings were coming from by lowering hydrophones from the ship and
manoeuvring the ship around so that one could get cross bearings on the float, and
hence start to see what happened to the floats: did they stay put or did they go with the
current? And this whole Swallow float process was used first of all in about the 1957,
‘58, and enabled us to measure ocean currents and it was later used in a big
programme operated out of Bermuda in the western Atlantic where they were finding
currents of one, two knots right near the bottom. Totally unexpected that such strong
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currents could exist, and this of course was a huge factor in designing or modelling
how the waters of the ocean moved around.
[11:36]

Thank you. Now when you first arrived at the NIO what did you see of John
Swallow’s making of these floats within the building? Because we might imagine that
this four storey building in the grounds of the school that became the NIO, someone
listening may imagine that it’s a selection of offices and telephones and things, and
people arranged to go on cruises and then everything happens at sea. But I wonder
whether you could say what was happening in terms of scientific work, engineering
work, on these floats within the building, where it was happening, what was
happening, that sort of thing.
Well, more or less all of the instrumental work and engineering work was done on
site. In these days, and we’re now talking about the ‘50s and the ‘60s, you could not
buy equipment for deep ocean work, there were not cameras to buy as there are today,
there were not – there were not pressure cases, there were not instruments, so all of
that had to be designed. And we had at NIO a very good physics group who could
work out the principles of design according to ideas put forward by the research
scientists, and these were then translated into hardware by a very competent
engineering group and drawing office who would do the engineering designs and
make these things on site. We had very good workshops, we later had a towing tank
to tow things [instruments] in, we had pressure vessels in which instruments could be
pressure tested at oceanic depths, that is 1,000 pounds per square inch, and this
involved quite a lot of specialist knowledge about how to keep the water out. Now,
John Swallow’s floats, in order to get this right [correct] compressibility value, he had
to reduce the wall thickness of scaffold tubing, aluminium scaffold tubing. He had a
wooden trough outside the institute filled with caustic soda, he put the scaffold tubes
in this, let them fizz away until enough aluminium had been dissolved off the outside,
and then within the building, because it was a four storey building with a staircase
going up around a central well, he’d installed a tank, a vertical tank of salt water in
which he would put the floats together with the electronic instrumentation and very
carefully balance these floats with a – a balance, a weighing balance, sitting on the top
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of [above] this tube so that he could adjust milligrams of weight to make it just a bit
heavier or a little bit lighter, so that – and to measure very carefully the salinity of the
water he was using and the temperature so that he could design a float to precisely go
to a given depth of 1000, 1000, [or] 2000 metres.

Yes, I was wondering how he managed to say I want this float to be near the bottom
and this float to be sort of halfway up the column, but that is how.
This indeed was the very careful instrumentation and measurements, which John did
himself, I mean he was very much a hands-on scientist and he would – you would see
him carefully [working] with these balances. And then of course the floats had to be
exactly preserved in that condition before they were packaged and went off to sea and
used.

What was involved in ensuring that they were kept, you know, sound, you know, on the
way out?
[15:44]
Simply care in transport.

And could you please describe how you went about making your first model for the
British version of the underwater camera and including in that your relations with the
engineering department, and I think in particular Dickie Dobson who you worked
with closely in building the camera? So I’m asking really for the sort of practical
details about how you went about from nothing, ending up with a camera that could
take pictures of the bottom.
Well, I had to decide first of all the overall sort of design. I wanted something
different from the American camera I’d used and something that was more easily
handled. And so I decided as a design criterion to limit all equipment that went into
pressure cases to be less than three inches in diameter and that effectively determined
how thick the wall thickness of the case was, and this was where Dickie Dobson and
his engineering experience on design of pressure cases would be – was essential. The
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camera faced down the length of the tube, so one had a window. How does one do
the window? I decided that it would be a truncated cone of Perspex that sat on O
rings and this enabled the inside diameter of the truncated cone to be very small, just
as the diameter of the lens, but of course it had to expand to see a wide view and the
window had to be about two inches thick. There is a problem of taking photographs
from a camera in air into water because of the different refractive index of water for
different wavelengths and you can suffer from chromatic aberration: that is the
different colours in the spectrum get bent in different ways by this refraction. So the
lenses had to be corrected for this chromatic aberration and initially in America they
did it by putting an external lens outside in the water. I decided to go for a correction
of the lens actually in the camera and for that I went to specialist optical people who
designed the lenses for me. The acoustic side, I used essentially the same acoustics
that John Swallow did so that was very easy, I put the electronics in the scaffold tube
frame of the camera. For the flash, at this time Harold Edgerton in America had
designed the electronic flash and so it was very convenient to be able to use
essentially that design, to incorporate that, within the separate pressure case, separated
from the camera so you would get shadows which were useful to measure this height
and size of things. And then one had to try to distribute that light in a uniform way
across the field and this meant some design of the parabolic reflector that the flash
operated within. So there were many design aspects needed here and then there was
the problem of clearly there had to be an electronic – electric communication between
the camera, the pinger and the flash, and the switch that operated it at the bottom.
And there was a need to design a plug and socket that would go through a pressure
case and there were no such sockets available on the market, and there were various
ways that people had done it with Araldite -[for the] leads in, and I decided to design
a particular plug and socket that actually then was used thereafter and called the
camera socket, or camera plugs, which effectively excluded any air when you made
up the plug but could be disconnected without problem, and that was a part of the
camera design. So then the big problem of – or the next stage was to actually use it
and take it off on expeditions. And I went out to sea with this camera in 1956, ‘57,
and tested it and found, yes, I could get very good pictures. And some of the pictures
I took were quite – the press were quite interested in these and so I wrote several
articles in public journals and they were picked up by the newspapers. There was one
particular picture which was not posed but it looked very nice because there was a
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coral sitting on a rock with a fish sitting underneath it and looking as if it was posed of course one of many, many thousands of pictures that I took. I did try colour
photography and that was quite successful but because I wanted to do all the
developing and processing on board I didn’t have the wherewithal for colour
processing, so I spent many hours in the darkroom on Discovery in a rolling ship
fiddling with trays of developer and fixer and an enlarger, trying not to get seasick.
[22:13]

Could you say more about the particular form of the popular press interest in the
photographs? What do you remember of what in particular was seen to have popular
interest about the photographs?
I think they were interested first of all to see what the bottom of the deep ocean
looked like, it was not something that was known about. So the fact that there were
mounds and tracks on the bottom was interesting, though the tracks were often made
by holothurians which are legged creatures which crawl across [the bottom] and
produce sinuous curly tracks, and I gave lectures and showed slides of these at the
British Association meetings and these were picked up by the press as being, you
know, the ‘underseas snowman’ [abominable seaman] [laughs] or – and they went
crazy on some of the interpretations they put. But the indications of this benthic
community were very interesting and how some animals lived in the bottom and put
up feeders, tentacles, through the bottom and filtered out the plankton that were
floating by and created little mounds on the bottom with patterns of holes around
them. One of the uses for the cameras that biologists took the camera to sea and used
it for a different purpose, they were interested in squid, squid being one of the foods
of whales, and as everybody knows it’s – squid come around a light, around the stern
of the ship at night time, but they wanted to catch squid and find out what depth they
came from. So they had rigged up this camera with an arm out with a bait on the end
so that when the bait was pulled the camera took a picture of what was pulling the
bait. And in one series of pictures the bait was taken by one squid which then took a
picture of itself, or several pictures, which was then attacked by another squid and so
these two squid on the arm were photographed together grappling with each other and
that picture made the national press.
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Can you remember how they interpreted it, what they said about it, the press at the
time?
Well, I don’t remember precisely what they said [laughs], there’s probably comments
in my cuttings book.

Yes. Do you remember conversations with journalists or scientific sort of
correspondents in papers about your photographs? When you said, for example, they
tended to go crazy on the interpretation of tracks in the bottom as, you know,
representing some kind of water creature or something like that, do you remember the
particular conversations with journalists about how these photos should be
interpreted for a popular audience?
I don’t remember particular conversations. On the whole they would see an article
and then maybe a serious scientific article and then pick up things and then put a
media interpretation onto this entirely outside my control.
[25:56]

Thank you. Now could you just say how, because I know the camera went through
various re-designs, I wonder whether you could say something about how field
testing, in other words testing it actually on cruises, how that fed into changes to the
design, you know, back at the National Institute?
The basic design stayed pretty much the same. There was one stage that I designed a
stereo camera where I had two cameras looking out through two separate windows
inside of the tube. I didn’t use that a great deal, it was not I think so useful as simply
taking single photographs. I tried at one stage taking photographs from a long
distance to try to see how far from the seabed you could get and the further away you
go it doesn’t help a great deal because you lose resolution because of the… cloudiness
of the water, the back scattering from the water itself, and the sort of micro-turbulence
that detracts [from] and destroys the image. So usually it was about fifteen or twenty
feet off the bottom.
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Thank you. I wonder whether you could say something of your work which started in
the late ‘60s on the contouring of charts at the scale of one to a million.
Yes. I should first of all say that I continued with cruises with Cambridge University
with Maurice Hill and his group of research students at the Department of Geophysics
after I had joined NIO. And for the first years in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s I would
join their cruises. What I would contribute would be photography of the bottom
although I’d take part in all the other activities that went on and watch keeping and so
forth. But it began to be very clear to me that if one is studying the geology of the
bottom it was essential to know the shape of the bottom, were there seamounts, were
there valleys, were there cracks, canyons, rifts, what was the topography at the
bottom? And the tool for determining this really was the echo sounder. The echo
sounder ,as a ship went on a traverse, would give a single line [of soundings], a profile
of the bottom, and routinely we would keep watch keeping activities on the echo
sounder, measure the depth every five minutes or so, although of course it was
recorded on our chart more frequently than that. And these measurements of depth
would be tied into the navigation on plotting sheets which would then be sent to the
Hydrographic Department who collected together soundings from all ships, research
ships and naval ships, and plot them on one in one million plotting sheets as a series
of numbers along lines. Now these plotting sheets, in the early days there were
[contained][ considerable errors because, first of all, the echo sounders weren’t very
good and secondly the navigation was sometimes very poor. So one of the activities
which I instigated with others, John Swallow and others at the institute, was to make a
better echo sounder. The old echo sounders we used depended on a rotating arm
which recorded a ping when it was returned from the bottom on a certain part of that
cycle of the arm, and one had to continually phase it so that it went onto the paper,
and to get a measurement, accurate measurement, you had to make sure that the
rotation speed of the arm was precisely determined, which it wasn’t: it was done by a
governor. So we designed, following ideas from America, a precision echo sounder
based on a linear sweep recorder which was used at that time by the Meteorological
Office for transmitting weather charts. It was called a Mufax recorder, made by
Muirhead’s, and was in fairly common use by people receiving weather charts in the
services and in commercial operations. We made this to record the echo sound –
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echoes from the bottom and as well as the precision echo sounder we decided to put
the transmitter into a fish, a towed fish, which swam underneath the ship or to the side
of the ship deep enough not to be affected by the bubbles generated by a ship in rough
water.
So these two things came together and enabled us then to get sounding data that could
be accurate up to about one fathom, two fathoms, a few metres, and in 1958 was when
I used this extensively on some of the very flat abyssal plains in the eastern Atlantic,
I was able to contour these abyssal plains to one fathom intervals and demonstrate the
incredible flatness of them and the gentle slope which moved away from the coastline
and moved further out, and this gave us information about how the sediment was
transported. Turbidity currents generated on the continental shelves transported the
sediment into these basins and they were very, very mobile currents and they flowed
down even very, very gentle slopes of one in a thousand, filling a basin and then
tipping over into the next basin. So the echo sounding, precision echo sounding,
enables us to determine these slopes much more precisely. That of course didn’t help
with the navigation side, this had to be determined by celestial navigation initially,
added to by long range electronic radio navigation which was not very precise. There
were various systems that were being used in America, Consol and Loran, but it
wasn’t until satellite navigation came in that we were able to be much more precise
about where these soundings were. Now it was all very well having sounding lines
plotted on the collected sounding sheets but in order to make sense one had to join
these soundings together and to create contour charts, and I found that I was doing a
lot of this in support of our geological work to try to determine where the seamounts
were, what their orientation was, the existence of channels or rifts in the seafloor.
And the interpretation of these one in a million sheets initially I did for – at the one in
a million scale, I coordinated these, co – and brought them together into a series of
one in two and a half million scale charts for the Northeast Atlantic which were then
published as coloured contour charts and provided a basis for a lot of the scientific
research that was done by other groups in physical oceanography, in marine biology,
in chemistry, etc.
[34:57]
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Part of the international efforts in contouring the seabed had been started by – way
back in the early part of the nineteenth century, the twentieth century rather, by the
International Hydrographic Bureau in Monaco; a series started by Prince Albert the
First of Monaco, called the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans, GEBCO we
called it for short. And in the early part of this century, in 1903 when this was started,
all these soundings were done by weights on the end of wires and were isolated spot
soundings. In the 1920s echo sounding started to come in as a technique and so the
number of soundings increased enormously, and so the number of available data
points on the GEBCO sheets suddenly burst into a huge new era. The published
charts of GEBCO, which started in 1907 or so, the first edition, and new editions were
brought out successively up to the fourth edition that was running after the [second
world] war and which had got really very much behind hand in incorporating the
understanding of the seafloor that was being developed by oceanographers. It was
quite a problem between oceanographers who were at the cutting edge of
understanding the geological processes and the hydrographers who were somewhat
mindlessly joining dots on a map and creating the GEBCO charts. It was such a bad
situation that in about the 1960s the SCOR, which is the Scientific Committee on
Oceanic Research, part of UNESCO effectively, decided that the whole question of
contour charts of the ocean ought to be looked at in detail. The scientists didn’t have
any respect for GEBCO. There were no [other] international chart series that were
really effective. The Russians had produced an international chart series but they
were not as good as we would like and it was hard to get hold of the data. The
Germans had done some, the US Navy had done some. A lot of the data was
classified in America so that wasn’t as good as it could be. And so a SCOR working
group looked at all these options and decided that GEBCO charts were useless as they
were and that it should be – the fourth edition should be stopped. The
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission that was supporting GEBCO, or was
interested in oceanography, had discussions with the International Hydrographic
Bureau and the result of these were that a new organisation of GEBCO was set up.
The fourth edition was scrapped and a new GEBCO committee was formed which
included the IOC representing the oceanographers and the IHB representing the
hydrographers from Monaco. And this new committee, of which I was a member, and
which I later became chair of, set about doing the fifth edition of GEBCO and
bringing in a lot of new scientific understanding, a new set of principles, and
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generated a new series of fifth edition charts which took a lot of years to produce.
Each area in the ocean we gave to a specialist committee [scientific coordinators] of
that area, people who knew that area or specialist group, and I was responsible for
some of the Indian Ocean together with Bob Fisher. I was responsible for the north
Atlantic, together with Canadians and some of the people from the east coast of
America. So the fifth edition came out as a complete set of contour charts, printed,
beautifully coloured and everything.
Later these were all digitised so it became the GEBCO Digital Atlas which is still
available today and which was later starting to be supplemented by a new technique
for looking at the ocean bottom- a surprising one which came about because satellites
were equipped – the first sea looking [observation] satellite called SEASAT was
equipped with a radar altimeter, that is radar that was pointed at the ocean, reflected
back to the satellite, measured the distance of the satellite from the ocean surface to an
accuracy of a few centimetres remarkably. The satellite itself was being monitored
from satellite stations all over the world and they could measure the distance of the
satellite from the centre of the earth to a few centimetres. If you take the one away
from the other you find the distance of the sea’s surface from the centre of the earth,
and it turns out that this is not flat, it is not sea level, it is affected as of course one
might expect by variations in the gravity field at the sea surface. The gravity field at
the sea surface is affected by the density of the material below the sea surface. If you
think you have a flat plain at the seabed and then you put a seamount on top of that
flat plain the density of the rocks in the seamount is higher than the density of the
water either side of it, therefore, the gravity field is distorted at the sea surface. If the
gravity field is distorted so the sea surface is distorted and you get a hump on the sea
surface. Now what radar altimetry was telling us was that there was a hump on the
sea surface and that indicated that there was a seamount or a hump on the seafloor.
And so as satellites started to cover a huge amount more of the world than ships could
ever do, so each passage of a satellite with radar altimetry would give you a profile of
the seabed, and this – although there were certain problems about this, like it did not –
or it told you about density differences below the seabed which were not part of the
bathymetry. if you corrected for that or linked together the satellite altimetry with the
sounding data you could have composite information about the shape of the seabed.
And this is what is available today in Google Earth or Google Oceans is a composite
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of satellite data which has a very extensive coverage and sounding data which is
correcting the satellite data where it is looking at erroneous sub-seabed density
contrast.
[43:50]
So – but this is taking charting right up today. In the early days I produced contour
charts without the satellite data clearly and I had become involved with the GEBCO
committee. From 1966 I was a committee member and I was involved in this SCOR
working group 41 when we reconstructed GEBCO, and I was chairman [of GEBCO]
up until the centenary of GEBCO in the year 2003 when he had a big meeting down in
Monaco and I handed over the reigns to my successors.
[44:37]

Thank you. So in 1941 when you reorganised the GEBCO –
No, not in ‘41.

19 …?
When?

The reorganisation which involved a new – the abandonment of the fourth edition.
Of the fourth edition. Oh, that was much, much later, that was in ‘60 something. I
can –

‘60, yeah. Which means that –
Could you just –? [Break in recording].

Yes. Thank you. So the early ‘70s is the time when the fourth edition is stopped and
that the new committee of GEBCO is now starting to operate which means that the
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fourth edition of GEBCO maps were the ones that were on the walls at Madingley
Rise in the coffee room that you remember. Is that right?
Some of them were fourth edition, some were earlier editions because the fourth
edition never got completed and the third edition never got completed, so there was a
mixture –

I see.
At the later stages of these third and fourth editions they were being produced by the
Institut Géographique National in Paris and had just one man working on them, so
there was very little effort going into them. In fact the French said unless somebody
provides some more money we’re going to stop them anyhow.

Okay, thank you. And roughly could you say when the satellite altimetry came in and
started to contribute to what ended up being Google maps of the oceans?
… I think that SEASAT flew, I think if I remember rightly, in 1973 but data going
into bathymetry was not used effectively probably until the ‘80s and ‘90s.

Thank you. Would you be able to tell me about the –? As you were starting to use the
new precision echo sounder which you had designed with John Swallow and were
using that, presumably you were identifying features on the deep seafloor such as
seamounts that hadn’t been recognised before and I wonder if you could tell me
something about the informal naming of these features on ship and the perhaps more
formal naming of them as you were producing charts.
The naming of deep sea features has always been a slightly controversial question.
Way back in the 19 – late ‘40s, early ‘50s, there was a committee called the
Nomenclature of Ocean Bottom Features and it was operated by two people who on
the whole didn’t go to sea and so was rather disregarded by scientists who went to sea.
When we were doing the work with John Swallow in 1958, when he was first doing
his deep ocean currents with floats and we were doing a geophysical cruise at the
same time, we used a very small bank that stuck up a few hundred metres above the
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abyssal plain as a marker, an absolute fixed marker which we could survey to relate to
the positions of floats, and this became known as Swallow Bank. John Swallow
rather objected to it being called Swallow Bank but there we are. We had other banks
around which we called Bottle Bank and Lloyds Bank and other such names, and
these were – these were not getting – they weren’t big enough features to be
significant.
But there was one feature that was interesting. Way back in 1899 a cable ship was
doing a transit across the Atlantic for measuring – for laying of transatlantic cables
and the engineer on that was a man called Mr Peake. Now Mr Peake kept the echo
sounders going and looked at them as the traverse went and he found one particular
deep place in the eastern Atlantic which – at which the depth was over 3,000
fathoms, and he called it Peake Deep, it became known as Peake Deep. And years
later we, in the ‘60s, ‘70s, we wanted to have a look to see what this deep was, and so
[on] a cruise with Maurice Hill and the Cambridge group, we went out to Peake Deep
and we laid buoys, we surveyed it, and found that not only was – there was not only
one deep trench running at a curious angle, sort of north west/south east, across the
general trend of the ocean which was a deep rift, but parallel to that there was another
one just to the north. And so we called that Freen Deep. Peek and Frean for those
who don’t remember were a form of – were a company that made biscuits. Peek spelt
in the biscuit world spelt his name differently from Mr Peake the engineer, and so we
thought that Frean should also be spelt differently. And Peake and Freen Deeps
became known on the chart as two particularly distinctive deeps. We found that they
extended north westward into a single trough, and we named that King’s Trough
because three of the principle scientists on board, Maurice Hill, Drummond Matthews
and myself, were all from King’s College, Cambridge. So King’s Trough and Peake
and Freen Deeps are names that are now accepted and are on the charts. Between
Peake and Freen Deeps there was a ridge that extended between the troughs and we
tended to call ridges after other biscuit manufacturers, so there were Huntley Ridge
and Palmer Ridge. Now Palmer Ridge was the one in the middle, and this turned out
to be very interesting scientifically because it was a tilted section of oceanic crust
which enabled us to sample the layers of the oceanic crust on the southern flank of
this ridge. Indeed, the scientists on board, but particularly Brian Funnell and Joe
Cann, sampled and described this sequence of rocks as coming from Palmer Ridge, so
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that got into the scientific literature. Now these names were given to us quite
informally on board and – but they did get translated onto the charts that I drew and so
have some sort of fixed period [status] and subsequently have got into the
nomenclature gazetteers of the International Hydrographic Bureau. GEBCO had to
set up its own nomenclature committees, and there’s now a very formal method of
getting names incorporated, and I think our activities in those days certainly wouldn’t
have met with approval from GEBCO even though I was a member of GEBCO. So
informal names have sometimes got into the gazetteer; there is [now] a feeling in
GEBCO that names should not be incorporated that were the scientist’s girlfriend or
the husband or the funding agency, which sometimes happens in America and in
Russia, but there is now a formal gazetteer produced by the International
Hydrographic Bureau in Monaco that lists those names and says something about the
history of them.

Thank you. Now I think off the recording at one point you hinted that some of the
informal naming of features on the seafloor might have been influenced by the
particular gender of the oceanographers on board. In other words, you may have
names that certainly wouldn’t have got onto the chart but might have been influenced
by the fact that this was a group of men on board looking at the sea bottom. I wonder
whether you’d be prepared to say a little bit about I suppose the kinds of names that
wouldn’t have made it onto a chart with or without any committee.
Well, you’re obviously trying to draw me on two particular seamounts that we crossed
in the eastern Atlantic off north Africa. In profile there were two quite rounded
seamounts about the same size rising out of a fairly flat plain area, and on the top of
each of these was a smaller lump, a rock probably, volcanic core, and in profile they
had certain similarity to what we would call paps and so they became Paps seamounts.
Not – I don’t know that it would have been approved of if there were women
scientists on board but there we are. I don’t think they’re in the gazetteer [laughs].
[55:15]

Thank you. And could I also ask about the extent to which your work or perhaps the
extent to which it affected it before, but the extent to which your work on the
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production of contour maps of the seafloor was affected by geo-political concerns
about, well, Cold War concerns and geo-political concerns about submarines and
that sort of thing. I know that in the book which you spoke to me about off the
recording by Daniel Behrman there is George Revelle in there talking about the awful
opacity of the oceans and about how he wanted to make everything vis –
Roger Revelle.

Roger Revelle, sorry, wanted to make everything transparent so that there was no
opportunity to hide. And I wondered whether to what extent the production of these
maps was affected by that sort of thing. You mentioned in an earlier session that the
Americans at one point were banned from going on sort of systematic cruises which
would allow them to produce something like a clear topographical map of the
seafloor, so I wondered to what extent you were restricted or …
We weren’t, in the UK, restricted at all by that American concept, which enabled us to
do detailed surveys around a marker buoy and delineate features in some degree of
precision. The navies – of course our own navy and the American navy as part of
NATO - were constantly aware of the whole submarine menace in the Cold War era
and how deep going submarines, the nuclear submarines, were able to use topography
as a – in a sort of game of hide and seek to lay themselves against a seamount and not
be seen as an echo, etc. This was very much brought to the fore in a novel called The
Hunt for Red October which describes some of the techniques that submarines were
using in those days. So the navies of the world had their own high accuracy surveys
which were clearly classified in order to prevent a potential enemy getting to know
the topography in this sort of detail. In particular, the gravitational fields of these
were important, and the reason for that is the navigation of a deep submarine depends
partly on its own gyros and compasses and speed indicators to give a dead reckoning
position or – or accelerometers and so forth, but this is an increasingly poor system if
you don’t have any reference points. The reference points can be fixed features on the
seafloor, topography, but you can only interrogate that topography by sending out an
echo sounding ping and that of course gives away the position of the submarine.
However, if you have a map, a contour map, of the gravity field created by these
features you don’t have to send any external signal out to measure the gravity, you
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can measure it in the submarine. Therefore it’s a passive means of navigating your
way around rather than an active one, which means that you can hide more
effectively. So gravity fields are often derived from the topographic field so that
topography has its importance in the classified way in that sense, and this is all of the
sort of dark part of submarine warfare and anti-submarine warfare.

Did you have, as someone working on contour maps, as a member of the new GEBCO
set-up, as its later chairman, did you have links with say the British Navy over this
sort of question?
We worked very closely with the British Navy, with the Hydrographic Department
and with the US Navy, we had meetings in the US Navy establishments, as well as
naval establishments all around the world, the Japanese, the Russians. We had
meetings wherever we could find countries that would produce data, unclassified data,
that could go into the GEBCO system. And sometimes there were constraints on how
we could use that data, sometimes there were no constraints, but of course every
country still kept its own classified data for its own purposes. So we got what we
could but what we couldn’t get, well, too bad.

What do you remember of restrictions put on data you were given in the way that you
could use it?
...There is often a proprietorial aspect of data. In other words data taken by a
particular country will say, yes, you can use it but you mustn’t make it available
commercially, or you’ve got to always give appropriate recognition of where the data
came from. And in some countries some of this data obtained about the oceans they
found was a resource that they could sell as part of the national income, so they were
reluctant to give it to us if we were going to give it away and then if we were going to
sell it they would have copyright elements. So there were these things that had to be
negotiated.
[61:56]
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Thank you. Now on the 1958 Atlantic cruise, at one point on this cruise you run into
Jacques Cousteau and I wonder whether you could tell the story of that. And then
I’ve got some follow-up questions about what Jacques Cousteau might reveal about
oceanography at this time.
Well, Jacques Cousteau operated, as you well know, his own private ship called the
Calypso and most of the time he would use this for diving on coral reefs and coastal
areas and became very well known obviously through his television programmes and
his books that he wrote, and he was also a director at the Musée Océanographique in
Monaco. But in order to maintain running the ship he would sometimes lease the ship
for scientists to operate. There was a particular group of scientists in France who
were interested in physical oceanography, the leading scientist was called Paul
Tchernia, T, C, H, E, R, N, I, A, who had rented or leased Calypso to do some work
with our own physical oceanographers in the Atlantic. And on this cruise in 1958 we
met up with Calypso in mid-Atlantic to exchange personnel and talk about the
programme. It was quite embarrassing on Discovery II because we weren’t very
easily able to launch boats to transport people from one ship to the other whereas
Cousteau was very used to using inflatable rubber dinghies and in no time at all had
his rubber dinghies over the side with high powered outboard motors, came and took
scientists, took some of his scientists to Discovery II, and some of us went over to
Calypso. I was fortunate, I went over to the Calypso and had lunch on board with – as
did Maurice Hill who was - and probably John Swallow, and we had lunch with
Cousteau on board. We were quite surprised to discover that Calypso had – was
designed with four water tanks on board but one of them had been particularly
cleaned out and lined in order to for it to contain wine, so he had one tank of wine and
three of water. And he had also just got hold of a new hydraulic jumbo crane, which
were just coming into fashion at that stage, which he had operating on the after deck
and in order to demonstrate this he said to Maurice Hill, grab hold of the hook, and so
Maurice did, and Cousteau, driving this crane, swung it out over the side and started
to lower Maurice into the sea, [laughs] not as far as getting his feet wet but Maurice
was quite worried about whether he was going to drop – hang on long enough,
anyhow, all was well. But I don’t think that Jacques Cousteau really liked doing this
kind of work which was with this scientific group. His wife particularly didn’t like it;
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she liked – and she was on board, Denise Cousteau, and she didn’t approve of all this
rather dull science as opposed to the more glamorous sunny science done by diving.

Do you remember what she said about it at the time?
I don’t [laughs].

And what was your impression of Jacques Cousteau having – meeting him, you know,
face to face as opposed to through –?
He was a very personable man, as comes over in his films and things. He had more or
less invented the diving equipment, sub-aqua club diving equipment, while he was
effectively in occupied France, occupied by the Germans. As a naval officer he
wasn’t able to operate as a naval officer because the French fleet had been
commandeered or sunk and so he spent a lot of the war years actually developing this
technology which has been credited very much to him and his team, although I think
our own navy divers were developing it at the same time in operating in miniature
submarines in the naval attacks on the German ships that were used so they feel that
Cousteau perhaps stole a march on this. But he did a huge amount of very effective
photography and discovery of the shallower waters around the coasts of the world and
was a very good publicist for this. He worked with the media extremely effectively
and his sons, one of whom was on board Calypso when we met up in the Atlantic and
I think who – the son actually drove the submersible that I came back in [laughs]. But
it was a nice interlude for us but it showed us actually we were a bit out of date in not
using submersibles – submersible [inflatable] dinghies in the way that certainly
Cousteau was.
[68:10]

And could you say something of the view of oceanographers and more generally of
Jacques Cousteau at this time? So you’ve given me your impression of him but how
was he viewed by oceanographers, marine geophysicists, marine geologists at this
time?
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I think the professional full time oceanographers felt that he was something of the
icing on the cake and he was the glamour boy of oceanography. And although he
would tend to speak on behalf of oceanography in his capacity at the Musée
Océanographique he was not very highly respected for his genuine science but he was
respected for his publicity of science.

Did you share that view yourself of him?
Yes, I think I did.

And how do you think that his films, for example, affected the way in which sort of
ordinary members of the public in sort of the rest of your life viewed you as someone
who worked at the National Institute of Oceanography? And you can imagine people
who don’t know anything about oceanography and you say to them, oh, I work at the
National Institute of Oceanography and then they have a view of what that means. To
what extent did he influence that, do you think?
He may have influenced what people thought about oceanography because they would
have seen his films on television or elsewhere. What I – my reaction to such a
suggestion was that, yes, fascinating, but those techniques are not available for
looking at the deep ocean, you cannot dive into the deep ocean. The deep ocean –
anything below 200 metres, and it goes down to 5,000 metres - is the unknown world
that has to be addressed in a different way. The Cousteau approach doesn’t work
there and so what the NIO was doing was really looking at that huge amount of the
ocean which is not available to those techniques.
[70:30]

Yes, thank you. Would you be able to say something now, as we haven’t covered this,
of your sort of living arrangements at the time that you were working at the NIO? I
know that you shared a house at one point with other members of staff, including John
Swallow, and if you could also cover the development of your relationship with Juliet
who I think was the daughter of the first sort of lodging house that you stayed in while
working at the NIO.
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Yes, I don’t think I do want to – I don’t want to go into that element of my marriage
and so forth: that’s a personal thing that I would leave off this. I’m happy to talk
about sharing a flat with four or five others from the institute, John Swallow, Arthur
Stride, a geologist, Roland Cox, our chemist who tragically died rather young having
worked during the war on poison gas and I think that that probably did for him in the
end, James Crease and John Swallow [not JS, Tom Tucker]. These are – were all at
that time bachelors and we shared a flat not too far from the institute and we’d walk to
work, which was very nice. And bit by bit we left and got married or moved away or
the flat eventually closed down but as a group we worked [lived] together for a while.

What sorts of things did you do out of work then together that perhaps had no relation
to oceanography at all?
Well, one of the – in the first year that I joined the institute, which is 1955, in the
winter of ‘55, ‘56, one of the – the secretary of the Secretary organised a skiing
expedition to Zermatt and a number of institute people came on that expedition, on
that holiday, and a number who were friends of people from the institute. So from
that expedition – from that holiday, I met various people who I kept constant
friendliness with over many years, and in fact I met [got to know] my first wife during
that holiday.

What I’m wondering is did you come home from the National Institute with these
other oceanographers? To what extent did you take your work home and sort of
continue oceanography in the evenings, for example, and to what extent did you do
other things with people who just happened to be oceanographers? I’m thinking of
sort of evenings and weekends and so on.
One of my hobbies is, you probably assessed from what I’ve shown you, is music and
I play the French horn. And at that time I joined an orchestra in Woking called, the
Woking Symphony Orchestra, and we would have rehearsals once a week and
concerts three times a year. One of the members of the staff of NIO was a Japanese
by the name of Shichan Ishiguro. Now he was a cellist and he and I and another lady
who lived in Brook, which was close to where we lived in the flat, who played the
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violin, and the three of us would drive to Woking once a week for these rehearsals and
the concerts. Shichan Ishiguro has never got very good at speaking English, initially
he was over with us for a year then went back to Japan but then later joined our staff.
And perhaps the name Ishiguro is known best for his son, Kazuo Ishiguro, who has
become a very well known author and he was brought up in Guildford and studied at
the University of East Anglia in creative writing and has had several – many books
and several films to his credit.

Any other evening activities if you weren’t involved in musical work?
Well, I occasionally played squash, I played tennis, I sometimes went out skating with
friends and particularly the group from Zermatt skiing holiday. We skated in London,
we had parties … as one does at that age.
[75:54]

Now as you say you don’t – I’m not going to ask you questions about your first
marriage, but if I could just ask this question which is slightly on one side of it in that
what I wanted to know is how did your career, your work, your working life, how did
that change through the process of becoming a husband and a father? In other
words, how did your work in oceanography run alongside having a family as opposed
to your situation before that you’ve just described, being a bachelor, sharing a house
and so on, how did that affect your career? So I’m not going to ask you about your
private life as you’ve asked me not to but could you just say how your career was able
to run alongside a very different personal situation?
Well, as with many careers, the career element has to continue. I mean I still went to
sea and still had my work at the institute. After I’d married I moved to Godalming for
a while with my wife, rented a house still fairly close to the institute, but shortly after
that my father-in-law who lived only a mile from the institute offered us
accommodation in his house, a rather large house in Hambledon, and eventually
offered us the stables and garage of this house to convert for our own purposes for
living in. And so we – I [we] for a while lived at Tigbourne Court which is where my
father [parents]-in-law lived together with my wife and then we moved into this
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converted house where my son was born. Now … living there I was within walking
distance of the institute, which was great, I could walk up through the woods and get
there [in fifteen minutes]. And that meant really that I wasn’t spending a lot of time
commuting to London as many people in the area do. I didn’t have to catch trains, I
didn’t have to spend hours and hours on trains and in tubes, but of course I did have to
go to sea, and I did – I wanted to go to sea, I needed to go to sea to collect data, and
during those times my wife would look after my son at home. In effect [interrupted
by telephone].
[End of Track 5]
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Track/Part 6

You were just talking at the end of the last track about the effect or the relationship
between family life on the one hand and the need to go to sea on the other.
Clearly I needed to go to sea to collect data, this was part of my job and my wife
accepted that as perfectly normal and she was initially living with her parents and then
very close to them when we moved to this stables and garage that we had converted.
Unfortunately that marriage did not last very long and so in about 1971 we were
divorced, and so I was then on my own for about ten years.

Could you tell the story, leaving out any bits that you don’t want to say, of the visit to,
well, America in general but the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in particular in
1961? ‘Cause I believe that on that visit you took your wife and your then two year
old son, is that about right?
Yes.

And also at that time you met I think Roger –
Revelle.

Revelle for the first time –
Yes.

At least for the first time substantially. And then I’ve got a follow-up question about
him but if you could just tell that story as far as you’d like to.
I was asked by Maurice Hill … or I’d say Maurice Hill was invited himself to go to
Canada to address a number of universities about oceanography, because they were
wanting to start up an oceanography programme. And Maurice wasn’t able to do this
and he asked if I would undertake it for him. So this was – this would involve about
three months in Canada. I think it was paid for largely by Carleton University who
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were trying to make a bid for being the centre of oceanography in Canada. However,
the – I, for this visit, took my wife and my young son who was I think one and a half
at that time, and we visited various places. We started off in, I think it was about
March, and we went to Halifax, Nova Scotia, where I talked to Dalhousie University
and went to Toronto and to Ottawa and talked to universities there and to McGill and
then flew, or partly by train and flew, across to Vancouver where I talked to the
University of British Columbia. So this was a series of lectures on nearly all aspects
of oceanography which hopefully was able to inspire, maybe start off oceanography in
Canada. As it turned out the two centres of oceanography really were Dalhousie in
Halifax, or later the Bedford Institute of Oceanography in Halifax, and the University
of British Columbia. Having done those lectures we then rented a car and drove down
the east coast, sorry west coast, of America, right down to San Diego where we stayed
with Professor Russ Raitt (and his wife Helen Raitt) a geophysicist at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography. Scripps was a very dynamic place for oceanography in
many, many aspects. Physical oceanography had been started largely by its first
director, Harold Sverdrup, but the director at the time I was visiting was Professor
Roger Revelle who was one of three or four international figures in oceanography
together with George Deacon in England, Columbus Iselin from Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution. And these people were very much involved in making
oceanography into an international subject through first of all the – what was – what
the set-up was called initially the Special Committee on Oceanographic Research,
SCOR. It changed its name to the Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research, also
called SCOR. And SCOR is an organisation that still goes on today, effectively
working through working groups in all kinds of different aspects of oceanography.
And Roger Revelle was a very, very dynamic man in this - a distinguished
oceanographer as director of Scripps Institution and while I was there I met him and
became friends with Roger and his wife Helen and met several of the staff there.
Particularly a man that I knew in many years to come was Professor Robert Fisher or
Bob Fisher who worked with me on many of the Indian Ocean expedition activities.
Russ Raitt was a geophysicist, very much in the mould of sort of Maurice Hill. He
was interested in seismic refraction techniques at sea and his wife, Helen Raitt, was
extremely interested in people, particularly in the sort of Polynesian, Melanesian,
peoples of the south west Pacific and was very interested to see what went on at sea
on a research ship. She was one of the, or probably the first woman to go to sea on an
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American research ship and took part in all the activities on board and then wrote a
book about this, a very readable book.

Had she written that book by the time that you were there?
I think not. She was very hospitable, very friendly and looked after Juliet and my son,
Andrew, when he was, what, one and a half at that stage while I went to look around
Scripps.

What opportunities for play were there for Andrew in this particular rather exciting
place that he was in for this short time? Do you know what he got –?
I don’t think he probably remembers that [laughs], I don’t remember at that age.
Probably in a wheelchair or enjoying being pushed around, enjoying the beach or the
birds or the [07:29]

And could you say something of Roger Revelle’s sense of himself –
Revelle.

Revelle, sorry, Revelle, sense of himself as a scientist because –? And this may take
us into the difference between oceanography and marine geophysics if there is one but
in Daniel Behrman’s book which his subtitled Men of the Oceans, I think, he talks
about oceanographers of his generation being merely sailors who used long words.
He talks about the fact that physics is rightly coming into oceanography and that the
future of oceanography isn’t the oceanography that he remembers but marine
geophysics, the sorts of thing that you’re involved in yourself. And I wonder whether
you had any sense of that through personal relations with him or if you can expand on
this sense that he had of himself.
I think that he was quite right in saying that physics, and mathematics which went
with the physics, had not impinged enough on oceanography in the pre-war years.
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There was a – it tended to be over descriptive and not so sufficiently mathematical
and physical, and he was able to bring something of that to the subject. In the same
way that geology as a descriptive science moved into geophysics as the mechanism of
geology, and which enabled you to have models of what went on. So, yes, I think that
as reported by Daniel Behrman, [laughs] and I haven’t read that recently, is probably
quite correct. He was a man of many parts, was Roger Revelle, and I think later on he
got very much into the whole question of world population, population dynamics,
modelling where the world was going to go, and a problem which still faces us.
[09:47]

And in this period what was the difference between –? Was there a difference
between an oceanographer and a marine geophysicist, was there a –? Were there
different kinds of people working in the ocean that you could identify and – and make
–?
I think that marine geophysicists would call themselves oceanographers because they
went to sea and they looked at one element of the oceans, which was the bottom.
Maybe the geophysics had grown out of geology departments, as it did at Cambridge,
or geology and geodesy. In Cambridge it was geodesy, the measurement of the earth,
triangulation and the measurement of the heights of mountains and coastlines and
things, and gravity, and that led to geophysics, it is still the Department of Geodesy
and Geophysics. It is now within the earth sciences department so geology has come
and integrated with geophysics. I think that the geophysics, of course, has got huge
aspects that have nothing to do with oceanography. because geophysics on land and
tectonics and land geology uses the techniques of geophysics so - that oceanography
uses the geophysical techniques under the ocean, under the sea.
[11:22]

Yes, thank you. Now I think we’ve got to time to start on this track, the – if you could
tell the story of your origin in the involvement of the Indian International Ocean
Expedition.
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This was a proposal essentially put together by – largely, I think, by members of the
Scientific Committee on [of] Oceanic Research following a suggestion from Germany
that the Indian Ocean was one of the – or was the least well known of the three
oceans, the major oceans, and should be more organised research work done in the
Indian Ocean. The plan of the Germans was that it should be dominantly physical
oceanography, a rather regular pattern of lines east west transects to north south,
linking transects, measuring currents, measuring water properties, measuring salinity,
temperature and so forth, the conventional physical oceanography measurements that
were made certainly before the war. But after the war in the first of the coordinated
international expeditions at sea, which is the International Geophysical Year, the IGY,
was a global thing, not only ocean, but it was very largely on – had a big Antarctic
element in it but it had also physical oceanography. But the physical oceanography
elements of IGY were transatlantic sections of temperature, salinity to try to develop
an idea of the ocean’s circulation, but there was none of that data available in the
Indian Ocean. So the German idea was to do routine, well, not routine but repeated
sections. The plan was taken up by the Scientific Committee on [of] Oceanic
Research that started to put together the ideas and – between countries, with [several]
countries. Each country then had to decide what it wanted to do. Within the UK the
Royal Society had a series of what they called British National Committees on
Oceanic Research, and on other subjects and debated how the UK should take part in
this. Logistically it seemed that we could best take part by concentrating on the
nearest part of the Indian Ocean to us, which was the northwest Indian Ocean
accessible through the Suez Canal, and that meant that the proposals for our
contribution tended to be concentrated in the northwest Indian Ocean. And it was
decided that there should be three elements to the UK contribution, one was physical
oceanography, and John Swallow had a great deal to do with that. Another was
marine biology, sampling the ecology of the northwest Indian Ocean using what by
now had become standard nets, so that international discussions within SCOR had
standardised on the net so that each country would be collecting with the same sort of
equipment.
[15:35]
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The third element was marine geology and geophysics, and certainly other countries
wanted to do their part. Scripps was wanting to do certain elements, the Russians
were doing certain elements, the South Africans and the Australians and the New
Zealanders were doing their elements more in the southern part of the Indian Ocean.
So in discussing what the UK contribution should be in geology and geophysics
George Deacon came to me at one stage and said, ‘Can you draw up a plan for the UK
contribution to this?’ which I duly did. And it was evident from the work that the
Americans had done on the mid-ocean ridge systems around the world that the midocean ridge system came [in the Indian Ocean]connected from [with] the Atlantic, so
around South Africa, up into the Indian Ocean as part of the mid-Indian Ocean ridge,
which then – one element of that continued on as a mid-ocean ridge in a part of the
system called the Carlsberg Ridge which was discovered by an expedition by the
Danes before the war, funded by the Carlsberg brewery, so there was the Carlsberg
Ridge. And with the ideas of seafloor spreading that were developing at that time the
concept that these ridges represented oceanic crust being generated in the middle and
splitting apart [the continents], it was clear that the Carlsberg Ridge was heading
towards the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea and the Rift Valley system of Africa. So
the scientific problems that we posed and which we addressed largely in the UK
contribution to the Indian Ocean expedition were [to track] the continuation of the
Carlsberg Ridge into the Gulf of Aden and how the expression of seafloor spreading
would be found in the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea. And it was becoming evident
from work that had already been done by Drake and Girdler about the Red Sea that
the Red Sea itself was a rift, that maybe this seafloor spreading, the penetration of the
Carlsberg Ridge into the Gulf of Aden, was the stages of an early ocean, an ocean that
had not yet really fully formed. And in order for that to happen the Africa land mass
should be moving away from the Arabian land mass.
So these were some of the interesting elements, what was the nature of the basin
between the Carlsberg Ridge and the African land mass, what happened to the
Carlsberg Ridge? It turns out that there was a major fracture zone offsetting the axis
of the Carlsberg Ridge but it continued on into the Gulf of Aden as a central ridge,
again offset by fracture zones. One that we mapped [we] called the Alula-Fartak
fracture zone. And this [the ridge] gradually narrowed towards the Gulf of Tadjura
and the – which was the very narrow valley at the – or gulf at the western end of the
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Gulf of Aden and which in itself moved [continued] into the whole of the Danakil
Horst which we now see as a piece of oceanic crust being generated but above land.
It has, and had then, the characteristics of volcanoes, of basaltic crust tilted into a
series of rifts and linking with the Rift Valley of Africa. But the tensions below the
crustal plates continued up in the Red Sea. And the Red Sea is a rift starting to pull
apart Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. So that – those were the interesting problems.
Personally I became very much involved very much in the Gulf of Aden and wrote
papers about the origins of the Gulf of Aden, how it linked to the Carlsberg Ridge and
to the spreading of the Red Sea and to the Rift Valley system of Africa, which is not
spreading in quite the same way, although it is spreading a little bit. And a huge
amount of work has been done more recently on all these problems with the aid of
GPS - Global Positioning System, to make accurate measurements of the movements.
[21:22]
So the first expedition [of the IIOE] that the UK took part in, the first one was a...
marine biological one. I think the marine biologists went out there and were
measuring or collecting samples on a grid basis. And of course the major water
movement in that north west part of the Indian Ocean is the Somali current, a very
strong current, going northwards up the Somalian coast, curling around off the coast
of Oman and swinging down southwards, related to the monsoons which themselves
are cyclic seasonal, and all of this produces tremendous upwelling of the deep ocean
water which is affecting the whole ecological system, and these were the things the
biologists were aiming at. The physical oceanographers were studying the Somali
current itself and its relation to the Equatorial current that came from the east towards
the west, impinged on Africa, and fed the Somali current and again was related by –
to the monsoon periods or the monsoons were related to them.
Geophysically we set off in 1964 with the new research ship Discovery. It was quite
clear that the old Discovery [II] was showing signs of age, was not going to be
suitable. Er … the – where was I?

The new research ship, the –
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The new research ship Discovery, which was suitable for operating in the tropics,
which Discovery II was not. And this research ship was designed and launched in
1963. The International Indian Ocean Expedition was the first cruises, first three
cruises that she did and she spent many – a couple of years out there doing this. Part
of the equipment for this was the new precision echo sounder, and that was being used
for the first time on a major cruise with Discovery in the Indian Ocean. As a
preliminary to the UK contributions to this the Hydrographer generously allowed two
of his ships to do preliminary work in the previous years, 1961, [and] ‘62. HMS
Owen did long sections of geophysical measurements across the Carlsberg Ridge
measuring echo sounder [depth soundings], measuring magnetic field, measuring
gravity, and doing detailed surveys of particular parts. And one of those cruises on
HMS Owen, there were three men on board, Drummond Matthews, Fred Vine, I don’t
– Drummond Matthews I think was on board, Fred Vine and Bosko Loncarevic who
was a Canadian working with gravity measurements and they [Drummond Matthews,
later] – on one of these cruises they surveyed a seamount on the Carlsberg Ridge.
This seamount was being surveyed in great detail to get the shape and the idea was to
measure its magnetic field and to establish the magnetic susceptibility of the rocks
from which it’s composed. Fred Vine worked up this proposal, this survey, and found
that far from being magnetised in the direction of the current earth’s field that it was
magnetised in the reverse direction. And on the basis of this, and further thought
about magnetisation of rocks, he wrote his thesis, and working with Drummond
Matthews developed the ideas of magnetic reversals influenced by [superimposed on]
seafloor spreading and [creating] the magnetic patterns. So this – a lot of this came
out of the preliminary work for the International Indian Ocean Expedition on HMS
Owen, and then when we went there we had that data to work with and to do further
geophysical data both in the basins of the deep ocean between the Seychelles and
Africa; we did big seismic refraction stations there, and investigating what was
beginning to be known about the Indian Ocean; that it was – had not only magnetic
seamounts around but [also] non-magnetic mountains which were bits of the break-up
of continents which we called micro-continents.
From all of this I worked a lot on the interpretation [of the geological history] of the
Gulf of Aden and wrote several major papers and it actually led me to a second
expedition into the Gulf of Aden in 1967, which I was able to get more detail and
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more confirmation about the nature and, topography and the magnetics and the history
of the Gulf of Aden. The initial lifting up of the margins of the Gulf of Aden in the
Miocene and the dropping down of the centre part, the later seafloor spreading
creating a mid-ocean ridge and fracture zones and so forth, so that was a long story
and one of my – I suppose one of my major contributions scientifically to that area.

Before we say more about the Indian Ocean Expedition could you just say something
of any contribution that you were involved in for the International Geophysical Year?
Personally I wasn’t involved at all but the Institute was in its physical oceanography
sections.

Right, thank you.
[End of Track 6]
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Track/Part 7

Before I ask you about the cruises for the International Indian Ocean Expedition
could you explain why the new research ship Discovery was fitted out for work in the
Indian Ocean in that way that you say Discovery II, which was the previous one
confusingly, wasn’t?
Well, first of all, Discovery was much bigger than Discovery II and whereas
Discovery II could have a compliment of only eight scientists I think Discovery, the
replacement ship, had a compliment of about twenty. Secondly, Discovery II was not
air conditioned and could never have survived in the sort of tropical areas and she was
getting very old. And I think thirdly, the amount of instrumentation that you can carry
on board had increased so much, computers had come in, data loggers, all kinds of
new equipment like gravimeters and magnetometers which had to be squeezed into
Discovery II. We needed better access, better laboratories and more capability of
taking foreign scientists on board, which we did.

Thank you. And could you tell the story in as much detail as you can remember,
including any port calls, of the 1963 cruise?
… I’m trying to think of any particular incidents. The port calls we made were either
in the Seychelles, which was before there was an airport there so it was relatively
unpopulated by tourists, and Mombasa was the other port call. Although we started in
Aden. Aden was still a British protectorate although there were signs of revolution
going on so it was quite difficult to go to shore. Incidents on board? Well, it was a
very happy ship, a lot of sunshine and a lot of sort of fun things went on besides the
science. It was great having a good deal more space and the ability to use a computer
on board for navigation aspects, for the data logging. I may be confusing the two
cruises of ‘63 and ‘67 but we – on one cruise we were doing seismic work with, I
think it was HMS Owen again where Owen was dropping depth charges as a sound
source and we were recording some distance away, and we heard over the radio
connection we had, ‘Charge away’ and then almost immediately a huge explosion and
we thought, oh, my goodness, she’s blown herself up. And apparently the depth
charge went off early and did go off, not quite under the stern of Owen, but produced
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a huge spout of water that drenched the ship [laughs], but they came back saying they
were all right. This was part of the seismic refraction line that we did from Kenya out
to the Seychelles looking at how the ocean crust thickness varied, and in fact it gets
very thin out there, as little as three kilometres at one place.

Now in a kind of general history of the Indian Ocean Expedition there is a declared
aim among the people setting it up, setting the whole thing up, not just the British part
of it, to attempt to influence the development of oceanography in the countries
bordering the Indian Ocean. And I wondered whether you could you tell me of any
experience that you had on the cruise of links with scientists in countries bordering
the ocean.
As far as I remember we didn’t actually have any foreign nationals on board as
visiting scientists, unlike later on when the Law of the Sea started to come into effect
and to get permission to work in coastal or economic zone waters one always more or
less had to have an observer, but we didn’t have to do that at this time. I think one of
the longer term influences of the Indian Ocean Expedition was that the Indians set up
a National Institute of Oceanography in Goa in southern India, which is a very
flourishing institute today. I think initially it was largely biological but then later
came to cover all aspects of oceanography.
[05:57]

And I wonder whether you could say more about various points at which the ship is
landing or attempting to land, and one of those you mentioned was that it started –
the cruise started at Aden and –
Yes.

And you said that it was a British protectorate, that there were signs of difficulties
and that you had trouble getting ashore. Could you expand on that in terms of giving
some details of the experiences that you had there as British scientists in this
particular place?
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Well, I think there was revolution afoot and there were certain parts of Aden that were
completely out of bounds and one could occasionally hear gunfire going on as
skirmishes happened. So we were – although we did go ashore we were advised to
stick to very limited parts and didn’t in fact go ashore a great deal, partly because it
was incredibly hot. I remember we arrived by plane and landed in Aden Airport and
when they opened the airport – the aircraft doors it was just like walking into an oven,
it hit you in the face. And so we were quite glad to be back in an air conditioned ship
and not venture too much out [laughs].

How did at least this particular port’s status as still being part of the British
protectorate, how did that assist in the – well, to what extent did it assist in the
cruise?
I don’t think it was a critical part of the cruise at all. The ship was sort of using it as a
port where we exchanged personnel from the previous cruise, personnel and
equipment. There was one interesting thing in Aden: There were several ships at
anchor in the port, I think we were at anchor alongside, and waiting for the boat to
take us out to our ship. There were several other crew members of other ships and one
of them was a Russian who I was talking to and who spoke English enough. And I
said, what was he from and he said he was on a shrimping vessel that was operating
out in the Persian Gulf. I said, ‘Great, how’s the catch?’ He said, ‘Very good.’ I
said, ‘Where do you sell it’, ‘It all goes to New York.’ And I thought in the middle of
the Cold War there was this Russian trawler operating in the Persian Gulf getting
shrimps for New York restaurants.

And do you remember other relations with Russian scientists at this time on the
cruise?
Not on the cruise. Later when we came to work out the – the Indian Ocean atlas and
on GEBCO too I met several Russians.

And in this party of twenty scientists do you remember who was with you on this
particular cruise, on this 1963 one?
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Maurice Hill was leading the cruise. Hmmm … [laughs] I have a list of everybody
who was on but I don’t think it is worthwhile recording.

No. Well, could you describe your role on the cruise scientifically?
Well, on that cruise I was deputy principle scientist but I looked after photography
and the charting, and then started to get interested in the interpretation of the data,
particularly the Gulf of Aden stuff. But I took part, in – as everybody does, in watch
keeping and in other activities of launching and repairing equipment and so forth.
[10:23]

And the other activities that happened on board that you mentioned, the pleasant
activities on a boat in the sunshine, could you describe some of those and the kind of
relations between members of the – well, the scientists and the crew and so on?
Well, there were very good relations between the scientists and the crew. Funnily
enough I just met somebody only two weeks ago who had been third officer on that
cruise and who told me that it was the happiest ship he’d ever served on, so that says
something about – about it. We used to play games on board, one of the games in hot
tropical weather is you fill balloons with water and toss them at people from far away
[laughs]. There were games in the bar, there were cinema shows, there were card
games, games of poker dice, sunbathing a lot, which was probably a very bad thing
for us all. And we made some expeditions to other islands. I think it was on the – on
one of the cruises, I can’t remember which, we visited Aldabra Island which is one of
the isolated uninhabited islands which has a huge colony of terns, I think they
estimate a million terns, sooty terns. And we had an ornithologist on board who
wanted to collect eggs in order to – and to shoot some birds to look at their feeding
habits, and so we landed in a rubber dinghy. We landed upside down in the surf, the
nature of things, and walked around and were bombarded by the terns dive bombing
us. One has to be quite careful because they do that and can damage you. That was a
fun expedition. And then on a later expedition we went to … was that Bird Island?
Then we went to the island that has the Coco de Mer, these curious double shaped
coconuts that were found floating around in the Indian Ocean by people in India in the
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days of the Raj and before then, which are thought to have tremendous aphrodisiac
qualities.

This was on the Seychelles?
This was on one of the islands near the Seychelles.
[13:12]

And you’ve said that you didn’t have, at this stage anyway, relations with scientists in
the countries surrounding the Indian Ocean but could you say something of relations
with just what might be called ordinary people or local people in the places where the
ship landed? I’m partly thinking of, you know, what they made of you as –
In Aden we didn’t make any contact really. In the Seychelles we did make contact
with the Governor there who had us up to his house and we had various cocktail
parties and I think one of our scientists rather fell for the daughter of the Governor
temporarily. And there were some very nice sort of beach hut arrangements in the
Seychelles where we spent a night or two and went surfing and relaxing. Mombasa,
didn’t contact local people very much, it was a much bigger port there. We did take a
trip off into Tsavo Royal Park, we rented a car, a group of us drove into Kenya, into
Tsavo Royal Park, saw some wild animals, elephant and rhinoceros and so forth.

And am I right in saying that at this stage the set-up on the ships in terms of the crew
was as you described before? In other words, it was from a particular branch of the
navy concerned with logistics.
Yes, the Royal Fleet Auxiliary. They manned the ship from the officers’ point of
view. The crew were, I think, locally recruited, largely from the Plymouth area.

I see. And arrangements for dining and dress and that sort of thing are as you
described them earlier?
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Well, they began to relax a bit. We didn’t have to put on a jacket and tie for meals,
being tropical waters it was shorts and flip flops. I’m not sure that t-shirts were in by
then [laughs].
[15:24]

Thank you. And then perhaps you could tell the story of the return from the cruise
and the interpretation of the data.
One of the significant achievements of the Indian Ocean Expedition, remembering
that this was fifteen – nineteen, I think, different countries contributed research ships
and they all did their own part in all the disciplines of oceanography. So there was a
need to put this together in the form of an atlas and the – I was on the editorial
committee of the Geological-Geophysical Atlas of the Indian Ocean. This was edited
by a Russian – the chief editor was a Russian by the name of Gleb Udintsev, a
charming man who I met a lot in the field of GEBCO activities. And there were four
other editors, associate editors, Bob Fisher from Scripps, Victor Kanaev from Russia,
Eric Simpson from South Africa, and myself. So we would meet quite regularly to
determine the shape and style and content of this atlas. It took several years to
produce, it was a major undertaking cartographically, probably extremely expensive,
published and – printed and published by the Russians, by the Russian Academy of
Sciences press, I’m not sure. A very big volume, too big to fit on any bookshelves but
it contained results in all aspects of bathymetry, magnetics, gravity, sediments, deep
sea drilling, geo – seismic structure, etc, etc, you know, and all of these – all the
detailed stuff that was done was put into this atlas so that it could be available for
people who wanted to work there later.
[17:48]

Now if the atlas is the kind of final, end, nicely produced, coloured product of the
scientific work on the cruise, could you talk about what was produced at really the
other end of the process? So when you came back from the cruise what did you have
in terms of records from the ship that had to be taken presumably to the NIO or back
to Madingley Rise or wherever? What was being produced by the ship at this time?
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Because as you said, the new Discovery had slightly modernised equipment, certainly
more space, you developed a new precision sounder, so presumably the amount of
and the form of the actual data has by this time changed somewhat and I wonder if
you could say what does the raw data at this time look like. What did you take off the
ship and take back to the lab?
Well, a great deal. Some – the basic data out of some recorders, particularly the echo
sounder, was rolls of … paper with the profile of the sea bottom on it [them]. There
were recordings out of most of the other instruments in the form of paper with wiggly
lines on, for instance, for the gravity but also we would have digital data coming back
either as punched tape or I think … I think we were getting into disks. I know the
main computer that we had on board was an IBM 1800 and I think that probably
recorded either onto tape or I think probably recorded onto magnetic tape. I think we
probably got beyond the punched tape stage but not into the CD stages, although I
know the IBM system had a very large disk on it, a sort of eighteen inch disk, that
people were very worried about it being jarred by explosions for instance, but it
survived – survived that all right. So one would bring back data in the form of one of
these digital forms or paper forms or log books or records and of course dredge
samples, rocks, bags of rocks, cores which have been carefully wrapped up and put
into tubes for storage and subsequent examination, and these were all transported back
home. Some would go to Cambridge, some to NIO.
[20:35]

And then what happened in terms of the what’s sometimes called the reduction of data
but the? What’s the process of then turning that into something which can either be
looked at by someone in a published paper or looked at by someone in an atlas or
merely looked at by scientists in the laboratory? And I wonder whether you could
include in this process any technical support from whatever secretarial or drafting
staff was available to you at the NIO at this time.
Well, we had by this time a computer section. There would be a computer laboratory
that would be able to read and print out the data on [from] tapes. These would come
to the scientist who was interested who would then try and interpret these in terms of
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either, if it was magnetic data, plotting them in some form, putting them into some
visually acceptable format and basically interpreting them in terms of a theory, did it
confirm - conform or not conform – confirm theories that one had about how the
magnetics, how the seismics and these things worked. And eventually one would –
this process would go through, partly through the computer group, partly through the
Marine Information Advisory Service. We had set up data sets and a data logging
arrangement within the institute that would make data available to other people if they
wanted it. At one time it was called the Marine Information Advisory Service, it was
also called the British Oceanographic Data Service. I can’t remember the periods at
which these things happened. And the data that was taken specifically by Cambridge
research students would go back to Cambridge and they would do the same sort of
thing. And then we would have meetings where we would discuss the data to see how
the interpretations fitted together and eventually one would present papers at either a
national or an international meeting, putting this – all this material together.
[23:00]
One of the interesting outcomes of the International Indian Ocean Expedition was, I
think, at the International Geological Congress held in Delhi. Now the input into
these Geological Congresses comes from national committees who make proposals,
who serve on committees, and who design the two week long conference. The UK
input to the one in Delhi was through the British National Committee of Geology run
by the Royal Society. I was on that committee, so was Drum Matthews and so were
many other people. And we looked at the programme that was being thought about
for the IGC and there was no mention of marine geology at all, or deep sea marine
geology, and we thought this is ridiculous. Here we are, two thirds of the world’s
surface and no scientific papers, so we made a proposal to the governing body of the
IGC that there should be sessions on marine geology, deep sea marine geology. We
were then asked to put up some proposals. I then put up a proposal for three talks that
I would give, Drum put up a proposal for three more talks, so we had six between us
and – and these were put in and accepted and were planned for the IGC. Come the
time of the IGC, in 1965 I think, I went on a pre-conference excursion up into the
Himalayas, into Kashmir, together with about ninety other people and we were – it
was a five day excursion and we were there for, as it turned out for, two weeks
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because a tremendous snow storm hit Kashmir and northern India and we were
stranded there for two weeks. We completely missed the conference in Delhi. Drum
was in Delhi trying to give some of my papers, I was in Kashmir, not only giving my
papers but some of his, and these were, because of the timing were, mainly the results
of the International Indian Ocean Expedition. I was very fortunate that I had the
chance of presenting my ideas about the Gulf of Aden. Instead of at a twenty minute
slot at the conference I had an hour and a half with people grouped around the only
stove that was hot and keeping people warm in the dining room at the hotel, so that
gave me a wonderful opportunity and I met many interesting people there, including a
man who I shared a room with and who turned out to live in the village where I live
now, who was the chief geologist to British Petroleum, one Norman Falcon, and he
was later to help me in many aspects of geological interpretation.

And at this stage, and in relation to the congress, were you at this stage able to meet
with oceanographers from the countries bordering the Indian Ocean sort of –?
Well, I didn’t – apart from those who were on the expedition I didn’t meet any at all at
the conference because I didn’t get to the conference.

Ah, yes, but any as part of this detachment?
Well, there were – there were Indian geologists there but not specifically concerned
with the ocean side, they were mainly Himalayan geologists.

And at this time, 1965, where are you living while continuing to work at the NIO?
Where are you living at this time?
At this time I was living in the cottage which we had – my wife and I had initially
converted from the stables and garage.

And what would be the sort of next significant stage as you see it in your research at
the NIO?
[27:55]
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Well … the Indian Ocean data took a lot of time but there were other expeditions in
the UK that I took part in, usually by this time leading it myself rather than with
Cambridge. Progressively we recruited more into the geophysics group at NIO and
depended less on the collaboration with Cambridge, although that continued, but the
balance shifted a bit. And so we looked at various features in the Atlantic, we visited
Peake and Freen Deeps and King’s Trough that I talked about. We looked at various
other places where there seemed to be interesting features that were – needed
exploring.
But also at this time there was a – the geologists at the institute were developing or
had been developed – had developed and been using a short range side scan sonar
based on the sort of sonar that the navy used for submarine hunting. These geologists,
led by Arthur Stride, had arranged for a sonar transducer to be fitted on the hull of
Discovery II, this is going back to Discovery II now, looking out about half a mile out
to the side of the ship in a side scan mode. This is – as compared with echo sounding:
looks straight down, this was looking sideways and getting shadow pictures of
features of the sea bottom so you can get a sort of plan view of what the rock
outcrops, or the sand waves, or the sediment transport patterns are. And this was very
successful and so it was decided in – and decided and discussed by the director that
the institute should design a long range deep sea version of this. This is – was a huge
engineering challenge. In order to retain a side scan geometry, instead of looking out
for half a mile one needed to look out sideways for ten miles because the water was so
much deeper. In order to get enough power to do that one had to put a lot of power
into the transducer which meant building a huge power source in Discovery to
generate the power to send this out. Because of the structure of the ocean and because
of the thermocline, the hot water near the top and the transmission characteristics of
the ocean, we needed to put it down deep, the source down deep and to get away from
big sea waves that swell. So there was – and also to get the range we had to decrease
the frequency operating. The short range one operated at thirty or forty kilohertz; the
long range one, we came down to ten kilohertz. Now all of that meant a huge
transducer and a very large container fish to put it in, this came out to be about thirty
five feet long and six feet in diameter. It was a vehicle that was towed on the end of a
very long cable kept at depth by a float on the surface. We had to stow it in – take off
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a lifeboat and put it in the lifeboat davit, and we operated with this GLORIA Mark 2.
We called it GLORIA because it stood for Geological Long Range Inclined ASDIC.

Inclined?
ASDIC. Now ASDIC itself is an acronym, it’s an acronym used by the navy for sonar
during the war and it stood for Allied Submarine Detection Investigation Committee.
And so ASDIC was a tool that was used by the war – during the war for submarine
detection, very effective, the Americans called it sonar. GLORIA was a large version
of the sonar or ASDIC, so this was a tool that we started to use in the ‘60s, late ‘60s.
It was, I think, first launched in ‘65 after a lot of engineering work went into it. Our
design engineers, our workshops, did a lot of the design and engineering of parts of it
but the main structure of course had to be built outside by subcontractors, and it was
an enormous thing to be carted round on the roads or transported. I remember once
we were – we had it in the yard, in the car park, at the NIO and we had Russian
visitors who were coming and they – we explained that this was a very large sonar
device and they assumed of course this would be a tremendous military secret and we
said, no, no, look inside, you take a look, you take photographs, yes please, and they
were quite surprised at this [laughs] because it hadn’t – and we had no naval support
for this: it was done on the budget of the Institute.

To what extent were the navy interested in it once it had been built?
They were interested in but not – it didn’t fit in with their … technology
developments. They were interested in the results which we then published and made
available. And we could discover things on the ocean floor which really were not
able to be mapped by echo sounding and contouring because you’d got this totally
different method of looking at the sea bottom using sideways illumination, sideways
reflections, and shadows. You could see shadows on the bottom which revealed the
features that were giving the shadows. It was a bit like … you see from an aeroplane
during a sunset with a very low sun and you can get the image [with shadows] of the
whole landscape, and we could do this out to ten miles from the ship on one side. Of
course we were using this for geological purposes. Initially it was used in the
Mediterranean by Stride and his colleagues. We used it in the Atlantic, we looked at
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the plate boundaries between the Eurasian plate and the African plate where there’s a
boundary going out to the Azores.
We later used it on the mid-ocean ridge looking at the tectonic fabric of the mid-ocean
ridge and we found – we took part in a joint French-American operation, it was called
FAMOUS, French American Mid-Ocean Undersea Survey. And for this the
Americans for the first time released some of their classified bathymetric data which
was an enormous help. The French and the American project used submersibles to go
down and look at the median valley in the mid-ocean ridge and some of the volcanoes
and the volcanic eruptions and the rifting that happened there. We did a GLORIA
survey of the whole region, both sides, and discovered the inward tilting or outward
tilting blocks of the seafloor either side of the median valley which had long, long
faults running parallel to the median valley, and maybe thirty kilometres long, faults
thrown up, maybe a hundred or two hundred metres high, and sloping away to the
flanks of the median of the centre of the ridge. So this was a tectonic fabric showing
how the mid-ocean ridge had reacted to the basaltic material coming up in the middle,
in the crack, forming volcanoes which we also mapped. And then as it pushed the
ridge of the ocean crust aside so the previously formed ocean crust was rifted and
faulted. So this was an enormous contribution to our understanding of how the ocean
floor is formed in its very early stages. Later on of course it gets covered by sediment
and you only see the tops of these ridges but it explains why the ridges you find in the
basins are oriented essentially parallel to the median valley.
[38:17]

What do you remember of seeing GLORIA being made outside by the subcontractors
in the grounds or car park or –?
Well, I don’t –I don’t remember, I didn’t go to see it being made in any of the
subcontractors’ factories or workshops. When it came to the institute we thought, my
goodness, how big it is, it was a demonstrably big object to have around [laughs]. We
were very fortunate once in having – the Duke of Edinburgh came to visit us and, you
know, that was after we went to a Mark 2 GLORIA I think. Now Mark 2 GLORIA,
we decided, having had a lot of experience with Mark 1, and the bad experience was
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that it was incredibly difficult to launch and recover in the open ocean in swell
conditions. The – we had to have a rubber dinghy in the sea with divers to get the
harnessing fixed on all the connections made properly, that was a hazard in itself.
Launching it from davits in a swell had its own hazards and then recovering was even
harder, we – it floated while it was on the surface. To make it sink one withdrew air
from tanks to make it – to make it negatively buoyant but to recover it you had to
blow the air into the tanks, bring it to the surface, and then it had to be carefully
captured on its recovery lines, and that took about four or five hours to do it. And
there were times when we had to actually tow the vehicle to the lee of an island like
the Azores or Madeira in order to get calm enough weather to get it back in board, so
this was clearly not satisfactory. We also discovered that we didn’t really need as
much power putting into it as we had originally designed and that the shape of the
beam could be altered to be much more economic with power.
The result of all this was that we designed Mark 2 which was a much narrower
vehicle, about two or three feet in diameter and about twenty feet long, which we
could launch from a gantry over the stern of the ship and recover into that gantry
without using anybody in the sea at all, and we could get it back within half an hour.
We also had a system that we could use it to illuminate both sides of the ship at once,
so we had a swath of insonified seabed up to forty kilometres wide which gave us an
appreciably large piece of the ocean floor and we could look at this steaming along at
ten knots. We took advantage of technology that was developed for the navy by the
anti-submarine people of signal processing whereby the whole method of handling the
acoustic signal electronically before it sent out could be much more economical, it
comes as a chirp rather than a single ping and that could be processed digitally. So all
these advances all made it – a Mark 2 system much more efficient and much more
effective. That enabled us in later years to do some tremendously useful work with
GLORIA Mark 2 that brought in a huge income into the institute.
[42:30]

When you say that we designed GLORIA 2, who are you talking about there?
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Well, we at the institute, we at NIO. There were – I personally wasn’t involved in the
design except insofar as I would talk to the people and give experiences about how we
operated Mark 1. Mark 1 was – the effective principle designer was a man called
Stuart Rusby, and Mark 2 was designed by Mike Somers who was an electronics
engineer specialist who designed all the electronics and the processing. The physical
body was designed by our engineers in the drawing office and so forth, the teamwork.
[43:30]

And to what extent did GLORIA replace sort of existing ways of visualising the
seabed, given that it seems to be – it seems to cover such a large area fairly quickly
and it seems to happen to be a more direct way of – seeing is still a metaphor but of
seeing the seabed?
It transformed it fundamentally, it – what it did not give was a precise depth to any of
the features it was looking at because the angle of insonification was oblique, so one
continued to run echo sounding, vertical echo sounding. In America they were
developing multi-beam echo sounding of narrow beams which tended to give
something of the same information but not at such a wide range. The GLORIA
working out to this very, very wide swath meant that, as you say, huge areas could be
surveyed at a time. And it came into its own, particularly when America had been
involved in the negotiations for the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea.
President Reagan, President at that time, decided that he didn’t like what was – what
the United Nations were trying to aim at in this conference and so withdrew the
American contributions to the Conference. And he declared on behalf of America
unilaterally that America controlled or owned 200 miles out from its shore all around
the United States, an exclusive economic zone. Now an EEZ was being talked about
in the Law of the Sea conference in more or less the same definition but the
ownership was being debated and America went ahead and said, right, we have an
EEZ out to 200 miles. But having done that his first action was to ask the Secretary of
the Interior, well, what do we know about this area? And the Secretary of the Interior
went to the US Geological Survey and said, tell us what you know about the area out
to 200 miles. And although they had bathymetric maps they didn’t have any – very
much – very great detail. We at the NIO had made a proposal at about that time for
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the USGS to use GLORIA for one of – for some project that they had in mind. The
USGS put up to the Secretary of the Interior a proposal that the economic zone off
California should be mapped using GLORIA, and so the – eventually it was decided
to have a contract between NIO and the USGS for us to provide a ship and GLORIA
to survey the entire economic zone from the Mexican border to the Canadian border
and out to 200 miles, which was an area of about a million square miles. And we had
this contract to do this, we carried it out in 1984 and it was – and we did it within I
think six months. Essentially, like mowing the lawn, we covered it, saturation
coverage, up and down, up and down, up and down, with good navigation control and
put all this sonar data into a mosaic so that they could see the entire range of features
that dominated this area. This was a very successful project, we did it within the right
time and within budget and when this was happening I was Director of the Institute
and I went out to California to present this atlas to the Secretary of the State which –
which we did very effectively. Now it was so successful that they said, right, next
year will you do a similar thing in the Gulf of Mexico, the following year off the east
coast of the United States and some of Canada? And then it went on, the project went
on, for I think all together eight years. We did the Alaskan margin, we did 200 miles
either side of the Aleutian Island arc and 200 miles either side of the Hawaiian island
chain. So there were was a very large area in the Pacific that we had covered with
GLORIA showing a lot of extremely interesting features about seafloor geology,
about the breakdown of the northern cliffs of Hawaii, about channels off the Gulf of
Mexico, of coming from the sediment fans there.
In particular the Americans were interested in seamounts. Why? Because as well as
manganese nodules being found on the seafloor which have always been an
interesting feature and possibly gave – would give rise to some wealth if people
collected them, it turned out that seamounts in a certain [depth] range accumulated a
crust of manganese oxide together with other oxides, and this crust contains enough
cobalt, which was a mineral that the Americans were particularly keen on because it
went into high grade steel for armaments. Now cobalt supplies worldwide were either
in South Africa or in Russia. South Africa was very unstable because of apartheid
and so forth, Russia was still Cold War country, so the Americans wanted to know
about cobalt and we could map seamounts that they knew nothing of before. In fact
we found ten times as many seamounts as they had previously known about off the
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Californian coast. So that was why they were interested and why they enabled us to,
or contracted us, to go on doing this. This provided a very good income for the
institute, I think it probably didn’t give us much – we should have charged more but,
you know, [laughs] we weren’t all that commercially minded and I think they got a
rather good deal. But this whole work was quite highly praised in different quarters in
government, we were awarded the Queen’s Award for Technical Innovation for
GLORIA and I think the knighthood that I received was largely a result of the high
profile that oceanography and NIO got in all this work we did for the US Geological
Survey.

What did they do with this data that you gave them? Did they, as well as using it in
order to, you know, provide the sort of content for their claim to this area around the
coast, the economic exclusion –
Exclusive zone.

Exclusive economic zone? Was this data then on public record or was it then private?
No, it’s on public record and they published atlases. I’ve got atlases up there of some
of that first work. And so there was no problem about it being exclusive. Whether it
was ever used in terms of the cobalt content I doubt for several reasons. One is the
apartheid situation in South Africa actually was resolved when the political scene
changed down there, and also in Russia things had been eased so that commercial
supplies of cobalt came from elsewhere. And I think also the Americans had
stockpiled a huge amount to keep their armaments industry and other steel industries
going. So the technology for extracting from the seamounts was probably going to be
very expensive, and so it was not economically pursued.

And what effect did the production of this data for the Americans for economic
reasons – to what extent was it useful then for scientific work, either in America or in
Britain on the areas mapped with GLORIA 2?
I don’t really know, I think I – this whole programme finished after I retired from
NIO, or IOS as we were then, so I haven’t followed up with anybody how useful it’s
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been. I think it’s been one of a series of atlases available for people who want to go
and see. Other technologies have now been developed to replace GLORIA type
technologies. We did build several GLORIAs because we feared the loss of one of
them and – which would have dented our scientific capability. Marconi in this
country built one or two GLORIA vehicles with the idea of marketing this kind of
survey around the world. I tried to get India to do similar surveys around the Indian
coast but they weren’t prepared to bite on that particular contract, so – and we of
course used it a lot for scientific purposes. We used it on the Reykjanes Ridge, south
of Iceland, we used it around many of the coastal waters, we used it in the
Mediterranean. There is quite a large coverage of GLORIA coverage for scientific
purposes and this data has been used in scientific publications trying to understand
about the processes that go on in the seafloor.

Did it feed in any way into the GEBCO work?
Not directly. I think indirectly, yes, in that somebody contouring data for GEBCO
would … utilise some of the concepts that GLORIA had developed but the scale of
GLORIA detail was too high to go into GEBCO charts as they were produced. And I
think – I mean this sort of raised an interesting question in my mind at that time. We
had clearly, on the one end of a scale we had contour charts with contours every
hundred metres and with line spacings at maybe ten, twenty, thirty, fifty miles apart.
On the other hand at the scale of looking at the sea bottom we had photographs where
you see things which are inches apart, inches in size, with the field of view of ten,
twenty feet. GLORIA provided something of the looking at the gap between those
two scales. But not down - between the highest resolution of GLORIA and the lowest
resolution of photography there was still a gap, and I pointed this out in a paper once
and somebody in Scripps took this up as an idea and developed a system that he called
Deep Tow. Now this was taking sonar, essentially a shallow water short range sonar,
but actually putting it in a vehicle and towing it near the bottom, not on the surface as
GLORIA does, getting a long range. Putting the vehicle near the bottom and getting
short range higher resolution than GLORIA, lower resolution than photography, and
filling in that gap. So Deep Tow was quite successfully used by the Americans, a
chap called John Moody I think developed that. We thought this was a good way to
go in NIO, or IOS I suppose by now, and we developed something called TOBI,
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Towed Ocean Bottom Instrument, which effectively was the same thing, a vehicle to
be towed near the bottom on a wire, initially I think with just a wire without any
conductor cable but later with conducting cables in it so that you could cable the
information up from the bottom up to the ship and record it on board. So TOBI was a
development at IOS, very much a product of our design teams, our engineers and the
physics people, used by the geophysicists and the geologists.
And then the next conceptual step in this was to get rid of the cable, because it limited
the speed at which you could cover the bottom. It also limited the areas you could
work. So the next concept was an autonomous underwater vehicle, an AUV, which at
the institute we called Autosub, auto – autonomous submarine. Now Autosub we
started developing in the ‘70s, ‘70s and ‘80s, and the idea initially was to be able to
give it a range of 1,000 kilometres and a depth capability of 6,000 metres. The first
Autosubs were not as deep as that, they went to about 3,000 metres in a more limited
range but they were pre-programmed to carry out certain survey operations backwards
and forwards, up and down, forward surveillance to avoid obstacles, steering, come –
when to come up to the surface, and also to be able to receive instructions from the
surface. So these were quite sophisticated vehicles. Later on a 6,000 metre vehicle is
now currently in existence and it has the range of … I don’t know, several hundred –
several hundred kilometres with all kinds of instrumentation on board. AUVs have
become a vehicle of choice for much of the oil industry now for surveying oil
platforms and things, so that technology has transferred into industry but I think
Autosub was one of the first, and it has the capability of going to places that no other
thing can, like under ice sheet, ice shelves, and it has explored under the Arctic –
Antarctic ice shelf looking at plankton breeding grounds, looking at conditions of the
water, the under ice shape and all sorts of things. So a tremendously valuable vehicle
with risks: we’ve lost one – I say ‘we’ now, I’m talking about Southampton
Oceanography Centre - has lost one under the ice and we did lose one for a time being
in the Mediterranean, its nose got jammed under an overhanging cliff and had to be
found and hauled out by an oil [industry] recovery vehicle. But this is essentially the
story, the way that what started at the institute with GLORIA developed through
various technologies, getting more and more sophisticated, less and less dependent on
ships and wires, to where we are today with autonomous vehicles.
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Hmm. And –
And thanks – that largely is to the independence that George Deacon initially gave to
scientists working at NIO and at IOS and the sense of being able to try to do things
which are not necessarily commissioned or commercially viable initially but which
later get into industry.
[62:58]

And how did photography develop from –? We seem to have left photography in
about, well, in about 1958 with your, you know, perhaps the second or third of your
cameras, but how did photography develop over this period while GLORIA was going
through its –its different sort of makes and the Deep Tow and various things?
… I don’t think it developed a great deal. I think that what did change was the – the
cameras inside, the ability to use television rather than photography, to go into colour,
and industry had started to take this up. You are aware of the kind of programmes
that have been on television like Deep Ocean and – where they put very sophisticated
cameras down, remotely operated colour television cameras, viewed up on surface
ships and effectively I think IOS, NIO, really hasn’t developed them further than that.
We did put them into industry in the early cameras, some were industrially made and
sold to other labs but we found that as a research institute we weren’t able to maintain
the after sales service that really was needed for that sort of development and so
maybe it was a missed opportunity. On the other hand, if we look at the institute in a
broad sense, over the decades many of the technologies we developed and the people
who worked with them, when the location of the institute changed, people left and
they took some of those technologies with them, they took them into industry. They
were able to develop products in industry, on an industrial basis, and make equipment
or support systems which then could compete commercially. And I think there are
many, many people now, ex-institute people, who are running their own companies,
which is a very good thing, it’s …
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In terms of the economic value of these sorts of technologies were oil companies
establishing links with the NIO in the period that you were working there or the
director of it in –?
Yes, in several senses. They were obviously interested in our geological, geophysical
results, particularly on the continental margins and in the deeper areas where we had
been able to talk about the sediment ecological regimes and the formation of
continental margins, the difference between the oceanic crust and the continental crust
and the faulting that occurs, which in the oil industry enables you to talk about oil
traps and places for them to go and look. From that point of view, in the long term
indirectly, yes, we helped them, but in a much more shorter term point of view, our
work on waves and wave forecasting was very important for the North Sea oil
industry. When they first moved in there the technology that was used was largely
developed from the Gulf of Mexico technology for oil rigs and the environmental
conditions were sort of designed in that respect. Now there were several disasters in
the North Sea of oil rigs and some of these turned out to be the fact that they had not
taken into account fatigue problems. The North Sea has perhaps not such fierce
waves as a hurricane hitting the Gulf of Mexico but constant battering by lower grade
sea conditions. And certainly some of the collapsed rigs have suffered from fatigue
failure so that the wave climate in the North Sea was something they needed to take
extremely seriously. Particularly they wanted to know what was the extreme wave,
the fifty year wave or the hundred year wave. We had got wave measuring
instruments that we’d used both along the shoreline and out in the deeper seas, and
our wave capability at the institute was very strong on the theoretical side and on the
practical side for measuring. So we had an applied waves division at NIO, at IOS,
that advised the oil industry on the predicted waves and the wave climate. One of the
… factors, one of the features one remembers on this, that for them to know the
maximum wave that an oil rig platform is going to experience, every extra foot on the
height is another million pounds on the rig, so that it was in the industry’s interest to
keep the rig as low as possible but as safe as possible as a compromise. So a lot of the
work done by colleagues at the institute was on wave prediction, on wave forecasting,
wave statistics, and of course initially wave measuring.
[69:35]
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And the last thing that I’d like to ask you about today concerns kind of popular
interests in oceanography. And we’ve mentioned Jacques Cousteau as being a
populariser, you’ve talked about the media interest in the bottom, the seafloor
photography when it was first revealed, but I wonder if you could say something
about the interest of perhaps BBC, of radio – television and radio programmes in the
national institute itself or of British oceanography more widely, in other words the
sort of approaches that have been made to you or to your colleagues to appear in
documentaries and broadcasts and so on.
I think on the whole I would say it’s been rather disappointing. At least, I should put
a caveat, that is maybe until the last couple of decades or more. I don’t think a lot was
[widely] known about oceanography in the ‘70s and ‘80s. I think it was partly maybe
the fault of scientists through not projecting their image and their results enough, not
writing enough popular articles, not getting enough into the – the media itself, and the
media perhaps ought to have approached us if they’d seen something interesting,
which they do from time to time. I mean a maximum wave is a newsworthy item, the
idea that it’s getting rougher this decade than last decade is perhaps a newsy item so
they would pick up on that. Any extraordinary fish that were found, they would pick
up on that, but the general interest in oceanography has been somewhat limited to the
visual I think, television has picked up the visual aspects. I think that black smokers
has attracted a lot of media attention, in my time we hadn’t discovered black smokers
as people have since I left, and there’s been quite a lot of work on black smokers, as
these vents that – where hot water comes out from a hole in the ocean floor carrying
with it a lot of minerals which its leached out of the rocks in the course of some
convective circulation in the crust. And these hot waters carry this mineral content
until they reach the cold water and when they get deposited, and this produces what
looks like black smoke. Well, it’s actually deposits of sulphides of metals, and these
form chimneys on the bottom, and these are interesting things. The media did get
interested in that as would a lot of other people, and in particular these black smokers
then, because the warm water around them had a new form of life clustered around
them, particularly giant tubeworms and giant clams and shrimps, all of which
appeared to exist not on an oxygen support life system but a sulphur supported life
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system, and that led to a whole lot of interest in how life was generated on earth. So
there were huge interests in that, and that got well covered by the media.

So as a kind of interest in extraordinary organisms.
Yes.

But what about sort of serious scientific programming that the BBC Horizon and that
sort of thing, were they ever at every stage approaching the NIO to put cameras in
and go round that sort of thing?
Not that I can remember.

Hmm.
[End of Track 7]
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Track/Part 8

Now last session you told us about your work on the Gulf of Aden and I wonder
whether I can ask you something very particular about it and that’s your experience
of something called the Experimental Cartography Unit in the Royal College of Art.
This was perhaps a curious place to find some scientists doing work on experimental
cartography but there was a man called David Bickmore who had initiated the ideas of
developing digital cartography: this was before digital techniques became very
common, which they are now of course in computer aided mapping and cartography.
But … David Bickmore – and I met him in various places, realised I was producing
charts and wanted to experiment with some of his new ideas on the charts. Now the
first thing was to actually create a digital record of what was a manually drawn chart,
and at that time there were flat top tables with a little cursor that you ran around on
the contour which then converted that into digital positions, x, y, coordinates. But he
also developed a technique where you made a photocopy of the chart and produced it
in such a way that the contours were little grooves and then you could use some sort
of needle like a gramophone needle to follow in the groove which would also give
you the digital output. I think he called them groovy digital methods. Well, what –
once you’ve got it into a digital form then of course you can use the various
techniques of drawing using styli driven by digital data from the computer.
And one of the interesting things we did in the Gulf of Aden - I was at this time doing
a contour chart of the Gulf of Aden - was to produce what we called an anaglyph
chart. Now that means that you can print a chart with the contours in one colour, say
red, and then you print the contours again in another colour, say blue, and you
displace the contours laterally according to the depth of the contour. So if you look at
this through red and blue, or red and green, glasses it appears to have a third
dimension. Nowadays maybe commonly in 3D films and things people wear coloured
glasses. So we produced an anaglyph chart of the Gulf of Aden and a set of glasses to
go with it, and these were published in the Royal Society together with the scientific
work I’d done on the evolution of the Gulf of Aden.

And was there a connection here with James Lighthill in this college of art?
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James Lighthill was chairman of the committee that was responsible for the
Experiment Cartography Unit, and James Lighthill was a well known and very
distinguished mathematician, theoretical physicist, and he supported this project and
so we had many discussions with him, both in committee and off the committee,
because I was on the committee of the Experimental Cartography Unit. One of the
active people working for David Bickmore was somebody called David Rhinds, spelt
R, H, I, N, D, S, who later became Director of the Ordnance Survey.

And what was thought to be the value of, for example, a three-dimensional map of this
area or any area, the scientific value or the value in popularising –?
I don’t think it had a great deal of scientific value. For those who can read contour
charts this is a mental process you go through anyhow. It was a visual effect for those
who perhaps are not so familiar with reading contour charts, it had a certain ‘wow’
factor but it wasn’t – we didn’t pursue this and do it with anything else.

Were you aware of what was also pursued at the Experimental Cartography Unit
around this time?
Yes, we talked about all the techniques they developed and the method of creating the
digital database out of manual methods and what could be done with it afterwards,
and so we had many meetings discussing the policy. David Bickmore who later
became involved on the ECU, Experimental Cartography Unit, was later I think
funded, or maybe that time funded, by the Natural Environment Research Council.
David unfortunately died some years ago.
[06:12]

Thank you. And I wonder whether now you can turn to your involvement in the Deep
Sea Drilling Project. And I think from my records your involvement in it began in
1969 and I’m particularly interested in specifically what you did in terms of this
project both, ‘cause I know it has a longer history, but what you did both in terms of
choosing sites but also being involved in the actual drilling cruise itself.
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The history wasn’t all that long and it’s interesting the way it came about because a
few years before I was involved, there were proposals for drilling a hole in the ocean
floor, right through the oceanic crust down to the discontinuity between the crust and
the mantle underneath, a discontinuity called the Mohorovicic discontinuity. And the
proposal to drill a hole right through maybe three, four, five kilometres of oceanic
rocks was called the Mohole. Now the Mohole project was proposed initially in a
slightly frivolous way by scientists in the Scripps Institution of Oceanography who
had been looking at grant proposal requests [about the nature of the ocean crust] and
somebody raised the question, well, what would be the most exciting way of solving
some of these problems, and the answer was drill a hole right through. Now the
Mohole project developed, and the instrumentation for it and the sites for it were
developed and became increasingly expensive to the extent that it eventually went to
the US Congress who said, no, that is too expensive a project, cut it.
But at the same time there were scientists, particularly in America, who were saying
that this isn’t really the right way to proceed, what we need to do is to walk before we
run and drill some shallower holes and gradually develop the technique to go deeper
and deeper. This turned into what was later called the Deep Sea Drilling Project and
their first holes were done in the Gulf of Mexico in about 1969 I think. And these
were – the techniques to drill a hole meant that because the water was too deep to
anchor the ship they needed a form of dynamic positioning, that is the ship had
essentially four huge outboard motors or thrusters which kept the ship in a position
relative to a beacon on the bottom and it was controlled by acoustics, by sound, to
these beacons. So – and the drill pipe was not cased; it simply was lowered down
through the water column until it reached the bottom, and then they started drilling
and the sediments or rocks that came up were stuck [in a liner tube] in the pipe and
then were recovered. The first drilling was promising enough that they decided to
continue this programme of deep sea drilling and we had been following in the UK
the results, because clearly what they were doing was something to answer questions
we had been discussing with geophysical data; what was there down below, what was
the material that made the changes of density on sound velocity or whatever? So we
were following this. The programme for the Deep Sea Drilling Project was run by a
committee of JOIDES. JOIDES was a group of American directors of [oceanographic
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and geological] institutions, the Joint earth – the Joint Oceanographic earth –
JOIDES, J, O, I, D, E, S. I can’t quite remember what it stands for now. [Joint
Oceanographic Institutions Deep Earth Sampling committee]

We can look it up, there’s so many of them. [both laugh]
Exactly. And they had a site committee and we heard in the UK that they were
planning to drill in the north Atlantic so we thought, well, we have done a lot of the
work on the north Atlantic, we would like to be involved. So I wrote to the director of
the Deep Sea Drilling Project, one Mel Peterson in Scripps [Institution of
Oceanography] that was running the project at that time, to say we were interested and
could we contribute data towards choosing sites at which holes should be drilled. The
outcome of that was that I was invited to one of the JOIDES meetings, the Atlantic
panel, and was able to present to them a number of well worked up sites that we had
surveyed ourselves, and as a result of that they said, okay, we accept some of these
sites and would you come to be co-chief scientist on the leg that this all takes place.
So that was very flattering for me and it injected for the first time a non-American
interest, involvement, in the project.
And in 1970 I joined their drilling ship which was the drilling vessel Glomar
Challenger. A company, Global Marine, had been contracted to do the drilling and
together with a colleague from the institute [NIO], Bob Whitmarsh, we joined Glomar
Challenger in Boston and set off on what was called leg twelve of the Deep Sea
Drilling Project. It was extremely interesting and educational for me because the
scientific team included sedimentologists, palaeontologists, micro-palaeontologists,
rock petrologists and the whole gamut of specialisations in order to look at the
material we got. And the technique or the procedure was as soon as we got cores out
from the drilling pipe these would be analysed in all aspects and extensive notes and
records written about them. We started those in Boston, we drilled in the Gulf of St
Laurence, we went up to the Reykjanes Ridge, south of Iceland, we went on to
Rockall Bank, Rockall Plateau and drilled there, we drilled in the Bay of Biscay, and
eventually the leg ended in Lisbon. And all of this took – we were at sea for two
months: it was a twenty four hour a day operation so while we were drilling and
recording, and we had to write up all our data, and the requirement of the Deep Sea
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Drilling Project was that by the end of the cruise before you left the ship you would
have to have written up an initial report, and this was fairly demanding. Later in the
months following and the year following, this gets published as a substantial volume
of the Initial Reports of the Deep Sea Drilling Project, and these – for these we could
write up our much broader conclusions about the results of a particular leg.
[14:38]
For me, as well as looking at the geophysical data and some of the sedimentological
data in terms of sediment procedures of transport, I also wrote up an account of what I
had interpreted as the evolution of the north Atlantic in the way of the movement of
the plates when the split between America and Europe started, the various attempted
splits, failed splits, the sideways movement of the plates and the resulting magnetic
anomalies and the dates of the rocks that we drilled on the mid-ocean ridge. So this
was bringing together all that data into some synthesis of what – what we’d got.

And do you remember your sort of decision making process at the time that you were
deciding where ought to be drilled, where in the north Atlantic you ought to be
drilling when you were producing the proposal that you took to America?
Well, we had been working on problems in the north Atlantic. We had previously
done some research work on Rockall Plateau and had done some rock sampling there;
the whole question of Rockall Plateau as a rather curious piece of shallow water to the
west of the British Isles. We hadn’t really understood why it was, so we’d done
survey work there, we’d done survey work on the mid-ocean ridges looking at the
seafloor spreading processes, and so we were wanting to confirm our interpretations
or get new data to interpret differently perhaps these evolutionary stages of the north
Atlantic and we had got some good survey data. The requirements of DSDP was that
one should have good survey data before drilling a hole. When I got to the
committee, the mid-Atlantic proposal committee, I found that many of the American
proposals did not have any reasonable support at all and that’s why the – Dr Ewing,
who was chairman of that committee, accepted most of our proposals without a great
deal of questioning, because we had done our homework.
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[17:29]

And can you say perhaps in a particular case how having recovered actual material
from the seafloor, having brought up cores and actually looked at the material, how
that altered an impression of the seafloor that you’d gained by doing geophysical
surveys? So what would –? Perhaps there were times when the material covered
altered the impression gained through the kind of remote sensing that geophysics
provided.
What impressed me most, I think, of probably all the disciplines on board, was the
power of micro-palaeontology. Now, that is looking at the very small planktonic
remains that form the sediments at the bottom. And because we had specialists on
board, they could look at this material through a microscope and say that is a certain
date or a certain date range because it has certain types of foraminifera or diatoms or
whatever. With a means of being able to date the layers in the sediments, and in
particular the date of the layer next to the basaltic rock at the bottom, one could really
put dates on the magnetic anomalies that we’d been discussing before from
geophysics. So my co-chief scientist was a micro-palaeontologist on board, Bill
Berggren from Woods Hole, and with his skills in micro-palaeontology and me in
geophysics we could actually marry these two together and produce a story that was
much more coherent, and that I think was the – to me one of the huge educational
elements because I hadn’t really come across micro-palaeontology before.
[19:32]

And could you tell me about the division of labour between crew and scientists in
terms of the drilling on Glomar Challenger?
There was a very clear distinction. There were essentially three sets of people on
board; there was the scientific party, I think there were about twenty, I can’t
remember the number, and then there was the drilling party who were professional
drillers and there was a drilling supervisor, and they did all the hands-on work on
shifting drill pipes, connecting them up, lowering them, rotating the – they were
professional drillers. And then the third set were the seamen who actually ran the
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ship, the engine rooms and seamanship work. So there was a captain of the ship, there
was a drilling supervisor who had a great deal of power to decide whether we should
go on drilling if the weather got rough, whether we should withdraw, what we should
do with drill bits because these wear out, and the co-chief scientists were the third sort
of decision makers, and we all worked very well together. It was a – an absolutely
twenty four hour a day operation, meals were served every six hours with an
absolutely major meal and they fed us like anything, I mean lobster and steak at the
same time and – and every six hours there was a meal, whether it was midnight or six
in the morning or midday or six in the evening.

Why was the food so good then, why was it –? ‘Cause on previous oceanographic
cruises you haven’t suggested that sort of luxury.
Well, I think this was an American … style of running the catering, perhaps drilling
ships and drilling crews demanded this sort of standard. One has to remember the
ship is dry, in other words no alcohol is served, which is obviously a good thing with
all the hazards of drilling and the dangers of this. We did have our relaxing times, we
had the occasional dance on board, we socialised a lot, but always within the six hours
on, six hours off watch keeping system.

And on previous cruises which have been – well, the officers on board have been part
of a naval group, the naval sort of logistics of –
Yes, the Royal Fleet Auxiliary.

And on this ship any military involvement at all?
No, no, you see the ship was run by an American commercial firm, Global Marine.
They recruit the crew, the drilling crew and the ship – and they supply the ship, and
then the scientists bring their own stuff on board, and of course a lot of work has been
done changing the laboratories and so forth. And I think the way that Global Marine
and probably most drill ships work, they have an A crew and a B crew and each port
of call the entire crew changes, the captain, all the ship’s crew, the drilling crew. So
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when we got to Lisbon everybody on board our leg left and a new lot came on board
and they then would have two months leave and then join at the end of that leg.

And given that we don’t have this military involvement which seemed to set the kind of
distinctions on board, what kind of social distinctions operated on board in the
absence of military?
I don’t think the Royal Fleet Auxiliary on our other research ships didn’t promote any
kind of … standoffishness between the officers and the scientists. I think in terms of
Glomar Challenger we were all kept so busy that – and because there wasn’t a bar
which is – tends to be placed where you sort of relax, even when we weren’t on watch
doing things we were probably busy writing up or reading or trying to discuss, so
there was not a lot of social interaction with the crew, either the drilling crew or the
ship’s crew.

And before the Deep Sea Drilling Project what had they been used to drilling for?
They were drilling here for a particular scientific reason but what had they
experience of drilling for before this?
I mean I think it would be oil drilling mainly. I mean Global Marine is a company
well – a company that’s been running for many years before this and the …
technology essentially was for drilling for oil. What was novel about the Deep Sea
Drilling Project was the fact that you couldn’t anchor, because most drilling for oil the
ship is anchored and then you drill in relatively shallow water. I mean nowadays they
may drill in 2,000 metres of water, in those days you probably didn’t drill in more
than 200 metres, and we were drilling in 5,000 metres of water. So the techniques of
dynamic positioning were having to be evolved as we went, and one of the techniques
that did develop, not on our cruise but very soon after, was the fact that when you
drilled a hole you could leave on the bottom a funnel stuck in the top of the hole so
that if you came back you could guide the drill pipe into the same hole and go further
down, and that technique of re-entry was to prove enormously important because you
could then drill down and down and down by repeatedly going into the same hole,
changing the bit, because the bit wears out, the cutting bit wears out, so we have to
pull out, change that and go down again, and that needs a re-entry capability.
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[26:39]

Could you say what the cores of material looked like from, well, I don’t know how
close you were to seeing the drilling take place, but from the moment they were
brought up out of the surface of the ocean and then presumably they’re inside a pipe
of some kind –
Yes.

Could you describe what they looked like in their transformation from being hauled
onto a ship to being looked at by scientists, you know, the way that they developed?
The procedure was that once the pipe was lifted onto deck and disconnected from –
into lengths of, what were they, thirty metres or something I guess, and the pipes were
lined with plastic tubing. So the first stage was to bring out this plastic tubing and lay
it on trestles on deck and then the second procedure is to cut that [longitudinally] in
half, essentially with a bandsaw, so that you – and into sections each six feet long, and
then of course very carefully label exactly where each section was. So you ended up
with a six foot section of a half core and this was laid in – in sequential troughs and
the scientists could look at this. They could look at the layers, they could take little
samples with their finger and see whether it’s gritty sand or chalk or rock. And at this
stage samples were taken from one half of the core to do geochemical measurements,
sediment measurements, all kinds of chemistry and sedimentology or what –
palaeontology. The other half of the core was kept pristine and was put in a tube,
sealed, and is – resides at core laboratories in various laboratories throughout the
participating countries so that later on when people wanted to see this core material
they can go to a depository and sample it. And of course photographs were taken, that
was the first thing before any sampling was done and before the colours went, any
oxidation might have taken place.

Thank you. And are you able to say something about the relations between the
different scientific disciplines on board in terms of informal relations but also formal
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relations and, I don’t know, claims to be able to – well, I suppose the claims of the
value of different disciplines over these cores that were coming up?
I don’t think there was any conflict at all. Everybody knew that they were working as
part of a team. That teamwork came about through talking backwards and forwards
as one does. Initially in writing the reports on the end of the cruise we on the whole
focused in on our own field but when we were coming to write the Initial Reports, the
big volumes, we had many meetings usually at the Scripps Institution or maybe
somewhere else where all the scientists would come together. They would discuss
their individual reports and had been – they had been communicating about joint
reports on different aspects. Each of the holes was written up as a single project and
then there were the … interpretive chapters which brought all aspects together.
[31:04]

Thank you. And the next thing that I’d like to ask about is your involvement in
advising the British Foreign Office on the UK’s contribution to negotiations
concerning the Law of the Sea. I wonder whether you could start with the origin of
your involvement in this area.
Well, clearly one of the problems facing the [United Nations] Conference on the Law
of the Sea was identifying or defining what was meant by the continental shelf. The
continental shelf was a term that was used in the previous Law of the Sea that had
decided that adjacent countries and coastal countries could claim jurisdiction up to
medium lines between adjacent countries. But as far as the seaward extension of their
claim, this could be to the edge of the continental shelf or beyond where it was
possible to exploit it, and that was a very open ended definition but it coped all right
for the second, or was it the first, Law of the Sea Conference. It enabled countries to
get, for instance, to develop the drilling for oil in the North Sea because it was defined
which was Norwegian, which was British and which was Dutch, and so forth. When
it came to the defining the outer limit with this term ‘continental shelf’, of course
geologists and marine geologists and geophysicists had been using the term
continental shelf and this has been defined in our own literature quite carefully as a
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geomorphological term. The trouble was that it didn’t agree with the term that the
lawyers were likely to use, wanting to use.
So I was approached, having done a lot of charts of the Atlantic and elsewhere and
having talked about the continental shelf, I was approached by one of the lawyers
from the Foreign Office, from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, one Henry
Darwin, grandson of the Charles Darwin. And he wanted to have a scientific input as
to this term continental shelf and how it should be defined, so this led into my
becoming involved in quite considerable depth with the FCO on the definition of
continental shelf. The legal side, as I said before, went to 200 – went to – the edge of
the continental shelf - was defined as the 200 metre [depth] line or beyond if
exploitable. To convert that into something legally … valid, in particular where
people’s continental shelves went beyond 200 miles and went beyond 200 metres,
required a whole lot of fiddling around. And from the Conference on the Law of the
Sea there was a proposal that Ireland brought up called the Irish Formula which
defined in a very complex way, which I really can’t go into here, it would need a
whole lecture, on how you define the continental shelf beyond the simple limit of 200
miles. And now one had to have a certain amount of realism into this – in these
discussions. The – and that is what we, as marine geologists, could provide and
talking with the lawyers could go back and forth and try and get something sensible.
And the UK of course was only one of many countries, 100 or so, they all had their
own different margins, some had a continental shelf that extended a long, long way,
others had hardly anything. Some weren’t even on a continent. You think of Iceland,
it’s not a continent in geological terms, it’s a volcanic island stuck on a mid-ocean
ridge. There are aspects of the definition that the Irish formula started to come up
with.
[36:27]
Now in my role as being involved in GEBCO, producing the General Bathymetric
Chart of the Oceans, we were approached in GEBCO; could we provide for the
conference a global chart indicating where the edge of the continental shelf was? We
set up a small subcommittee to look at his and we realised the question was a totally
impossible one. We said if we – if they wanted us to do this it would probably take
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three or four years and it would cost a huge amount of money. We were carefully
dropped after that, the conference had not got that money and hadn’t got that time.
But there was a proposal put through the conference for a chart to be prepared which
indicated the 200 mile limit and all the extensions of that limit as determined under
the Irish Formulae. That – the contract to do that chart was given to the Lamont
Geological Observatory and when the chart had been produced there was – the UN
conference wanted to have it reviewed, and I was appointed as one of the reviewers of
that chart together with Bob Fisher from Scripps Institution of Oceanography. And
the creator of the chart, one Marie Tharp who had worked with Bruce Heezen,
brought it to the UN headquarters in New York and Bob Fisher and I looked at this
and discussed it and criticised many aspects of it. This was a very interesting
procedure because the chart was likely to be used by countries to make their own
claims for parts of the ocean, so when we eventually approved the chart and some
modifications were made. We wrote a long screed that gave lots of caveats about the
way this chart should be used. Of course countries used the chart but they never
looked at the screed. So that was an interesting exercise.
[39:14]
In the UK there were particular concerns about the claims under the Law of the Sea
and the problem of Rockall Plateau was one. Rockall Plateau we had determined
from the Deep Sea Drilling Project and from other geophysics was in fact a fragment
of continent, it had a big sedimentary basin on it which could potentially have oil and
gas. The question arises, who does it belong to? It is west of Ireland and it is west of
the UK. It is divided from the UK or British Isles by Rockall Trough. Then the
question arose, what is Rockall Trough made of? Is it a piece of continent, or is it a
piece of sunken continent or is it a piece of oceanic crust? And we did a lot of
geophysics up there which wasn’t all that definitive but in the south end of it was – in
our opinion was oceanic crust. Therefore Rockall Plateau was separated from the
land mass, but at the northern end it seemed to be more joined. Politically this was a
very, very hot topic and I had written a [draft] paper by – about this with David
Roberts who I worked with at the institute. And the draft of this paper - we were
summoned through the chairman of the Natural Environment Research Council, the
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director of the British Geological Survey and members of the Foreign Office to – we
were in a sense pressured to make some changes into the interpretations we put on,
which we weren’t prepared to do because this would affect the claim that the UK had
to the Rockall Plateau. This is an issue that is still contentious; there are other
countries that are claiming parts of Rockall Plateau. Iceland has put a case that
through the extension of their margin that they should claim part of Rockall Plateau.
Denmark, through the Faroe Islands, can claim some. These are debates that had been
going on ever since and maybe are settled now, I’m not too clear, but to that extent we
were really involved in the politicisation of our science.
[42:11]
One of the interesting meetings I was involved in was an intercessional meeting of the
Conference of the Law of the Sea, intercessional between the UK and Russia, or the
USSR as it was. There was a particular debate going on as to how to handle, under
the definition of the continental shelf, a natural prolongation of the shelf as occurs in
some parts of the world out beyond 200 miles where countries could claim that this
was their continental shelf. This particular clause was being debated between the UK
and the USSR and I was invited to go with the UK sessions, delegation, to a session in
Moscow. It was quite interesting, we – the ambassador from the USSR sat on one
side facing the ambassador from the UK and on either side of these people were lined
up with their lawyers and specialists, etc. And the debate was who – there was a
proposal that was a compromise proposal, but neither the UK nor the USSR were
prepared to put their name forward as the proposer of this. And I think it was from
Henry Darwin who was sitting at the ambassador’s side and suggested that the
proposal should not come from either of the sides but should have been generated by
the plate of biscuits that was in the middle of the table, and this was a device in order
to get that agreement on that clause and it became known politically as the ‘biscuits
proposal’. It was fascinating to see how politicians and administrators work on these
things.

And could you describe the procedures there for ensuring secrecy of the proceedings?
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Before we went into the meetings we had to be thoroughly briefed by the UK
Embassy in Moscow as I suppose happened in all the sort of Cold War period. Any
discussions in an embassy had to be done in an enormous state of secrecy because of
the techniques that were being used to listen and bug telephones and bug microphones
and things. We actually had our meeting in a steel cage through which these radio
contacts could not be made, we had to take our shoes off. In writing on a piece of
paper one could not have a second piece of paper underneath in case that took the
imprint of the pen or pencil that you were using, it had to be glass underneath. These
were the kind of security measures which were part of the Cold War scene I suppose.

And what year was this particular sort of intercessional meeting?
Oh, my, er …

Or a rough –
I suppose it was the late ‘70s, it’s something I could look up if you needed to have it
but –

And in moving about Russia or Moscow as part of your attendance here did you
notice any other features of the – of sort of Cold War diplomacy at the time?
Not really because we were fairly well confined. It was interesting when our plane
landed in Moscow airport and we were about to get onto a bus that was taking
passengers from the plane when suddenly a fleet of black limousines turned up that
were rather late. They should have been there to collect the ambassador and his party,
so we were whisked into these, whisked through the – all the security and the passport
things because that was all done on the diplomacy basis.

And do you remember what you contributed at the meeting, at this intercessional
meeting within the cage, or was it matter of contributing before and after?
The intercessional meeting was not in the cage; that was in the embassy to prepare for
it. I don’t remember really what I contributed, I probably didn’t even open my mouth
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but I was there to be consulted and clearly we talked before we went into the meeting,
but the ambassador and his legal advisors were the people who did the talking.

And are you able to say how science was used in the meeting in order to substantiate
claims? And when I say how I mean, you know, what did each side show to each
other or present as evidence of the legitimacy of particular delineations? I mean was
it a case of showing maps or here is the latest geological survey that indicates this, or
how has science been used in this process?
The only interesting thing is that in diplomacy they never, ever seem to use maps or
diagrams or pictures. This came home to me when I went to a conference many,
many years before, in 1959. we held – there was a conference – the first International
Conference on Oceanography, - that was held in the UN buildings in the headquarters
and we had our meeting in the security chamber but there were no facilities for
projections. They don’t use maps, they don’t use projections, it’s all done verbally
and I think this is probably true still in these international meetings. Projected
pictures, maps, don’t seem to be used at all, it surprises me.

It surprises me because you would imagine that a particular representation of the
continental shelf or of geophysical data or of a map might well be a very convincing
item to use in making an argument about what is yours and what is not yours.
Well, I agree. I suspect that the – once you get into the face to face decisions at a
meeting all that briefing has been done and fed into the people who are going to make
the case. They are probably very familiar with what the maps would have shown.

So it was almost not necessary to get them out because they both knew what they’d
see if they did.
They both knew what was in it, yes.
[49:45]
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Could you describe in more detail the meeting to which you were called concerning
the Rockall work where you say that particular senior scientists or at least people
running that sort of thing but also members of the Foreign Office were attempting to
persuade you to alter a particular interpretation of the significance of the trough and
what it meant for British claims? Are you able to say, describe it in detail, in other
words who was there, what was said, that sort of thing?
I don’t think I can remember that kind of detail, [laughs] this was obviously a long
time ago. I think the – I can’t even remember who the people were. Was it – it may
have been Sir Kingsley Dunham as head of the … British Geological Survey or the
Institute of Geological Sciences, it changed its name from time to time. I … all I
remember was that the political issues and the sensitivity about what we actually said
persuaded us to change things just a little bit, you know, instead of saying ‘this is
something’ you would say ‘this may be something’ or ‘we interpret this as meaning’
rather ‘this shows that’, changes of phrases like that we probably put in. One has to
keep one’s paymasters happy in the end.

So you were able to make your scientific argument sound a little bit more definite
which presumably would allow lawyers to use that paper in a different way than if
you’d said this is that. But you implied that you were wanting you to more
substantially change your interpretation and that you refused. Do you remember
what they wanted you to change? What was it about your particular scientific
interpretation of the trough that they wanted you to alter?
I think the main sticking point was defining the base of the trough as either being
oceanic or continental. If it was defined as continental then there is a continuity
across to Rockall Plateau. If it was defined as oceanic; there was not continuity. I
think what we now know is that when a continent breaks apart from another part of its
continent, it leaves a whole lot of fractured slices which sink down and form faulted
blocks at the edge of the margins. The definition – the ability to say that is oceanic or
that is continental is a false distinction, the people would say no. Even though
something is at oceanic depth, it might be continental in origin, and this is being
exploited by the oil industry now as it drills into deeper water. Our data in Rockall
Trough was not all that 100 per cent good data, we had horribly bad weather when we
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were doing this seismic work. Interpretations were probably less solid than we
perhaps felt at that time. One can see what problems scientists get into from the
troubles that the University of East Anglia have had recently on climate change.

Hmm. And so what were your worries then at that time about coming this close to
political arguments?
Once we had satisfied the people around there we got on and did our work and we
published our paper and, okay, [laughs] whether anybody ever used it and whether it’s
been interpreted again, I don’t know.

And you say that the geophysical data, you had reason to be not 100 per cent
confident about because of the conditions in which it was collected. Wwhat about the
drilling the project, the Deep Sea Drilling Project which you said went up to Rockall?
To what extent was that – the drilling results, to what extent were they good news or
bad news from a political point of view?
Well, we didn’t drill in the trough, we drilled on the plateau and that confirmed the
continental aspects of the plateau itself but we didn’t do any drilling in the trough and
I’m not sure whether we would have had the technique to drill to the depths that
would have made a difference.

So you weren’t able to confirm whether it was oceanic or not –
No.

By the material that you pulled up?
No.
[55:03]

I see, thank you. And can I ask for more detail, if you can, on the – on the session in
America where you have the map produced by Marie Tharp and you’re looking at this
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map and you’re deciding, well, I’m not quite sure –? Well, if perhaps if I ask first,
how had Marie Tharp shown where the outer extent of the continental shelf ought to
be on this map? How had she shown it pictorially?
Pictorially they were shown by the coloured lines. These were largely based on the
physiographic diagram that she and Bruce Heezen had produced many years before.
That physiographic diagram of the world’s oceans was essentially their baby and that
got used and redrawn by various people subsequently. But she, I think, probably sat
down with some of her colleagues, maybe from the physiographic diagram, to say this
is an extension, a natural prolongation of the continent, this is continental shelf, this is
slope, this is continental rise. Now of course the data that they used was already quite
old, their interpretations were not necessarily interpretations that Fisher and I would
have done and there were many aspects about that diagram which we didn’t agree
with. I think it was eventually somewhat redrawn, I don’t actually remember, I have a
copy in the folder here if you want later to see it –

Yes please.
And the rubric that went it, the disclaimers.

The disclaimer that was ignored you think?
Yes.

And how did that play out then because I notice in your memoirs that Marie Tharp
actually attended that meeting –
Yes.

Arm in a sling you said.
[Laughs] Yes.

And so here you and Bob Fisher –
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Yes.

Were looking at her map, as you say based on her data, and you were using
presumably your own more recently collected data as well as your understanding of
these things to redraw the lines in some places. Could you say – could you sort of
give us a picture of how that process of change and negotiation took place given that
she was there and this was her idea?
Well, it was – of course the meeting was attended by UN people as well who had
initiated this, I don’t precisely remember who they were. One of the difficulties was
that there wasn’t even a big flat table where you could spread the chart out, the whole
thing was done on one’s knee in a rather small office, so it was not easy. I think the
procedure was that we would look at a certain part of the world that we knew and
we’d say, well, it’s not really like that, you know, you can’t draw that down there,
there isn’t the evidence for it. She would say, well, that’s my interpretation and we’d
say, well, this is our interpretation, there has to be some sort of compromise. Lamont
had been given a contract to do this and so eventually they produced the chart, I think,
I hope, modified by what we had said, and submitted that to the United Nations.

So can – should we be imagining friendly relations then in this meeting with Marie
Tharp in these discussions?
Yes, I mean I’d known Marie Tharp for a long time before that. I knew Bruce Heezen
and Marie and they’re old colleagues and so did Bob Fisher from Scripps. So, yes, we
were all friends but we were friends who disagreed with each other.

And did you sense at that meeting any political pressure from any quarters to – for the
lines to fall in particular places, the kind of pressure that you’d experienced in that
meeting about Rockall? Was there any pressure from anywhere that you felt wasn’t
scientific, you know, that was –?
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No, I think there wasn’t, it was – because it was entirely a non-national meeting, it
was under the auspices of the UN and … Marie was doing a job for the UN, Bob and I
were doing a job for the UN.
[60:05]

If I could ask now a more general question and that’s concerns about ownership of
particular parts of the continental shelf pre-date seafloor spreading and plate
tectonics but continue after it. And so if I could ask you a general question about the
way in which these big revolutions in our understanding of basically how the earth is
formed and how it develops, how the oceans are formed and how they’re developed
but also how the continents are formed perhaps.
Yes.

How did that new understanding, new knowledge, affect claims about claims over
ownership of bits of the earth?
Well, the claims in a sense are only –, the legally supported claims have only come
about since the Conference has been converted into a Convention. However, there
was a stage when America pulled out of the conference under President Reagan and
declared unilaterally that America had 200 miles from its coastline. I think before that
there had been other claims by America, there had been claims by South America, of
some of the countries, that they claimed out to the centre of the mid-ocean ridge.
There were a lot of different claims that were being made in position – in countries
positioning themselves I think for argument in the conference. The knowledge – the
development of plate tectonics which was – we’re talking really about the early ‘60s,
late ‘50s, early ‘60s, were before the conference got going although there had been the
first United Nations conference on the Law of the Sea that talked about the boundaries
between adjacent countries, and that was I think in 1958, and that led to this uncertain
limit on the edge of the continental shelf. Now what plate tectonics, in the course of
the next few decades, started to raise the questions about this boundary between ocean
and continent and the fault blocks that form the edge of the continental shelf. The
Conference when it converted into a Convention set up the International Seabed
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Authority and set up a Commission for the Limits of the Continental Shelf, so-called
CLCS. Now when a country makes a claim for area of the seabed under the CLCS
they have to produce the data to convince the commission, that comprises specialists
from many countries, that their claim is supportable under the rather complex
definitions of the convention. And one of the aspects of the convention, of article 76
which defines the continental shelf, refers to the … continental shelf extending
beyond 200 miles to a position that there is so much sediment beyond the foot of the
continental shelf. This – that paraphrases a very complex definition. To determine
the foot of the continental shelf in itself is a complicated thing because shelves come
down in steps, and which is the foot, or is the bottom one or halfway up? The limit of
– the seaward limit of the continental shelf defined by the amount of sediment means
that you have to know how much sediment there is, and that requires geophysical
data. All of these data sets have to have been surveyed and supported by science in
order to go to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf, and this is a
procedure that is still going on. The CLCS exists and has a constant [legal] ability to
make the support or not support the claims of coastal states. Now as the ideas of
seafloor spreading and oceanic evolution, as those ideas develop so these complexities
get built into the data that was presented.
[66:08]

To what extent was the institute involved in being contracted to examine the cont’ –?
I know you talked last time about the fact that GLORIA was used to survey the
exclusive economic zone –
Yes.

Around America which they – you’ve just said that they sort of claimed –
Yes.

Separate from this. But to what extent were you contracted to examine the claims of
countries who wanted to put a claim, you know, in about ownership of this particular
bit to define the edge of the shelf?
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At the time I was at the institute we didn’t have many contracts to do, or any contracts
to do that, but arising out of my work and work of some of my colleagues who
continue to do this work now, particularly a man called Lindsay Parson, the institute
or its successors, like the National Oceanography Centre, has been contracted by
several countries to examine their claims and to provide evidence for or against them
as contracts to those countries. Because many countries do not have the capability or
the facilities to make this data and so contracts – developed countries like the UK and
elsewhere to do it for them. So, yes, it has led to quite a lot of contractual work.
[67:50]

Thank you. Could I ask you next, I think we’ve got time to start this before the break,
and that’s to talk about the disciplinary structure of the National Institute of
Oceanography from the period when you joined but all the way through, including
your time as director and to retirement, the sort of arrangement of disciplines within
it? I’m particularly interested in the relations between geology and geophysics in the
institute because there are similar questions, for example, at Madingley Rise with the
relations with geology at Cambridge and the development in our period of earth
sciences where these formerly separate disciplines seem to have come together in
various arrangements. But I wanted to have an understanding of how it’s played out
at the National Institute of Oceanography. I realise we’re going to go into periods
where the name changes –
Yes.

But the relationship between marine geology and geophysics in particular within that
history of that relationship.
Well, I think the first marine geology at NIO was done … was looking at
sedimentation on the continental shelf and a scientist, Dr Arthur Stride, was recruited
to do this before I joined the institute and he had set up his own work looking at the
sediments, particularly in the North Sea, and trying to work out how sediment
transport happened. He used side scan sonar and developed that from the techniques
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that had been used by the navy for submarine detection, and, from extensive use of
sonar on the continental shelves, had developed the pattern of sediment transport by
tidal and current transport, and he gathered together several scientists working with
him on the different aspects of this. When I joined I was essentially a lone
geophysicist to begin with, working closely with Cambridge, and eventually recruited
people to my group. And it was not until Professor Charnock became director in the
‘70s I suppose or late ‘60s, I can’t remember when, that he wanted to slightly
rationalise the structure of the groups. On the whole NIO had slightly informal
groups led by individuals. There were the marine physics group, there was the
engineering group, there was the applied physics group, there were the chemistry
group. Now Henry Charnock wanted to combine the geology and the geophysics
groups together and put me in charge of that combined grouping. This was resented
by the people in marine geology group and – because they wanted – they felt that it
didn’t adequately reflect what they were doing or they didn’t think that I approved of
what they were doing or – but anyhow, in terms of the structure, one had to bid for
money for one’s group projects as part of the process of – of bidding for projects
within the whole financial scene and so I was there to represent marine geology and
geophysics. That relationship with Arthur Stride and his group never improved very
much.

From their point of view what was seen to be the scientific incompatibility of the two
things, of geology and geophysics?
I think they thought that I didn’t know enough about geology and they were probably
right, but structurally I had to make decisions about this.

Because from the outside it might seem that Arthur Stride’s group were already
deeply involved in geophysics if they were using side scan sonar to develop
understanding of sediment transport. It seems quite a – it seems already fairly
geophysical.
Well, the side scan sonar element was one aspect of geophysics. I mean it was still
superficial rather than penetrating into the seabed, although they did later on use that
and it was quite clear to Henry Charnock and to me and others that the geology
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problems could only – or could – needed to have geophysical techniques to answer
them. In other words, you need to know the third dimension of the continental shelf.
Essentially Arthur Stride’s work was on the continental shelf and on the slope
although later he went to the eastern Mediterranean and then looked at other things.
Essentially my work was in the deep ocean. The techniques very often overlapped,
side scan sonar was one, using seismic reflection techniques was another, and I think
this was why the director felt that these two things should be combined.

And what would Arthur Stride’s group have argued that geophysics lacked in terms of
geological understanding? What would they have said? You said that the group felt
that you, for example, didn’t know enough about geology, what were they saying
about the contribution of – the key contribution of, geology that was missing in
geophysics?
I think in the geophysics group under me and – we did do a lot of geology. There
were geologists within the group. David Roberts was a prime example who went on to
be a very senior geologist in BP, we had – I had got geologists in my group, Stride
had got geophysicists in his group. Essentially the area that he was looking at was the
shelf and slope, I was looking at the deep ocean. These two were brought together.
[75:28]

And – and further into the future, how did the disciplinary arrangements in the NIO
and the IOS develop in terms of coming together or separating again, that sort of
thing?
I think that the group structure stayed more or less as it was set up by Charnock for
the period that I was director and subsequently under Colin Summerhayes who was
my successor. Once it had moved to Southampton there was a substantial change.
The group structure was not discipline oriented so much as project oriented, and the
names given to the groups at Southampton were quite different, and there was a
Challenger division and so forth … which looked, for instance, at all aspects of the
deep ocean circulation.
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[End of Track 8]
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Track/Part 9

Now I know that after a – a report into the funding of government science, it was the
Rothschild report, that the NIO was engaged more often in contract work and I was
wanting to ask you about one particular phase of work, I think for the Department of
Environment, advising on the potential for the use of the oceans or specifically the
sediments I think at the bottom for the disposal of radioactive waste. Could you tell
the story of your personal involvement in that project?
Before I became director my predecessor, Henry Charnock, was approached by … I
think his name was Sir John Hill who was chairman of the Nuclear Energy Authority
or some such name, about the problems of the disposal of nuclear waste. The low
level nuclear waste had for many years – the sort of thing that come out of hospitals,
and gloves contacted with radioactivity and things. Low level waste had been
disposed of in steel drums filled with concrete and taken out to sea and dumped,
nominally in deep water. Sometimes it wasn’t in deep water and that was because the
ships didn’t go far enough out. The work that was going on into the possibility of
using much more sophisticated nuclear energy, and particularly, when you have to
derive plutonium from it, you end up with a high level radioactive waste and the
problem was: what do you do with it? You maybe extract a huge amount of energy
and feed into the electrical system but the waste is extremely radioactive and heat
generating. The sort of products that the nuclear industry were preparing were
vitrified waste products, that’s put into glass cylinders about two metres high and
about half a metre diameter, and these were heat generating, would generate a lot of
heat and would have to be cooled for many, many years in cooling tanks but then
what do you do with them? Initially they would generate about ten kilowatts and after
fifty years they’d be generating a kilowatt or so. The question put to Henry Charnock
was what is the possibility of disposing them in the deep ocean. And there was an
international committee looking at this, a committee of, I think, the OECD called the
Nuclear Energy Agency, that was looking into various options for disposing of high
level nuclear waste, vitrified. There were proposals to shoot it off into space, there
were proposals to put it into a subduction zone and let the earth carry it down into the
mantle, proposals to put it under the ice, all of these had real completely distinctive
drawbacks. Going into space would bear the risk of a failure, in the subduction zones
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it would be far too slow, the waste would have decayed before it had gone down,
under the ice it probably would have melted [the ice] and come out as melt water.
[04:30]
But the option for burying it under the sediments of the deep ocean seemed to be a
viable one and together with many other countries, or several other countries, who
were involved working for the Nuclear Energy Agency on this, NIO developed a
programme which was co-ordinated by the Department of the Environment which was
one of the contracts which were required by this time to have under the Rothschild
transfer of funds. Now the proposal would be that if you take a cylinder of that size
and you put it, say, fifty metres, a hundred meters, down into the sediments of the
deep ocean, what would happen to it and under what timescale? Clearly one needs a
disposal mechanism that doesn’t get back to mankind. First of all, the cylinder would
be encased in a steel or cast iron container maybe six inches wide, thick, wall
thickness. Assuming you can penetrate it down, either freefall penetration or drill a
hole and place it down there and backfill. The first thing that would happen, the case
would dissolve away, it would rust away, sea water would get at the vitrified waste. It
then might leach into the – the radioactivity might leach into the interstitial water in
the sediments, between the particles. Assuming it got there what would happen to it?
It could migrate through the interstitial water up to the surface. It would react with
the sediments on the way, either oxidising or reducing sediments, and eventually
could reach the seabed. If it reached the seabed then ocean currents would dilute it
and carry it around in the oceans. The next step for getting it to mankind would be
probably that plankton or fishes would consume it and it would get into the food
chain. To get into humans you have to think how many fish they eat or what is the
highest consumption of marine products that is consumed, and it turns out to be that
the – I think it’s the Welsh habit of eating laver bread, which is made from seaweed,
would be the most likely way for it get into the human consumption.
Now these are many, many steps and each step needed to be assessed in terms of the
risks and the timescales. And so there was a big modelling exercise of this that was
done, not by NIO, but by the National Radiological Protection Board, I think, NRPB.
But what NIO did was to look and apply its expertise to various of these stages. First
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of all, where can you find a place in the ocean that is stable enough that it’s not going
to be faulted or have a volcano push up through it? And we can do this from some of
the sediment basins, we can establish from the continuity of sedimentation that we can
observe that it hasn’t been disturbed for a long time, and for a long time we are
talking about 10,000 years. Secondly, if one finds a place that’s got stable sediments
can it – have those sediments got fissures and cracks, faults that would bypass the
interstitial pore water? Then if it gets into the pore water what is the migration rate of
water through the sediments? This can be measured by observation or by experiment.
Looking for cracks is a geophysical technique. Does it react with the sediments?
This is a geochemical problem for the geochemists to look at how these things would
react to oxidising and reducing sediments and the minerals that were there. And then
when it gets onto the bottom, if it gets onto the seabed, ocean circulation, which again
we were expert at, would assess the rate of flow, the rate of mixing with the rest of the
ocean, the dilution factors. And then the marine ecology, that we were modelling by
this time in the institute, could talk about how that would be up taken and transferred
through the food chain into the food that humans would eat.
[10:42]
So there were measurements along this chain, all of which the NIO had skills to do,
and so we – and we carried out a lot of these studies and it was a very interesting
scientific thing to learn about these things and it integrated many of the techniques
that we were using. We had many cruises set off to make these measurements.
Now, the whole procedure came to a grinding halt, essentially because of the unions.
There had been an accident in the North Sea of a ship carrying some nuclear waste
and the National Union of Seamen objected to this being carried at sea and the – they
knew – they learnt that we were doing work to do with radioactivity in the oceans, or
the disposal of radioactive waste in the oceans, and they put a ban on our crew sailing
our ship and the ship was stopped in Falmouth. And the unions, the National Union
of Seamen, wouldn’t allow us to proceed. Later on the TUC wouldn’t allow the
transport of nuclear waste on the roads, so this all put the thing back to the problem
being having to be coped with at the place that the waste was produced, which is
roughly speaking where it is now. There was a lot of very good science came out of
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this from the oceanography point of view, and geophysics point of view, and there
were many papers published, but – and as a project and there’s quite a lot of
commissioned research money to do it. My personal feeling is that actually it was a
very sensible way to proceed for disposing of waste. There were places in the oceans
that we identified, together with people from other countries, that would have been
stable, it would have been – have the right sort of properties to dispose of it. But the
other thing that put a stop to it all was the attitude of various coastal countries that did
not have a nuclear programme, notably Portugal and Spain… countries that had an
input to what was the Oslo and the Paris Conventions on the dumping of waste at sea,
and nuclear waste became a blacklisted topic. The low level waste dumps had been
fouled up by the ships doing, by not doing it carefully enough, the high level waste
was really stopped because the pollution, anti-pollution, conventions simply would
not allow this to proceed and the nuclear countries didn’t have enough clout or
enough voting power to have them included. There were other suggestions to put this
waste into salt mines, disused salt mines where the salt would gradually close around.
A big question that arose at this time was should the waste be recoverable or should it
not be recoverable. In other words, are we talking about storage or are we talking
about disposal? And if something goes wrong should you be able to get it out and do
something else with it? Well, if something’s gone wrong nobody much would want
to go down and handle it and so – I mean my view, personal view, and I think many
others, that disposal is the right route, that if it’s deep enough in the sediments and
one can demonstrate the very, very acceptably low risk of it getting back to
humankind that’s a pretty good way of dealing with it, but other factors have come in
and so we’re in a different position.
[14:49]

First of all, how did you come to know about the attempts to dispose of the lower level
waste, the medical, the gloves and that sort of thing?
I think it was written about in papers and … I don’t know precisely but –

I see, yeah.
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It was referred to quite a lot and there was quite a lot published about it I’m sure.

And where had you identified as suitable sites, suitable sites for the disposal of the
high grade waste in terms of stable sediment?
Well, there was a site in the north east Atlantic, I think in one of the ocean basins
beyond where the effective turbidity currents is, where there is a gradual
sedimentation from the surface but enough sediment there to have provided a thick
enough layer. Now there were other sites that Americans had identified and I think
the Dutch and the French were involved in these programmes. And so there were
various sites around the world that we worked on; the – I think we called it [our site]
the Great Meteor Seamount Site which was somewhere near Great Meteor Seamount.
[16:15]

And would you be able to tell the story of negotiations with the unions at the time that
the ships were halted?
I think – was by this time – I was director of the institute by now and the … the head
of the National Union of Seamen, whose name was Jim Slater I think, and I had some
negotiations with him face to face up in their headquarters in Clapham to try to
persuade him that what we were doing was perfectly safe and that we were doing
research to provide the evidence for whether it was good or not, and to stop the
research seemed to me a foolish thing to try to do when we were basically trying to
find out whether it was safe or not. But it didn’t cut much ice, it was – it had become
a union political standing and there was a lot of emotion tied up with this, so we had
to drop the whole programme.
[17:32]

Thank you. Now changing the subject rather sharply, I wonder whether you could tell
the story for the recording of the establishment of relations with your future second
wife, which I think from looking at your memoirs, seem to have occurred after you
joined the National Institute but in part through relations that were still going on with
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Madingley Rise, because I think a connection with Cambridge was important in
meeting and this relationship developing perhaps.
Well, this – this relationship didn’t develop through the Madingley Rise connection
although later on I could use that as – to my advantage. I – my first connection with
Clare, my current wife, was through – essentially through my brother’s father-in-law:
it sounds remote! Sir Thomas Norrington, or Sir Arthur Norrington, known as
Thomas, was warden of Winchester College: that means he is on the governing body.
And Charles Bosanquet, Clare’s’s father, was also on the governing body of
Winchester. Sir Arthur Norrington had been widowed and went on holiday with my
brother and his family. I was already divorced by that time, I had Andrew, my son,
and I joined up with my brother and we all went on holiday together up to
Northumberland where Thomas Norrington had been with his wife before - had a
good holiday. It was – we were staying at the Dunstan[borough] Arms [Hotel] in
Embleton on the Northumberland coast, north of Alnwick, and Thomas Norrington
said, I have a friend who lives close by here, he phoned him up and we all went over
and had tea. On that occasion I didn’t meet Clare, she was actually travelling around
the world, but we repeated the holiday the following year and at that time I met Clare,
Charles Bosanquet’s daughter, and started a relationship that eventually led to us
being married in 1973.

Thank you. And could you talk about the time spent together in this sort of courting
period, the sorts of things that you did together as opposed –? Are we talking about
the early ‘70s?
Yes.

The period from the holiday to –
Well, it was from 1966 up till about ‘73 or so. Like any relationship they have ups
and downs and Clare at that time was about to start a job in Cambridge and didn’t
want to get married and so didn’t accept my offer of marriage at that time. But
eventually I persuaded her and of course as was customary in those days a wife moves
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down to work and live with the husband, and that meant she had to give up her job in
Cambridge and come down to Surrey where I was based.

What was her job in Cambridge?
She worked for the Careers Research Advisory Centre which was a publishing house,
a private publishing house that published degree course guides, advice for people who
wanted to study a career, what they should read at universities, where the universities
had offered those courses and so forth, and so she was essentially an editor within this
publishing house.

And what did Clare do when she moved down here?
Well, quite shortly after then we had children, so she did eventually do some more
teaching, because she had been a teacher earlier in her career, and she taught French
and she did some teaching of history. She taught the flute, that had been her
instrument, and she also became trained in special needs teaching but these were all
part time jobs which fitted in with family life and …
[22:44]

And when were your daughters born, what were their –? Sorry to put you on the spot.
Oh [laughs] … 1975 [1974] and 1979 [1977] I think.

And were they – at the time they were born were you living here where the interview’s
taking place?
Yes. Well, when Rebecca, my eldest daughter, was born we were living three miles
up the road in Hambledon but we moved here when she was one and a half. I think.
My younger daughter was born here.

And in terms of your career you’re – I mean you become director of the institute in
1978 but I mean at the time of your marriage and the time that you were having
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children you’re quite a – you’re a fairly senior oceanographer within the National
Institute although not the director of it yet.
Yes.

And I wonder whether you could talk about how family life either ran alongside or
interacted with your career at this time. I’m asking partly because I know that a
considerable amount of travel was involved and that – and wonder whether your
family were involved in that in some ways, but also I’m interested in the level of your
family’s interest in what you were doing, in other words the interest of your children
in your work, the interest of your wife in your work, and that sort of thing.
One of the great advantages of where we lived was that it was very close to the
institute. In Hambledon I could walk to the institute. When we moved to
Chiddingfold in ’76 [75] it was a – a three mile drive, it could have been a three mile
walk. So what this meant of course, I didn’t have to spend hours and hours on trains,
I didn’t have to leave the house very early and I could get back relatively early in the
evening and that meant that I could share my life with Clare a great deal more and
when the children were growing up I could see a lot more of them. So that was a
tremendous advantage. I did of course have to go to sea on cruises so there were
periods when I was away for a month or maybe longer to places abroad. And then of
course there are conferences which naturally one goes to if they’re in your subject and
many of these were extremely interesting and in nice places. I think I’ve mentioned
before in my role with GEBCO that we had an annual meeting of GEBCO in different
parts of the world where there were oceanographic institutes with data that could go
into the system, and I was able to take Clare with me on many of these. We could
combine the job in hand with a holiday in New Zealand, in Australia, in Hawaii, in
Japan, in Monaco and so forth, and that was – Clare became very interested and
involved in the work that I was doing, although she’s not a scientist herself. But … at
the more local level within the institute we would occasionally have parties here of
institute staff, we had a children’s games open day one day in the summer, and this
was the advantage of having a large garden and space, and Clare took a lot of part in
that.
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And when you say interest and involvement in your work was she –? To what extent
did she help you in terms of, I don’t know, drafting or typing or discussing the sort of
content of what you were doing?
Well, not in the typing or drafting because I had a secretary who did that at the
institute, and most of the drafting I did actually was while at the institute. She would
occasionally read what I’d written but she didn’t get involved in the scientific
analyses that I had to do and which was part of the publication procedures. She –
things that she did see she liked to edit because professionally she was an editor when
she was working for CRAC.

Oh, so she might make suggestions about your prose or –
Yes, yes [laughs].
[28:00]

I see. And I asked you at the start of the recording about time spent with your father
and your mother when you were a child and I wonder whether you could talk about –
obviously there’s all sorts of things that you’ve done but I wonder whether you could
give us a sense of the kinds of things that you – time spent with your daughters and
your son when not working sort of – I suppose I’m asking about family time together,
the sorts of things you did.
Well … I suppose this reflects on what my interests were and … with the family, the
family holidays that we took varied from being seaside holidays and beach type
holidays, which I always enjoyed and we all as a family did, to holidays overseas with
Clare’s family. Her mother was American and so there were many, many cousins in
America. Her grandfather had bought some property north of Bar Harbour in Maine,
that the family from New York retired to in the hot – heat of New York summers, and
that has become a meeting point for many members of Clare’s family. Her mother
was one of nine children so there are a lot of uncles and aunts and cousins, and to this
day they meet during a couple of months in summer at this place which is called
Tranquillity Farm. There are a number of houses there now built by different
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members of the family and when we go on holiday there it’s a very social occasion
with sporting activities like sailing and tennis and climbing mountains and swimming
and picnicking on the beach and boating generally, and socialising. And so our
children came on these occasions and we’ve been to Maine in the USA about once
every three years for all the time that we’ve been married. A lovely, lovely place, I
mean it’s beautiful countryside, it’s rocky with inlets and bays and lobsters to eat, so
it’s very good. Other holidays we’ve taken in France, we’ve been on the Atlantic
coast of France, we’ve been down to Dordogne, sometimes camping but on the whole
we’re not a very keen camping family. And then as the children grew older of course
they started to do their own thing, travel with their own friends obviously.
[31:10]

And what has been the level of interest of your own children in your work?
They’ve been interested but not involved, although Susanna did some science at
school and she went on to Edinburgh University and read architecture. Rebecca read
geography at Newcastle University and that led her into a sustainability,
environmentally conscious career which she is continuing now. Andrew was more
business oriented, he did a business degree and went into the retail business.
[32:04]

Thank you. And at the very beginning of the recording we talked about family
holidays. For example, there was the repeated holidaying in Cornwall which
involved more and more sophisticated attempts at sort of sailing and which you were
involved in with your brother, and I wonder whether you could talk about the
development of your interest in sailing throughout your life if possible and any
overlap with oceanography. I mean obviously they both involve boats but I wonder
whether there’s – there are any specific overlaps between your interest in sailing
outside of work, I think in restoring boats and sailing for pleasure but also racing,
whether there are any overlaps between that and oceanography. I notice in your
memoirs that other – or other geologists anyway, are involved in this sort of outside
interest in sailing. I think Drummond Matthews is mentioned at one point.
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Yes.

So that’s two questions really, the first is the development of your interest in sailing
throughout your life and the second is any instance of overlap between sailing on the
one hand and oceanography on the other.
I think I may have mentioned already that when we had holidays down in Cornwall
before the war my parents rented a row boat for us to – my brother and I to play
around in which we eventually converted into a small sailing boat. And during the
war we were both working on a farm on the River Thames at Henley and there was a
sailing boat in the barn there, that had belonged to the brother of the farmer who was
away fighting the war, that had a hole in the bottom. And we asked whether we could
repair the hole and take this boat onto the river, which we did. And sailing there was
great fun, it was – already we had learnt a certain amount about the rudiments of
sailing. We were keen on the Swallows and Amazons books which was all about
sailing, and so we honed our skills somewhat on the Thames at that time. When I
joined the navy in ‘45, I signed up in ‘44 but in ‘45 I went down for training in
Plymouth, and there was a lot of boat work there, sailing in twenty-seven foot whalers
and thirty-two foot cutters in Plymouth Sound. And because I’d got quite a good
knowledge of sailing by then I could undertake a certain amount more responsibility
than others who didn’t, and that was great fun. And that continued a little bit when I
went to Cambridge on the short course, we did some sailing there. I suppose that was
before I went to Plymouth. Around about in the late ‘40s my brother and I – my
brother belonged to the Bar Sailing Association as he was training to be a barrister
and there was a solicitor who he got to know by the name of Conrad Oldham who
owned a rather beautiful large-ish sailing yacht that he kept on the town quay at
Poole, Poole harbour. And this was a boat called Marigold, it had been built in I think
about 1875 as a gentleman’s yacht. It had been somewhat stripped down by the time
he was living on it, had a shorter mast and a shorter bowsprit, but Dennis and I sailed
with him on various cross channel races. We always came last because he was a very,
very cautious sailor and it was unfortunate we came so late because we usually missed
the crews’ race dinner. Anyhow, that gave more experience and then I did some
crewing for other people on quite large private yachts, on one occasion sailing down
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from Holy Loch where a big yacht called Thendara had been – during the war, been
swinging around a buoy with a barrage balloon tied to it and of course had got
decayed very badly. And somebody bought this, largely to get the lead out of the
keel, but decided it was such a nice boat that they’d actually convert it back to its
original state, and I sailed on that down from Holy Loch down past Ireland and then
round in Land’s End and we took it into Southampton. We nearly had a disaster
going into Southampton because the rudder post cracked from top to bottom and the
ship became somewhat uncontrollable. However, that ended all right. And so I had
that sort of experience in quite large boat sailing.
I always would like to have had a cruising boat of my own but finances wouldn’t
allow it and the time simply wouldn’t allow it, but I did get a fourteen foot dinghy
which was one that was sitting in a cow shed in the middle of Wiltshire, through a
friend and it was called a Lymington Pram, it was a clinker built boat, designed in – a
1938 design. And I kept that here, having repaired it, and sailed it down in Chichester
harbour with great joy and took the children down sailing. We sailed a lot down there
when we could during the summer. Eventually the boat became unseaworthy, it
leaked so much that Claire refused to go out in it and it sat in the garden gradually
rotting for many years. But at that time I’d then bought a Wayfarer, a sixteen foot
fibreglass Wayfarer, which we also sailed down in Bosham Harbour in Chichester
harbour, kept it at Bosham. And we had a lot of fun there because we could sail down
to East Head where there’s a sandy beach, good swimming, lovely picnicking area,
and the children enjoyed that, I enjoyed it, Clare enjoyed it, and still occasionally,
although the boat is kept in the garden at the moment, occasionally we get it out.
[39:12]
How that all impacted on my oceanography? I think that where it impacted was that
my sense of the sea and what the sea can do and how it can behave and the
seamanship that I learnt in the navy all contributed to my ability to design
experiments and carry them out from ships at sea. It was quite noticeable that a lot of
the scientists who had been in the navy during the war, or after the war, on the whole
had better designed experiments than those that hadn’t had that experience.
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As someone – you’re speaking to someone with no sea experience at all, what sorts of
understanding of the behaviour of the sea help you in designing an experiment? In
other words, what can be decisive about the success of this experimenting? What did
you gain in sailing experience to help you to design these experiments that others
lacked?
I think one [laughs] – one very simple thing is one learned about knots and splices and
how to tie things up and make them secure, it was a very elementary crude thing. But
more generally, the impact that a moving sea surface has on instruments, the problems
of corrosion of things in the sea led to design criteria which had to be anti-corrosion,
particularly if they were going to be deployed for some time. The ability to handle
wires and cables and ropes was sort of second nature to me but it wasn’t second
nature to people who hadn’t got experience at sea. The ability to keep – have
instruments, design instruments, where the water didn’t get in under pressure. Now
that was not something one learns from sailing because you don’t have to do that but
gradually in designing instrumentation I think my knowledge of the sea helped there.
And I think it was an attitude to rough weather too and the ability to read weather
systems and to look at weather maps and interpret them, which were always very
critical things in deciding whether to pursue an experiment or curtail it, whether
something was going to be possible in deteriorating weather conditions or not. Those
judgements depend on some experience of the sea over years [laughs] which
gradually infiltrates into your blood perhaps.

And can you call to mind any experiments that you think were attempted by people
without this understanding and that were affected by the lack of it?
I don’t think I can really put my finger on anything specific like that... Clearly if
you’re in a ship that’s rolling badly, as they did very frequently, one had to learn how
to lash something down, make sure it’s secure, and some people were not very good at
this. They would think that if they put an instrument on a table and then turned in it
would be there all right in the morning. If you’ve had experience of a rolling ship
you’ll know very well you’ve got to secure it and do something with it. That kind of
thing some people didn’t succeed at [laughs].
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[43:39]

And could you say the extent to which your interest in sailing out of work was shared
by other oceanographers?
I think many had their own sailing activities but I didn’t get involved with them on
those. I mean I know many – several of them had their own boats and sailed in
different parts of the country but how they got on and what they did, I don’t know.

Did you sail with other ocean, other professional oceanographers?
The only one really I did sailing with was Drummond Matthews who was also a keen
sailor and I knew him socially as well as professionally through geophysics. And he
would come down here and we’d go off to Chichester harbour and sail together.
There was one time we went down to Itchenor to sail and we found that the boat
wasn’t there where it should have been on the chains in Itchenor harbour on the hard.
And there’d been quite a strong gale a few days before so we reckoned that it might
have been broken adrift and fetched up somewhere on the other side. We drove
around in the car and eventually found it high and dry up a creek on the opposite side
of the river, of the harbour. We had to launch it down through a sea of mud and then
sail it back to Itchenor and sort it out [laughs]. But I’ve had a lot of fun sailing with
Drummond and he, I know, had his own boat and – which he sailed in the North Sea
and elsewhere.
[End of Track 9]
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Track/Part 10

Would you be able to tell me about the role of female scientists at the National
Institute of Oceanography? I realise it changes its name as the time goes on but
we’re talking about that institute.
I suppose when NIO was founded there were predominantly male oceanographers
from the group W, the wave group at the Admiralty Research Laboratories. By the
time I joined the institute in ‘55 I would think probably there were ten or fifteen or
twenty per cent of the staff were female, if we leave aside the secretarial
administrative side which tended in those days to be much more female than male.
There were people like computer specialists who came in, mathematicians, theoretical
people, who joined the institute and who contributed enormously. They were not able
in the early days to go to sea with Discovery II, partly I think because on the whole
they hadn’t designed experiments that were requiring seagoing but Discovery II didn’t
have the facilities for females on board. We only had about eight to ten scientists and
– on board and to have ladies, girls, on board required separate washing facilities, etc,
etc. And also there was quite a tendency amongst seagoing officers and crew not to
want to have females on board. This was characteristic I think of the Merchant Navy
and of the Royal Navy but as far as I remember one of the first girls who came on a
cruise was probably in the new Discovery in about 1963, ‘64, when a marine biologist
went out with the marine biology group, and there was one female marine biologist by
the name of Betty Kirtley I think. Now I think I’m right in saying this, it’s – my
memory of that is not all that secure because I wasn’t involved. I think that was
breaking new ground, certainly for the institute. It was perhaps less so in America,
there was a wife of one of the distinguished geophysicists at the Scripps Institution
who went to sea in one of their ships. She was the first wife to go and she was very
interested in the sociology of women at sea and wrote a book about this. But after
that first cruise with Betty Kirtley on board I suspect there weren’t many cruises with
girls. In geophysics cruises I think probably one of the first girls who came was Carol
Williams who was in the Geophysics Department at Madingley Rise and who
subsequently wrote about Madingley Rise in the history of that place. And she in fact
was a research student of Maurice Hill’s and did her own work and contributed a great
deal to – to the scientific work going on. Over the years I think more and more
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women became involved, I wouldn’t like to put a figure on the proportion of scientists
who were women at the time when I was director. It possibly was twenty-five, thirty,
thirty-five per cent, something of that order, and they made a substantial contribution.

Thirty-four per cent of female scientists –
Yes.

Among the scientific –? And at that time were they likely to go on cruises, at the time
you were director?
Oh, yes, by that time, yes.
[05:00]

And I know that you weren’t on this particular cruise, the one that Betty Kirtley went
on in the early ‘60s, but what did you hear about that experience, given that it was, as
you say, breaking new ground? What did you hear about that?
I think what I heard, if anything, was that she found it quite difficult being the only
girl on an all male ship but that’s very much second hand impressions. Others who
were on that cruise will tell you much more.

And you’ve pointed out the historical tendency for the naval crews and officers not to
want female people on board, but what about the views of the male scientists at this
time, of this change?
I don’t think they objected at all. I think the limitations were sort of partly practical in
terms of cabins and there was a number of people sharing cabins at that time. Of
course it meant that a woman on her own had to – maybe a double cabin was used for
a single person which limited the numbers. But I don’t think there was any
resentment of there being a woman on board.
[06:31]
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Hmm. And the women that you mention at the early – when you first joined the
institute there were female computer technicians and mathematicians, I wonder if you
could say a little bit about – more about the way their role fitted into the institute.
What were the mathematicians being used for, in what ways were they being called
upon to use computers in relation to what was going on at the institute at that time?
Well, computers were of course in a very primitive stage then. I think that, for
instance, with the wave research that was done, and wave research was a very
important part of the institute’s activities, the … the wave – the theoretical work on
waves in predicting wave forms and formation and behaviour required very difficult
calculations and these needed to be done on computers which we didn’t have at the
institute. There were major computing facilities at other places that institute people
used, I can’t remember the names of these computers, EDSAC comes to mind. I think
some went up to Cambridge and used the computers, some went to Farnborough and
used their computers, some went to the Admiralty Research Laboratories. And some
of the girls were involved in computer programming in order to carry out these
calculations and worked with scientists like Michael Longuet-Higgins and Henry
Charnock and James Crease and others. And this I think gradually, as the education of
women into technical scientific activities and theoretical activities increased, so the
more women came to work on these problems.

Did your work involve you in interaction with female computing staff?
No, not very much, no. I on the whole wasn’t a very much – I didn’t use modelling as
a technique very much and so I didn’t have to get involved in that. I think a lot of my
science was very observational science, looking back on it, collecting data and –
rather than modelling through theoretical approach, mathematical approach.
[09:25]

Thank you. Now over the period in which you were director of the institute when –
this is 1978 to 1988, could you talk about the effect on the institute’s work of popular
and political concerns with, and scientific concerns with, climate change which as far
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as I can tell by the general context of this period would seem to have increased over
that period of time?
I think there was a realisation beginning to emerge that the meteorologists, whose
main role was to understand the atmosphere and to feed their understanding into the
prediction of weather and in longer term climate activities, their early concept of the
oceans was a boundary layer with very, very simple properties. The …
oceanographers realised that the exchange of energy between the ocean and the
atmosphere was a significant controlling factor on atmospheric development and the
oceanographers had their model for ocean circulation and for wave formation and
ocean roughness and so forth. The meteorologists had their models to do with upper
atmosphere turbulence and cyclones and fronts and so forth. And these two were a
very poor match with each other and they didn’t interact, the models didn’t interact,
partly because the atmosphere is a very, very low density material, the oceans are
relatively high density. The oceans are much more fluid and viscous and the
atmosphere is less so. Their ability to carry heat and so forth is different. I mean the
whole of the heat contained in the atmosphere is equivalent to the heat in the top one
metre of the ocean, so the ocean is a huge source for heat which the atmosphere taps
into. This awareness of the discrepancy between the scale of activities in the oceans
and the atmosphere was very much illustrated. The atmosphere, we knew about
cyclones and anticyclones and fronts, things which are maybe 1,000 kilometre:
diameter of a – of a cyclone. In the ocean the oceanographers were beginning to
realise that there was also rotational eddies in the oceans driven by the differences in
pressure and temperate and salinity, but the scale there was 100 kilometres, not 1,000
kilometres. That scale didn’t match and there was a lot of activity to try to bring
together these two by looking at the – trying to interact the ocean atmosphere
modelling. That took many, many years. There were research programmes set up
largely I think from the meteorologists’ side: the World Climate Research Programme
was one which had various different sub-programmes involved in it. The
oceanographers had started to discover about El Niño in the Pacific where the Pacific
equatorial currents either bring warm water and cap the colder water over the eastern
Pacific or the situation is reversed and the El Niño as a phenomena related to the
Christ child because it is a sort of Christmas phenomena. The oceanographers were
able to describe that and relate it to the movements in the oceans but it soon became
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apparent that the – it had an impact, not just locally in the Pacific but it had an impact
on the whole global atmospheric programme. So to try to integrate that into the
global atmospheric programmes was again a very difficult thing and I guess still is.
The meteorologists I suppose had long differentiated between weather, which is what
happens on a day to day business, and climate which is a longer term averaging of
weather patterns. And the driving force for these averaged weather patterns of
climate have usually got a very remote source. I think the El Niño sources, probably
starts in the eastern Indian Ocean and in the western Pacific by exchange of
atmospheric pressure systems. An equivalent thing in the Atlantic, the north Atlantic
oscillation between the high pressure and low pressure, determines something about
what’s going on. A lot of this is controlled maybe by the jet stream in the upper
atmosphere. To bring all these things into one model was the sort of golden aim of
oceanographers, atmospheric scientists, but it involved a huge amount of
observational work in the oceans and in the atmosphere. I think the work that John
Swallow did on the movement of the water and the work that Henry Stommel at
Woods Hole did on the movement of ocean circulation and the conveyor belts of heat
are what the atmosphere feeds on. So how did NIO become involved in all this?
Well, obviously the physical oceanographers, the circulation people, the air sea
interaction specialists like Henry Charnock and James Crease, were trying to work out
the numerical and physical procedures that these happened and build those into
models.
[16:28]

Thank you. Was the institute asked by, well, journalists or – yes, I suppose and other
popular sources, to comment on climate change at this time, at the time you were
director? I suppose I’m thinking about particularly sea level rise was discussed at
this time in the ‘80s, whether you were approached to comment on climate change in
the popular and political discourse.
I don’t think in those days one talked about climate change in the sense that we do
today, one talked about climate models. Sea level at the, what used to be the Institute
of Oceanographic - Coastal Oceanography and Tides and later became part of NIO, or
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IOS actually, the Liverpool lab. They had got a sea level observation programme
going and were monitoring sea level in different places, certainly around the UK and
at other places in the world. At that time it was quite hard to detect any trend in sea
level change, that I think is now more obvious. The ideas of carbon dioxide and the
greenhouse effect probably didn’t come along till quite a lot later … but there were
people who had looked at climatic variations in the past from a geological or
quaternary geological point of view. One of the factors that was beginning to come in
at about this stage was satellite observations.
One of the major programmes that the institute was involved in jointly with many
other countries was called the Joint Air Sea Interaction Programme, or JASIN. Now
this involved observations of the atmosphere, of the oceans, in an area to the –
centrally to the north west of the British Isles, I think, or maybe in the north east
Atlantic generally, where there was a great combination of observations of the
atmosphere and of the oceans, and buoys and so forth. And that was quite a major
undertaking and it so happened that at that time the Americans had put up a satellite
called SEASAT. SEASAT was designed for observing the sea in one way and
another, it carried the first radar altimeter measuring the height of the satellite above
the sea surface and I think some of the SEASAT observations were integrated into the
JASIN programme. Interestingly enough the satellite altimetry programme also told
us, over the deep ocean, about some of the topography by looking at the effects of
topography beneath the sea surface on the gravity field at the sea surface which then
became dimpled and tilted and so forth. SEASAT unfortunately didn’t last very long,
as a lifetime it failed after, I think it was several months, and the system of – that
system of observing wasn’t reintroduced until quite a number of years later but it did
forge the way for observing the oceans from satellite. What a satellite can do with
radar altimeter, as well as looking at the distance from the satellite to the sea surface,
it can also measure the roughness of the sea surface so that you can look at not only
the roughness but the direction of the wave pattern and interpret wave pattern from
the satellite observations. That was very important in looking at this whole business
of interaction of the atmosphere and the oceans. The sea surface roughness
determines the transfer of energy, heat and probably salt between the two.
[21:33]
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This might be a good opportunity to ask about your relations with, or the institute’s
relations with, NERC in terms of the way in which you had to relate to NERC in order
to develop research projects. Perhaps you could start by telling me about the timing
of NERC’s sort of developing greater control over institutions including the national
institute.
NERC was created I think in … something like 1970 [1965], I would have to check
on my book on that [laughs]. Certainly when – it was before George Deacon had
retired as director and there was an international –there was a national government
committee called the Trend Report that recommended to the government that research
right throughout the country should be controlled by a series of research councils, the
Medical Research Council, the Science Research Council, the – and one of them was
the Natural Environment Research Council. And at that time the control of NIO was
transferred to NERC. The director then, George Deacon, was on the whole very upset
by this because he had had essentially a – he was in control of his own lab and its
finances and its ships and things, and when NERC took over NIO he lost that control.
Now the feeling was that NERC had not got the right experience to be running
probably a research laboratory, but however it did in the end, and that transfer of the
finances of the institute were transferred to NERC. Eventually the running of the
ships was transferred to NERC. When IOS was formed by bringing, and this was a
NERC decision, bringing the laboratories at Liverpool and Taunton together to form
IOS, this was a NERC decision and the director, when I was director and Henry
Charnock before me, had to report and talk to NERC. As an organisation we oldies
tended to be rather critical of NERC but we had to work with it, it was our bread and
butter and there were a lot of good things that they did. They were responsible also
for the Institute of Geological Sciences, the Institute of Hydrology, the Institute of
Terrestrial Ecology, and many – these were brought under the NERC control. There
was one time, after an examination of the NERC laboratories by an independent
examination, I think, chaired by one of the NERC council, the recommendation was
that the NERC institute directors should all move to Swindon where NERC had its
headquarters. And this was resisted strongly by the NERC directors who felt that this
was really not a good thing, a director needs to be in touch with his institute and his
researchers and to be able to talk to them, see them and develop the programmes, that
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to become a remote director sitting in a headquarters seventy-five miles away was not
the way to proceed. That didn’t happen at that time but NERC did implement that
later on and they appointed a director, three directors, in NERC headquarters, a
director of marine sciences, a director of geological sciences and a director of
terrestrial and ecological sciences; I can’t remember the name of the third. It was
anticipated by NERC that I would apply for that position [of director of marine
sciences] in Swindon and I considered for a long time as to whether to do that. I still
felt strongly that it was a wrong move and so I declined to apply for that position. It
was a position that was eventually filled by John Woods and for the rest of the time
that I was director I worked alongside John Woods. Although he was nominally my
senior in fact we were graded equally, we were both grade three, and John felt that he
wasn’t able to … exercise perhaps as much control over me as he would have liked.
My successor as director was only a grade five, so that made quite a big difference but
John Woods and I got on well together.
And during that time other things were happening substantially throughout NERC, but
particularly the Rothschild pushes on commissioned research. And the fact that we –
although originally with Rothschild we had to … apply for funds that were held or
had been transferred out of IOS into, or NIO perhaps as it was then, we had to apply
for funds that were transferred to government departments and get the funds back to
do their work. Later on we had to get money where we could, private, abroad,
whatever, and this commissioned research element became a dominant feature so that
the control of the finances were on the one hand science budget money, blue sky
research or whatever you like to call it, and on the other hand commissioned research
where you found somebody who’d pay you to do something and they would define
what you wanted to do. I think nowadays it’s probably even more commissioned
research and less science money, but the divisions between these were discussed at
NERC level.

And so the survey of the Exclusive Economic Zone, would that represent one example
of commissioned research?
Yes.
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Income, yes.
It was. And a very good income it was. For about eight years we got significant
income in tens of millions of pounds from that research contract: in retrospect I think
we should have charged more. I think we weren’t quite as good as we might have
been in pushing a bargain but it was such a successful programme that the
development of GLORIA and the use of it in that enabled the institute to be awarded a
Queen’s Award for Technical Achievement which was a big feather in the cap of the
institute and we had a special occasion when this was awarded. And I think it was
significant in the fact that this was recognised in awarding me a knighthood.
[30:24]

And in the period of time that you were director what were the other significant
contracts that brought in money into the institute? If the GLORIA survey is one that
brought in a lot of money what were the other major contracts?
I think one of the really big ones which perhaps hasn’t had enough coverage is the
work we did in waves. As I’ve said the institute started through wave research at the
Admiralty laboratory and the group who worked in waves and particularly in the
applied waves, applied physics, department under Tom Tucker; Malcolm Tucker as he
should be known but we always called him Tom. There were various extremely
important elements in wave research and wave prediction. And this went alongside
the development of the oil industry in the North Sea. The oil industry, when they
started drilling in the North Sea, essentially a lot of the drilling technology was
American from the Gulf of Mexico where the wave conditions were on the whole
calm most of the time but the occasional hurricane. In the North Sea things were very
different, not such fierce conditions as a hurricane, although occasionally storms
almost at hurricane force, but a much more constant rough seas. Now [one of] the
design problems for building an oil rig is at what height do you put the platform above
the sea surface? And the question that was asked then of the institute, because we had
by this time been collecting wave statistics from various wave measuring devices that
we had both on ships and on lighthouses and on the coast: all [most] of these were
developed by our applied physics group in the institute. The importance of
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determining the hundred year wave in the design of platforms: every extra foot on a
platform was a million pounds, so the engineers wanted to know what it was. But
there were one or two occasions when they underestimated the effect of waves and
what they had underestimated was the impact of constant wave bombardment and the
… what’s the technical word for it when steel’s become … weakened by constant
stress? It’ll come to me [fatigue]. And there were one or two occasions in the North
Sea where the rigs had collapsed and this was proved to be due to the wave
conditions, so the prediction of wave conditions was a very important element and a
lot of research work which we did, the commissioned research, was commissioned by
the Department of Energy or the Department of Industry into wave research. Later
on, as I said, with satellites, they could tell about waves and some of the people who
worked on wave predictions and wave formulae and relating wave production to
weather systems in order to give wave predictions, that was done by people like
Tucker, people like Laurie Draper, people like David Carter, using whatever source of
data they could.

So the money in that case would come from the Department of Energy rather than
from oil companies themselves?
I think probably both, I don’t know precisely. I think in some cases oil companies
themselves would commission work on this but [mainly] the Department of Energy
and Industry. I can’t remember, at one stage they combined, or was it the DTI: the
Department of Trade and Industry? They had to authorise and regulate the platform
designs and so they needed to know as well.
[35:34]

And I think that this was while you were a director, you attempted to encourage the
Indian government to use GLORIA for a similar sort of purpose that the Americans
had used it. Is that right, is it –?
Well, it’s not quite right, that was after I’d ceased to be director and I was approached
by the Indian government, a man who was at that time environment minister in India,
a Dr Qasim, spelt, Q, A, S, I, M without a U in it. I was invited to go over to India
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and discuss the possibility of using GLORIA, and this was two or three years after I’d
retired, and to give talks at various centres around and then talk to the government
about this. In the event it didn’t happen for a variety of reasons. The Indians were
very sensitive to any work being done in their continental margins. They were very
concerned about, I think, probably foreign countries coming to exploit their own
natural resources. They were also – the navy was very sensitive about Pakistan and
warships, you know, naval problems. I think also we, at that stage, were negotiating
with Marconi to – for them to do – to build a GLORIA and to maybe subcontract
some of the observation work, and I think Marconi had got a bad name for various
reasons in India and that was not a good thing. Anyhow, it got me a nice trip around
India.

How were you aware of those concerns of the government? Were you just told, were
they telling you that this was what were they were concerned –?
Oh, it came through from discussions with different people. I don’t know specifically
at what stage but it was quite apparent that – I think Marconi had blotted its copy
book in some arms deal that they were developing, I didn’t really want to know about
that.
[38:12]

Thank you. And at the end of the recording today I wonder whether you could start to
tell me about, I think that we’ll need to continue next time but start to tell me about
your work in education, I think principally as a governor of various places?
I suppose this goes back quite a number of years. My first wife, Juliet Chapman as
she was before she was married, her father and her – well, her father’s sister had
founded a school in Sutton in Surrey, south London, called Glaisdale and Cecil
Chapman, Juliet’s father, was on the governing body of Glaisdale and asked if I
would join the governing body. Now this was a private primary school, mixed
primary school, initially developed in a private house but expanding in various ways,
and so I started to learn about the problems of education in private school from the
governors’ point of view. And that was great, we had meetings every three months or
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so and discussed the appointment of staff and the funding and expansion and so forth.
It was later on in … let’s see, about ‘81, 1981, I think, that I was asked by George
Deacon, who had been director of NIO, who had by this time retired but he was still
working, whether I would take over from his position on the governing body of
Charterhouse, Charterhouse being a private ‘public school’ [requests quotation marks]
quite local to here at Godalming, it’s only a twenty minute drive. And the governing
body of Charterhouse, a high proportion of the governors are actually appointed by
different organisations, like the University of Cambridge and the University of
Oxford, the University of Surrey. The … the Archbishop of Canterbury is nominally
the chairman and one of the appointees is from the Royal Society. George Deacon
had been the Royal Society representative and asked me if I would take over his
position as representative. He’d been on the governing body for twenty-five years
and felt it was time to leave, so I welcomed the opportunity and said yes. This must
have been then after I was made a Fellow of the Royal Society [in 1980]. So maybe
‘81 is the wrong date, perhaps it’s later than that. However, so … because it was a
local school I had known Charterhouse largely from the music there and because my
interest in playing the French horn, which I continue to this day, meant that I played
in various orchestras and one of those met in Charterhouse on a Sunday afternoon
conducted by one of the Charterhouse staff. And it was a full blooded orchestra and
with a substantial repertoire of things, and it was called Purely for Pleasure so we just
did it for fun. So I got to know some of the staff at the school at that time and the
school premises. And then when I became a member of the governing body and all of
the things that governing bodies do at a public school, one of the first issues I got
involved with was the need to upgrade their science department and science buildings,
which were incredibly old fashioned. In fact they were so old fashioned that they
were used as – as a part of the scenery for a film about Churchill’s early life [laughs].
So – and that was a challenging thing and interesting to undertake, together with the
head of science and the science teachers. Thereafter there were a number of other
things that I got involved in at Charterhouse. In … the year – now I’ll get my dates
right, in the year 2000 [1995] I was appointed chairman of the governing body. I may
have to alter these dates later on I think [laughs], there’s too many dates [inaud]. And
I was chair for five years. The first major thing that happened to me as soon as I
became chairman was that the headmaster was to be revealed by one of the tabloid
newspapers to be having an affair with a call girl, and that led to having to ask for his
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resignation and to cope with all that involved at that school, telling the staff, telling
the future parents, etc, etc. A very difficult period for me when that happened and we
had to dismiss the headmaster. That involved me having to, and the governing body,
having to find a new headmaster and for a year to work with a temporary headmaster,
who was the second master that I promoted into that job.

Could you tell me more about the decisions you made in designing the new science
buildings for Charterhouse?
Well, there were – the first decision was whether to keep it in the same building that it
had been or in whether to build a new building somewhere else. And the science
block, as it is, is in the sort of centre of the school. Any new building would have to
be on the periphery of the present buildings. So that was a major decision we had to
make which we made to keep it where it is. I mean these were recommendations to
the governing body who then made the decision. The … then one had to think is it
right to have a biology floor, a chemistry floor and physics floor, how do we arrange
the laboratories and what do we do with computers, what do we do with – you know,
there are all sorts of bits to upgrade it and to look at the curriculum that was going to
be taught. How best to handle that, how best to handle the support staff who were
looking after the equipment and setting up laboratories, etc, etc, you know, the whole
lot of details which I worked with and with my knowledge of science I could help. I
tried to raise money for this through an older Carthusian who had actually in years
gone by, had discovered the metals of platinum and rhodium, I think, and the
company that was founded on his discoveries I tried to get some money out of.
Unfortunately it was a bad time financially for everybody in the country and they
were about to go bust, [laughs] so I didn’t succeed in that.
[47:17]

And perhaps we could just mention at the end of today in terms of a sort of brief
overview so that we can come back to these things next time, a sort of outline of
activities since retirement, because I know that you certainly didn’t stop working in
oceanography when you retired so if you could give a sort of sketch of your key areas
of work since.
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I think the first thing that happened was, and I should go back a little bit. At one stage
the House of Lords Science and Technology Committee decided to investigate
oceanography in the country and this involved clearly investigating IOS. And there
were a number of members on that House of Lords committee who made many visits
and I was interviewed and so forth, and that was – and they came out with a report,
and the report talked about the need for better coordination between the scientific and
the marine scientific aspects of government, the navy and the Department of
Environment and the Department of Trade and Industry, etc, etc. And as a result of
that report they set up something called the Coordinating Committee for Marine
Science and Technology, CCMST, and I served on that for probably a couple of years,
and on a consultant basis, and wrote various aspects of that report on international
relations, on marine geology and geophysics and, etc, and that took quite a lot of time.
I was involved of course in the GEBCO activities for many years after I retired.
There were various projects that I was involved in; one was a science committee [for
NERC] that I’d chaired, a science committee of the Autosub programme. Autosub
was autonomous underwater vehicle, an AUV, designed by the institute and starting
when I was director but it matured after the institute had moved to Southampton as an
operating vehicle that was free swimming and pre-programmed to go and do things in
the deep ocean. And when it became operational the Southampton Oceanography
Centre wanted to have a committee to look at the scientific proposals of what it could
do, and I chaired that committee and that was a very interesting thing to do. There
was another programme initiated by the geography society, the RGS, the Royal
Geographical Society, called the Shoals of Capricorn programme. And this was
designed to look at largely the western Indian Ocean, the impact of the meteorological
conditions, the conditions of the islands, the ocean circulation, the – one thing and
another, very much related to the Seychelles archipelago, and I served on that and
chaired one of their subcommittees. So those sort of things I – I did a certain amount
of examination for PhDs, I did a certain amount of assessing project proposals, one
thing and another.
[End of Track 10]
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Track/Part 11
[The following section is a commentary made by Anthony Laughton while being
shown a film dating from 1963 held by the Department of Geodesy and Geophysics
at Cambridge, possibly filmed by Maurice Hill. The cruise was on RRS Discovery.]

… a little lead-in so I’ll start.
[pause] This is a film of the expedition in the Royal Research Ship Discovery to the
Indian Ocean, part of the International Indian Ocean Expedition in August to
December 1963. It was the second cruise of Discovery in the Indian Ocean expedition
and the party of scientists, partly from Cambridge University geophysics department
and partly from the National Institute of Oceanography, joined Discovery in the Port
of Aden, in the Gulf of Aden. And here we see, I think, the Discovery leaving Aden
and setting forth to our work area which was mainly in the northwest Indian Ocean.
Discovery was a new ship at this time having been built largely for work in the tropics
and hence her light colour, painted white.
One of the critical aspects of any of our geophysical work was knowing where we
were and because there were no satellites and no radio aids out in the Indian Ocean
we would lay buoys with radar markers on the top so that as we steamed away from
the buoy we could navigate the ship. And here we’re laying one of the rather larger
than usual dhan buoys and we’ll see the radar reflector on the top. The man in the
centre is Dick Burt, the net man, who is the member of the crew who specialises in
helping the scientific programme.
We were aiming at getting a knowledge of the geology and the geophysics of the
Indian Ocean and part of this required us to collect samples of the bottom which we
did by dredging. This heavy steel frame with a chain link was lowered to the bottom
and dragged behind the ship steaming at one or two knots to try and collect rocks
from the seabed. In the foreground here we have the ship’s bo’s’un, a delightful man
called Harry Morton. [pause] In order to monitor where the dredge was in relation to
the bottom we fastened to the side of the wire a pinger, an acoustic source, that would
send a ping both to the bottom, and we’d get a reflection from the bottom so we could
tell how high it was above the bottom, and ping up to the surface. And this is the
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pinger being fitted onto the dredge wire, the dishes top and bottom directing the sound
in the right direction. [pause]
We carried about 6,000 metres of heavy steel wire rope, about half an inch in
diameter, which was used for the main heavy equipment. And now when the dredge
is on the bottom one senses it being on the bottom by vibrations coming up the wire.
The tension on the wire is measured by the strain gauge on the left and that is
Drummond Matthews feeling the wire to see if it is actually dredging, dragging along
the bottom. And John Shorthouse with a radio communication to the bridge will say
whether we’re going too fast or too slow. [pause] Now we’re all waiting to see what
the dredge haul is going to produce. The man in the red shirt is Maurice Hill who is
the principle scientist on the ship and a distinguished geophysicist from Cambridge
University Department of Geophysics. And here comes the pinger in board, I believe
that’s me with the bathing costume on. [pause] And there is always the moment of
anticipation to know whether or not we have actually collected any rocks. [long
pause] And, yes, we have been successful. These are rocks dredged from the bottom,
the black colour is because they are coated with a manganese encrustation sitting over
a light coloured rock in the centre, and these manganese encrustations grow on chips
of rock or even sometimes [on] shark’s teeth forming manganese nodules, and these
encrustations are a mixture of manganese, iron oxide largely, but also have fragments
or traces of nickel, cobalt, zinc and various other elements. The dredge doesn’t
always come up full, on this occasion one of the weak links has broken and so the
dredge was capsized and caught nothing. [pause]
One of the aspects that I was especially involved in was the photography of the
bottom using this deep sea underwater camera that I had designed several years before
when I first joined the Institute of Oceanography. And my assistant, John Jopling, is
now getting it ready to be launched. At the top is a pinger that transmits sound to the
surface, halfway down is the camera looking at the bottom through a special lens, and
then at the bottom perhaps you’ll see in a minute the flash, electronic flash, which
illuminates the bottom. [pause] The whole thing is lowered to the bottom on a smaller
wire than the one used for dredging and beneath the camera is a heavy weight and so
when the heavy weight touches the bottom at a distance of about twenty feet below
the camera it operates the flash, it takes the film, moves the film on to the next frame
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in the camera, and sends a ping to the surface so we know that it’s reached the bottom
and can lift it again. And these are some photographs taken of the bottom on the
Carlsberg Ridge in the north west Indian Ocean showing sand ripples, rocks,
encrusted rocks rounded with manganese encrustation, and sometimes the bottom
fauna indicating that there is life even at these extreme depths. [pause] Here the
camera is coming up, we don’t know yet whether it has taken any photographs.
[pause] That’s me in the foreground, John Jopling working to disconnect some of the
– there’s the heavy weight that hits the bottom first and triggers the camera. [pause]
And of course to operate at these great depths all the equipment, the camera and the
flashlight had to be contained in heavily built pressure cases to withstand pressure of
maybe a thousand atmospheres at the bottom of the sea. Washing it off to get the salt
water off.
Because this was an International Indian Ocean Expedition there were many ships
operating out there, and on this occasion we met up with Atlantis II which was the
research ship of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on Cape Cod. And she
had been having trouble with her wires and so we were having to send out to her some
spare wires that we had taken and on this occasion we, I think, floated them off to
Atlantis on a float. [pause] There she goes, the drums of wire so that Atlantis II could
pick them up and replace her wires that had rusted.
Another technique we used for sampling the bottom was to obtain a core of the
sediments by driving in a hollow tube into the bottom with a heavy weight above it.
The whole corer, which is horizontal at the moment before we put it over the side,
was suspended on a trigger and the trigger line hung beneath the corer so when the
trigger weight hit the bottom it released the corer which could freefall and to drive
itself into the bottom. And on the side of the coring barrel were fixed these
temperature probes. The purpose of these was to measure the flow of heat coming up
through the ocean floor and was a development from the technique that Sir Edward
Bullard developed in the earlier days of heat flow measurement. Here the corer is
being lowered over the side, in the distance is John Cleverley and nearer to us is Tim
Vertue, both who are helping the scientists, with a pipe is Dick Burt. And you can see
the three temperature measurements, temperature measuring probes clamped to the
side of the corer. [pause] The principle research student who was interested in this
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was John Sclater who we just saw with his back to us, that’s Tim Vertue again, and
John Sclater went on to have a distinguished career in heat flow measurements and
eventually moved to the Scripps Institution of Oceanography where he is currently
holding a professorship. [pause] Again we have a pinger on the side of the corer line
so that we can tell exactly how close to the bottom the corer is going to be and it helps
to monitor the amount of wire we’re using. There’s Maurice Hill in white shirt in the
foreground. This is recovering the trigger weight and there is the trigger mechanism,
the arm, from which the corer hang – hung before it was triggered. That’s been
detached from the wire. And there’s John Sclater with the glasses on.
We really liked the possibility on the new ship to be able to use hydraulic cranes and
to have new winches and wires which made handling of this equipment so much
easier. [pause] And I think that’s Bob Belderson in the foreground and John Jones
who was a student at Cambridge at that time, carrying the core barrel which is now
placed in a D trough with plastic and the purpose is to extract the core from inside the
core barrel, so a piston is put into the core barrel and the barrel itself is pulled back
with a – a chain hoist or a hydraulic lever and the core is gradually extruded like
toothpaste into this D trough. And the core will eventually be wrapped, it’ll be put
into a tube in sections and taken back to the laboratory where it can be examined in
detail. This white material is globigerina ooze; the calcareous remains of plankton
that have lived in the surface waters, have died, their calcareous shells settle on the
sea [bed] and make this very chalky ooze on the sea bottom. A lot of the ocean floor
is covered with this globigerina ooze although nearer to the continents there is more
clay from the continental erosion. On the left is Bob Whitmarsh, on the right is Bob
Belderson … having a first look to see what there is and often one just takes a little bit
of the core on your fingertips, puts it between your teeth to see whether there’s any
sand in it, whether it’s gritty or not. [pause]
We carried on the ship an ornithologist, a Roger Bailey from the University of
Oxford, and he was interested in the ecology and the feeding habits of sea birds – sea
birds in the Indian Ocean. We were quite close to one of the atoll islands in the Indian
Ocean called Île Desnoeufs, Island of Eggs, which is uninhabited except by thousands
or maybe millions of sooty terns. The captain brought the ship inside the outer reef
and anchored there and we set off on an expedition in the Zodiac rubber dinghy. You
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can see the ship anchored off there and we just landed on this very, very white sandy
beach. It was very hot, thousands of these terns came and made a fearful racket and
also there was a stinking smell of where these birds bred and their eggs, sometimes by
this stage rotten. No-one was allowed on the island; we had to get special permission
to visit it and to shoot and take samples of some of these birds and to analyse their
stomach content. I think this is a sooty tern and this is, I think, a red footed booby, a
young one, looking very sweet. There were some huts on the island that were used by
some of the natives of the area who were allowed to come onto the island for a week
or so at a certain period in the year to collect eggs. [long pause] These Zodiac rubber
dinghies were far more manoeuvrable and easy to handle than the ship’s lifeboats or
any larger motor boats.
One of the techniques at the Department of Geophysics at Cambridge had specialised
in was seismic refraction shooting. That is making explosions in the surface of the
sea and measuring or recording the sound waves that had travelled down to the
bottom of the ocean, been refracted along the layers of sediments or of rocks, and
were recorded on sonar radio buoys which were laid out in a string some distance
from the ship which is doing the shooting. These buoys then would radio the arrival
of sound recorded on hydrophones, it would be radioed back to the ship and recorded
on a recorder so that one could then see the time that’s taken from the explosion to the
time it gets to the buoys, and from this you can deduce the structure of the ocean
crust, the typical velocities of the sound in sediments and of the rock layers beneath
the sediments, and indeed determine the thickness of the ocean crust. For a sound
source we used an explosive called Geophex, these I think are twenty five pound
charges. They are, in this case, a total of fifty pounds, lashed together. And here the
detonator is being placed in a hole in the Geophex explosive. Discovery had been
built with a special ammunition locker where we kept up to maybe five tons of
Geophex. The platform for sending off the – launching the explosive was right on the
stern. John Cleverley on the right is communicating with the bridge via the walkie
talkie. Dick Burt on the left is standing by to light the fuse and once it’s fizzing away
then the charge is sent over the stern. And the data is recorded on a recorder,
multichannel recorder, each of the hydrophones on maybe four of five buoys sends its
signal back to the ship, and from the paper records that generate from this machine
measurements can be made of the time – distance recordings. This is a slightly larger
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charge, seventy-five pounds. [pause] Away charge. And then one had to find the
buoys again, of course they may be twenty, thirty miles away initially but recognised
by their flags. The buoys were then picked up. That’s me in the foreground again,
Dai Davies on the bottom left, Bob Whitmarsh on the far side in the blue shirt. And
Tim Francis was largely responsible for the working up of this seismic refraction
work. That’s Tim in the – without the shirt on and Bob Whitmarsh. The sonar buoys
of course have to have very carefully sealed waterproof seals and the equipment is
inside. You will notice that everything as you bring it on the ship has to be lashed
down. The ship of course is always moving, there is always the chance of something
being – falling over, so it becomes automatic to lash things down. And internal –
internals of the sonar buoy connected to batteries which sit right at the bottom and
they’re just disconnecting the power leads. By this time as well as having radio
transmissions sending the signals back to the ship the signals were also recorded in
the buoy using a thirty-five millimetre recorder. This was before the days I think of
digital recording in any form. There is the camera that is recording the output.
Sometimes we operated with two ships rather than one ship for seismic refraction and
HMS Owen, one of the Hydrographers’ survey ships, was made available to fire
charges and this enabled us to operate longer range seismic refraction lines. Owen
had come out from port, probably from Mombasa, and was bringing over to us mail,
stores, various things which we needed. Harry Morton, the bo’s’un, went down the
ladder to transfer bags of mail.
Maintenance always has to go on at sea to try to keep the ship looking clean and
smart. At this time we were coming back to Plymouth in the end.
[End of Track 11]
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Track 12
[Closed for twenty years until February 2032]
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Track 14 [Part 12 on http://sounds.bl.uk]

Would you be able to just tell me the names of the two pieces of music that you’ve
played and then anything around reasons for choosing those two or ways in which
those two pieces of music are significant in terms of your own life story?
Well, the first piece that I played was an adagio by Mozart. He has used that adagio
in the Clarinet Concerto and it’s a slow movement of the Clarinet Concerto but he’s
also used it elsewhere, and this is an arrangement for horn and piano. I particularly
like Mozart, we’ve had a lot of Mozart in the last few weeks played on the radio but
he is a fabulous composer and has written some wonderful things and his clarinet
concerto is one of my favourite pieces. The second piece I played was by
Mendelssohn, it was the – part of the incidental music to A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. It’s one of the famous solos for horn in the orchestral repertoire and is I think
a particularly wonderful tune and the theme goes on and develops after the little bit
that I played.

And are you able to remember or guess where you first encountered those two pieces
of music, whether listening or playing them?
Oh, this – they both go back a very long time. I think the – the solo from the
Mendelssohn Midsummer Night’s Dream music I do remember, particularly an
occasion at school when I was at Marlborough when the London Symphony Orchestra
came down and gave a concert and they played that particular piece. [Laughs] And I
remember watching the principle horn playing that solo and getting redder and redder
in the face as he went on.
[02:29]

Thank you. Last time, last session, we spoke about your interest in sailing beyond
oceanography and you mentioned that you and your brothers had liked, do like,
Swallows and Amazons, the books.
Yes.
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And so I just wanted to ask you to reflect on particular ideas or images or fantasies in
Swallows and Amazons that appealed to you as a child.
I think one of the exciting things about those books for a boy, or a girl come to that
matter, at the age of six, seven, eight, was the degree of independence that those four
children had, the sense that their father had said – and the father was in the navy- said
go ahead but look after yourselves and don’t do anything stupid. And then they were
able to set off sailing to explore an island on the – this particular lake in the Lake
District. It appealed to me and to my brother Dennis and I think when we actually
had the chance to do some sailing of our own this was part of the image that was in
the back of our minds.
[03:59]

Thank you. I apologise for hopping from area to area but on a track two or three
before the one that we’re recording now you kindly narrated an archive video of an
oceanographic cruise and a significant figure on that cruise seemed to be Dick Burt
who was the net man and I wonder whether you could tell me something more of his
background first and then I’ll ask you more about his role on board.
Dick Burt had spent his life at sea as a seaman. He was a seaman on Discovery II in
the pre-war period when she went down to the Antarctic on Antarctic expeditions with
Discovery Investigations and at a time when George Deacon was on board as chemist.
And so he had this background of working with research people. He – I don’t know
what he did during the war, I suspect he served in the navy, but on Discovery II and
then later on Discovery he was an extraordinarily useful man who supported the
scientific team. He wasn’t a member of the bo’s’un’s team, the bo’s’un looks after
the crew and the maintenance of the ship and the painting and so forth. Dick Burt’s
role was to look after the scientists and help them with organising gear, designing the
way that gear should be handled over the side and getting it backwards and forwards.
He was a remarkably talented man, not I suspect with any great formal education but
he was a very good artist, he used to draw and make things out of plasticine or
whatever and was an enormous help to the scientists, particularly later on when
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scientists came on board who had no experience of doing things at sea he could guide
them on to what to do and what not to do.

Do you know anything about his family background?
No, I don’t really, I’m not even sure whether he was married or not, but he spent most
of his life at sea so he couldn’t have had much of a family life ashore if indeed he had
one at all.

And apart from the period that you suspect that he served in the navy during the war
was he always working in this role on scientific ships or could he in some way be a
net man on a ship which had another purpose?
I’m sure he could have been a net man on any ship that was supporting scientists. He
in fact spent his whole career on Discovery and Discovery career, Discovery II –
Discovery II and Discovery in that order.

Yes.
Both he and the bo’s’un, Harry Morton who also had served in Discovery II before the
war, were both awarded the MBE for services to oceanography and that reflected how
much they were regarded by the director at the time and by others.
[07:36]

Would you be able to, this may be a very naïve question, but would you be able to tell
me why ‘net man’ is his title?
I suppose predominantly when marine biology was the dominant theme of a cruise, as
it was before the war, looking after the nets, designing them, building them, operating
them, was a very principle function that spread to all sorts of other functions as
equipment and techniques changed.
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Thank you. You’ve spoken about the bo’s’un who we saw in the video at one point I
think on the ladder bringing up the parcels –
Yes.
That had come across from HMS Owen. At one point in the video there is a man in a
white shirt wearing what seems to me to be a navy uniform at some point, and he’s in
the foreground with his back to us, and then in another part of the video there’s
possibly the same or a different man in a white shirt with various stripes walking on
the deck, he seems to be holding a pen or something, while the scientists are working.
Are you able to identify those people and say what their role was beyond what you’ve
already done for the narration?
Oh, I think it would be difficult for me to do that.

Yes.
I don’t remember specifically, we would have to look at the video again but there
were the officers on the ship who operated under the captain, there was a chief officer
and the first lieutenant and second lieutenant and second officer, they were
responsible for manning the bridge, making sure the ship was safe, keeping watches
and all the normal things that ship’s officers would do. And it may be one of those
who walked across in the video.

Yes. That would make sense ‘cause they seemed to be, in contrast to Dick Burt, quite
separate from the scientists.
Yes. And we worked very closely with them, I mean they were very friendly and we
shared the same messing arrangements with the officers.

Where would Dick Burt have –?
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Dick Burt would not have been in the officers’ mess, he would be with the crew with
the bo’s’un and the chief donkeyman, that’s the engineer crew man who keeps
watches down below in the engine room.
[10:22]

Thank you. Last session we covered quite a lot of your activities since retirement
from the National Institute of Oceanography or the names which it was later called in
terms of school governing and in terms of continuing in oceanography, but I wanted
to just, partly as a way of concluding the recording, to consider your sort of wider life
from retirement to the present. And I wonder whether you want to do some general
comments about that before I ask specifically about various kinds of autobiographical
activity but – so it’s a sort of general question about … pastimes really since
retirement beyond what we’ve already covered.
Well, when I retired, which was I think unfortunately early, there was a policy of
retiring at sixty at that time for economic reasons, I actually retired at sixty-one, I
would have been happily going on till sixty-five or more but however that was not to
be. As you said I have got involved in many oceanographic affairs that – on
committees, the GEBCO, work with the Southampton Oceanography Centre, various
different activities, but outside of all of that I also gave quite a number of informal
lectures to organisations such as the University of the Third Age, local societies
who’ve got interest in science, or in local affairs, so that even now I still give lectures
and I have a lecture that I’m giving in March to the Chiddingfold Society essentially
on the book that we’ve just published called Of Seas and Ships and Scientists. So in
that way I keep in touch with what’s going on but beyond that of course the family
has taken a major role. A certain amount of sailing in my dinghy that I keep in the
garden and rather less sailing now than I used to. Age I’m afraid has its moments
when your energy is less and music of course has been a continuing factor in my life.
I play with the Haslemere Musical Society, the orchestra of that, and sometimes sing
in the choir for the same society and we give three concerts a year, and that means
that I have to keep up my horn playing to a certain standard although I can no longer
be quite so fluent as I used to be, particularly in the high notes. But … I’ve also been
trying to summarise my life to bring together the various threads of bits and pieces
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and I started about, oh, nearly seven or eight years ago, to write my memoirs. Now
these are mainly for the benefit of my children who want to know about their
ancestors, about my parents, about my activities, what I’ve done, where I went to
school, my experience in the navy, my experiences at Cambridge and then there’s a
lot about my science and then about my other activities. So these memoirs are – I
suppose would run now to [over]100,000 words and I’m even now trying to put them
in a slightly better shape, including photographs and it’ll be a self publication type
thing distributed to the family.
[14:39]
Of course we – a number of people from the institute who were active there in the
1950s, ‘60s and ‘70s, a number gathered together and we decided that it was
important to write a history of that period of the National Institute of Oceanography,
before people died, before people forget what went on. And so for the last five years,
four or five years, we’ve been meeting, writing, compiling and I have been one of the
editors of the volume that was finally published in June of 2010 with the title Of Seas
and Ships and Scientists, and I think this has been quite well received by a number of
people.

Could you say something of the decisions made editorially in presenting this history,
decisions made in who to ask to contribute, division of the book, the focus of various
parts of the book, the sorts of things that as you mentioned you met and discussed this,
the sorts of things you discussed?
We met to begin with before any editors were appointed and we gathered together a
dozen or more of the staff who were active in that period. And there were other
things that had been written by members of the staff about that period whose writings
we drew on to go into the book. We asked the people to, both those who came to the
meeting and others, to write what they felt was important and interesting. And the
book was aimed not at a scientific student audience, although I gather it’s much
appreciated by students, it was aimed at people who worked in the institute, maybe in
secretarial ways or administrative ways as well as the scientists. It was aimed at
people who lived in the area and who wanted to know what went on up at that
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building behind King Edward’s School in Witley, and more generally to let the
history of NIO be known more widely internationally. NIO had got a very high
reputation in the post-war years and because of the dynamic leadership of George
Deacon and his ability to gather people around him who were skilled and interested,
the institute developed a reputation that was really way beyond the size of the institute
itself and was considered highly alongside places like the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography and Woods Hole. So we really felt that that needed to be recorded and
published, and the kind of decisions that the editors had to make, the real first problem
was when we had all the manuscripts in from contributors it amounted to far too much
– too much for a publisher to publish. We also had quite considerable difficulty
finding a publisher who was prepared to take this on, but in the end Lutterworth Press
at Cambridge agreed to publish it and we had to ask contributors to reduce what
they’d written by thirty per cent in order to make it manageable. And having done
that and then going through very carefully the different chapters, each of which was
written by somebody who had worked at the institute and of course because of that
had different styles, and we let these different styles carry on because that reflected
the authors. I contributed all or parts of about four chapters to this, so I had my own
work cut out doing those bits but in the end we then had to – there were four editors
who met together to make the final decisions and tidy the whole thing up and get it to
press.

Thank you. Just thinking about something you’ve just said, was there any curiosity at
the time that the NIO was set up by local people about what was going on in the
building behind King Edward’s School? Did you ever encounter any curiosity at the
time among the local population?
I think there was curiosity although it wasn’t very obvious what was going on behind
the school. The buildings had been put up during the war and were navally – naval
buildings and then unoccupied for a time. They weren’t very obvious from the road
and so people didn’t say, well, what on earth is going on at that place. But of course
because a lot of our staff were recruited locally then word gets around about what they
did.
[20:38]
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Thank you. And could you say about your experience of being interviewed for
National Life Stories, the experience of being an interviewee?
Well, I was very flattered to be asked to be an interviewee. The experience over the
last, what was it, four or five sessions, has been to trigger memories that I’d – and to
dredge them up from the past that I hadn’t really thought about for many, many years
if not decades. The questions that you, the interviewer, posed to me have tested my
ability to remember and try and think about the way I thought in those days, and that’s
been very good. It’s been quite helpful in writing my memoirs to have those triggers.
And of course for my successors, the family, it is hopefully something that they will
treasure, for my children or great grandchildren to hear my voice over the years.
Hopefully it’s something they would enjoy.
[22:01]

Thank you. And finally, would you be able to say something your, what we might call
your archive, and by this mean material relating to your work that you’ve already left
somewhere or is already at an institution, material that you’ve got at home, sort of
how much there is, what sort of thing it is, what sort of material it is and where you
intend to put that at a particular time?
Quite a lot of my files that I developed at the institute, in particular the files when I
was director, are lodged in the archive at the National Oceanography Centre in
Southampton. And these went into a series of boxes and have been labelled and listed
in the library archive down there.
[23:08]
A … a few things I’ve kept up here. But what I have essentially in my study here in
Chiddingfold are copies of all the papers that I’ve published, copies of all the lectures
that I’ve given and manuscripts that I’ve used for lectures, a whole collection of
slides, and my diaries of the time that I’ve spent at sea. Whenever I went to sea I
always kept a journal, and these journals I have here in the study together with other
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notebooks about what I did at that time. Now my intention is that these will all go to
Southampton to the National Oceanography Centre library, the archive down there,
but I hope that my children, when I eventually die, will know what to send where and
I’ll try and leave instructions for them.

It may be difficult to summarise this but what sort of things are captured by the slides
that you mention?
Well, these are all slides that I’ve used in lectures, hmm, initially black and white
slides in glass and then later on coloured slides that I’ve taken or have copied and
used in lectures, and these are in albums of – and I’ve got three or four albums of
slides that I used to draw on when I was giving a lecture and I was using a projector.
But since then I’ve gone to PowerPoint, many of the slides that I used – used to use in
lectures I’ve now digitised and are in a PowerPoint facility on my laptop. I’m not –
by all means not all of them. And I think that the institute [library] down at the
Oceanography Centre, the archiving of photographic material has not been as good as
it might be, partly because they – the powers that be have now dissolved the
photographic department … so cataloguing of slides and making them available has
been a low priority: maybe they’re addressing this now.
[25:45]

It may be worth, in addition to your diaries, mentioning also the scrapbooks which
you showed me.
Oh, yes, I have scrapbooks that I’ve kept on and off sort of through my days in
Cambridge and my navy days and so forth. These are a mixture of all kinds of things
so that they will not go to Southampton, they will be part of the family.

Do you have a family member, a sort of grandchild perhaps or one of your children,
who are most likely you think to take these sort of more personal papers?
I think it’s very hard to tell at the moment. My son, who is now over fifty - but he’s
living in Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia, I think it’s unlikely that he will, at this time
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anyhow, want to have them. My two daughters by Clare, the married one in Holland
has not got much space for keeping anything right now and my other daughter hasn’t
yet sort of settled down into a family life, so these are all questions which they’re
going to have to face when – when I go.
[End of Track 14/ Part 12]
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